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Item 
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1.  APOLOGIES 

To receive any apologies for absence. 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Members are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary, personal 
or personal and prejudicial interests they may have and the nature of 
those interests relating to items on this agenda and/or indicate if S106 
of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 applies to them.    

3.  URGENT ITEMS OF BUSINESS 

To determine whether there are any additional items of business 
which, by reason of special circumstances, the Chair decides should 
be considered at the meeting as a matter of urgency. 

4.  ITEMS FOR EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC AND PRESS 

To determine any items on the agenda, if any, where the public are to 
be excluded from the meeting. 

5.  MINUTES 3 - 7

To consider the Minutes of the meeting of Cabinet held on 18th 
December 2018. 

6.  GAMBLING LICENSING POLICY STATEMENT 2019-2022 8 - 54

To consider the Gambling Licensing Policy Statement 2019-2022. 
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7.  FINANCE UPDATE REPORT 2018/19 55 - 84

To inform Cabinet and the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee of the Council’s forecast 2018/19 financial position as at 
the end of November 2018. 

8.  COLLECTION FUND 2018/19 85 - 95

To update Cabinet and Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
on the forecast Collection Fund outturn position for 2018/19 as at the 
end of November 2018.  

9.  BUDGET UPDATE 2019/20 TO 2021/22 96 - 141

To provide Cabinet with an update on the latest position regarding the 
Council’s Revenue Budget for 2019/20 to 2021/22, including the 
implications for the Council arising from the Autumn Budget 2018 and 
the Provisional Local Government Settlement 2019/20.

10.  EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC 

To consider that the press and public be excluded from the remaining 
part of the meeting pursuant to Section 100(A) 4 of the Local 
Government Act 1972 on the grounds that discussions may involve the 
likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in the provisions of 
Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972 and public 
interest would not be served in publishing the information.  

11.  MANCHESTER AIRPORT INVESTMENT 142 - 148

This report sets out plans relating to the Manchester Airport Group. 

Cabinet Members
Councillor Daalat Ali Councillor Allen Brett
Councillor Neil Emmott Councillor Janet Emsley
Councillor Iftikhar Ahmed Councillor John Blundell
Councillor Kieran Heakin Councillor Liam O'Rourke
Councillor Sara Rowbotham

For more information about this meeting, please contact 
Alison James – Governance and Committee Services 

Telephone: 01706 924711
Email: alison.james@rochdale.gov.uk  



CABINET

MINUTES OF MEETING
Tuesday, 18th December 2018

PRESENT:  Councillor Brett (in the Chair); Councillors Iftikhar Ahmed, Neil 
Emmott, Emsley, Heakin and O’Rourke.

OFFICERS: S. Rumbelow (Chief Executive), M. Widdup (Director of 
Neighbourhoods), J. Searle (Director of Economy), G. Hopper (Director of 
Children’s Services), V. Bradshaw (Chief Finance Officer), E. Caddick, P. 
Maynard, R. Scott, A. Webster (Neighbourhoods Directorate), N. Barton 
(Economy Directorate), R. Barker, S. Palin and P. Thompson Resources 
Directorate). 

ALSO IN ATTENDANCE:  Councillor Dearnley, Councillor Hartley, Councillor 
Rashid, T. Knight (Neighbourhoods Directorate and seven members of the 
public. 

APOLOGIES
80 Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Daalat Ali, 
Blundell and Rowbotham. 

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
81 There were no declarations of interests.

MINUTES
82 Decision:
 
That the minutes of the meeting of Cabinet held on 27th November 2018 be 
approved and signed by the Chair as a correct record.

IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW PAY SPINE 2019
83 The Cabinet considered a report of the Assistant Director (Legal, 
Governance and Workforce)/Monitoring Officer that provided Members with 
details of the implementation of the National Joint Council pay agreement for 
2018 - 2020 including the introduction of a new national pay spine on 1st April 
2019 and the outcome of formal consultation with the recognised trade 
unions.

Alternatives considered:

There was no alternative to applying the New Pay Spine. Agreements that 
had been reached by the NJC were collective agreements that were to be 
incorporated into the Council’s employees’ contracts of employment and thus 
automatically applicable. The New Pay Spine was to replace the current spine 
in its entirety and therefore all employees were to be assimilated across from 
their current spinal column point (SCP) to the new corresponding SCP in April 
2019. The Council did have options however as to how to implement this 
arrangement, which were detailed within the report.
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Resolved:

The Cabinet approves the proposal for implementing the New Pay Spine, 
detailed below, following the outcome of consultation with the trade unions:
(a) Incremental progression be applied and then assimilated to the new 
SCP, using SCPs with the exception of ‘new’ points.
(b) To remove SCP2 from the overlap at Grade 1/2 for a 3 point scale for 
Grade 1 and a 2 point scale for Grade 2.
Reasons for the decision:

The recommendation outlined in the report would enable the Council to 
implement the nationally agreed pay spine for employees covered by the 
National Joint Council for Local Government Workers.

Eligible for Call-in: Yes.

SECTION 106 - RUTHERFORD PARK PITCH EXTENSION
84 The Cabinet considered a report of the Director of Economy that 
sought approval to allocate funds totalling £195,000 for the extension of a 
football pitch at Rutherford Park, Wardle. These funds related to Section 106 
contributions received by the Council for improvements to formal sport 
facilities in the Borough.

Alternatives considered:

The Council was required to spend Section106 Formal Sport contributions in 
accordance with legal agreements and with local and national planning policy. 
Not delivering projects as set out in Section106 legal agreements would result 
in contributions being returned to developers and a loss of facilities for the 
residents of the borough.

Resolved:

That the Cabinet approves the allocation of £195,000 to extend a football pitch 
at Rutherford Park, Wardle.

Reasons for the decision:

Rutherford Park is the home of Wardle FC, a large club that provides both 
open age and junior football. However pitch demand currently significantly 
exceeded capacity at Rutherford Park. The creation of a second full size pitch 
would increase playing capacity for both open age and junior football.

Contributions had been identified from the development of the former Birch 
Hill Hospital site and development at Tarnside Close, Smallbridge. Both of 
these developments will contribute to demand for formal sports provision in 
the Pennines Township area, particularly in the Wardle and West 
Littleborough Ward.
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Eligible for Call-in: Yes

THE BOROUGH OF ROCHDALE (15 LAKESIDE, LITTLEBOROUGH) 
COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDER 2019
85 The Cabinet considered a report of the Director of Neighbourhoods 
which informed Members that 15 Lakeside was a partially completed single-
storey dwelling on Lakeside, situated close to the shore of Hollingworth Lake, 
Littleborough. It has never been occupied since construction began in 1998, 
and remained incomplete.

The Council has attempted to engage with the owners since 2007, and have 
encouraged them to complete the property and either occupy or sell it, since 
2007. It was understood that there were severe structural problems with the 
property. The property detracts from the appearance of the surroundings of 
Hollingworth Lake and has a negative amenity impact on one of the borough’s 
most attractive beauty spots.

The Council has attempted to use other mechanisms to bring the property into 
use, including the Empty Dwelling Management Order procedure and passing 
on details of parties interested in purchasing the property. Despite this, there 
are no signs of works being undertaken.

The Council was aware of a long-running dispute with their builder and insurer 
which has been adjudicated by the Financial Ombudsman. It was therefore 
proposed to make a Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) using the powers 
utilised in Sections 17 and 18 of the Housing Act 1985 to acquire the land that 
was shown edged red on the plan at Appendix 1, of the report, in order to 
bring the property into use as housing.

The Housing Services Manager and the Chair of the Cabinet both advised 
that they had, subsequent to the publication of the agenda for this meeting, 
received representations from the applicant requesting time to make remedial 
action to prevent the enactment of the recommendations in the report. 

Alternatives considered:

Officers could continue to engage with the site’s owners but it was considered 
that the risk of the site remaining vacant in the medium-to-long-term was too 
high to proceed without CPO.

Resolved:

1. The making of the “Borough of Rochdale (15 Lakeside, Littleborough) 
Compulsory Purchase Order 2019” utilising powers contained in 
Sections 17 and 18 of the Housing Act 1985 be approved.

2. The Assistant Director of Legal, Governance and Workforce and the 
Director of Economy be authorised to undertake the necessary legal 
procedures and associated action in relation to the Order listed in the 
report at paragraph 1 and described in Appendix 1.
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3. The Cabinet confirms that it has considered the implications of the 
Human Rights Act 1998, namely, reaching a view that there will not 
have been a breach of the Act if compulsory acquisition of the land 
within the Orders described in the report at paragraph 1 and Appendix 
1 is authorised.

4. Resolutions 1, 2 and 3 to take effect if the owner of the property (15 
Lakeside, Littleborough) does not take reasonable and expeditious 
steps to comply with requests of the Housing Services Manager to 
either improve or sell the property.

Reasons for the decision:

The Cabinet was advised that the property in question was located just off the 
shore of Hollingworth Lake, a picturesque body of water at the foot of the 
Pennine hills, and one of the borough’s key tourism destinations. The 
appearance of the site in question detracted from its surroundings and spoiled 
the outlook for visitors and neighbours. It was therefore clearly in the public 
interest to see the building completed and brought to a habitable standard. 

Given the long-term vacancy of the property and the lack of willingness or 
ability to complete the building works and make the property suitable for 
habitation, a Compulsory Purchase Order is considered to be the only 
mechanism available to the Council to bring the condition of the building to an 
acceptable standard and bring it back into use. The Council’s Empty Property 
team had attempted to engage with the owners for a prolonged period of time.

Eligible for call-in: Yes. 

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
86 Decision:

That the Press and Public be excluded from the meeting during consideration 
of the following item of business, in accordance with the provisions of Section 
100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, as amended.

Reason for Decision:

Should the press and public remain during the following item of business as 
there may be a disclosure of information that is deemed to be exempt under 
Part 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.

PROCUREMENT OF THE SOUTH HEYWOOD AREA WIDE 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME
87 The Cabinet considered a report of the Director of Neigbourhoods that 
sought approval from the Cabinet to progress the project for the South 
Heywood Area Wide Improvement Programme proposals, for a new link road 
from Junction 19 of the M62 motorway through Heywood to Pilsworth Road, 
through to the next stages of procurement, tender award and construction.
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Alternatives considered:

Other options contained within the report were considered and subsequently 
decided against.

Resolved:

1. The Cabinet confirms its consideration of the various options set out at 
Appendix A of the Director of Neighbourhood’s report and the reasons for the 
recommended procurement route that is set out in Section 4 of the report.
2. The Cabinet confirms its approval of the option to use a competitive 
procurement process utilising OJEU rules for the appointment of a single 
contractor to construct the J19 Link Road and to authorise officers to 
commence this process as soon as is practical.
3. The Cabinet delegates authority to the Director of Neighbourhoods in 
consultation with the Director of Resources and the Portfolio Holder for 
Environment to award the contract to construct the J19 Link Road to the 
successful bidder.
4. The Cabinet notes the work currently undertaken to date into the 
available procurement options and the current preferred option to undertake 
an OJEU compliant open tender process to appoint a single contractor to 
construct the J19 Link Road.

Reasons for the decision:

In June 2015 Cabinet had granted approval to design and plan the South 
Heywood Area Wide Improvement Programme proposals for a new link road 
from Junction 19 of the M62 motorway through Heywood to Pilsworth Road. 
The design process was nearing completion and consequently approval was 
required to progress the project through to the next stages of procurement, 
tender award and construction.

This authority would allow the early and timely appointment of resources to 
carry out any additional works which may be required in advance of the main 
contract works which may be required to deliver the J19 Link Road site works.

Eligible for Call-in: Yes.
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Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 28th January 2019

Portfolio Cabinet Member for 
Health & Wellbeing - 
Councillor Sara 
Rowbotham

Report Author Nicola Rogers

Public Document

Gambling Licensing Policy Statement 2019-2022

Executive Summary

1. 1.1 To enable the Council to meet its statutory obligations to adopt and publish 
a Gambling Licensing Policy, in accordance with Section 349 of the Gambling 
Act.

1.2 To report on the results of consultation on the Council’s draft Gambling 
Licensing Policy Statement and seek agreement from members on 
amendments where necessary and to recommend adoption of the Gambling 
Licensing Policy to full Council.

Recommendation

2. 2.1 That the responses to the consultation on the draft Gambling Licensing 
Policy statement be noted and that any subsequent amendments be 
approved;

2.2 That the adoption of the revised Gambling Licensing Policy statement be 
recommended to Council.

Reason for Recommendation

3. Councils have a statutory duty to prepare and publish a statement of principles 
that they propose to apply in exercising their functions under the Gambling 
Act. This is valid for a three year period and therefore the Council is required 
to review its policy statement every three years to meet its statutory 
requirements and adopt and publish a Gambling Licensing Policy. The first 
statement was effective from 31 January 2007.
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Key Points for Consideration

4. 4.1 The existing statement of Gambling Licensing Policy has been reviewed 
and updated.

4.2 In order to comply with statutory requirements, the Council has consulted 
with the Responsible Authorities under the Act, national bodies, 
representatives of licensees, residents and with representatives of 
businesses. A list of consultees forms part of the draft Gambling Licensing 
Policy.

4.3 The consultation period was from 23 July 2018 and ended on 16 
September 2018.

4.4 A total of 6 responses were received, the contents of which have been 
duly considered. The responses have been responded to accordingly and the 
draft policy has been amended.

4.5 The amended draft Gambling Licensing Policy statement is detailed in 
Appendix 1.

4.6 The detail of the consultation responses and the response to such is 
detailed in Appendix 2.

Alternatives Considered

4.7 None, the Gambling Act 2005 places a statutory duty on local authorities 
to prepare and publish a Gambling Licensing Policy Statement. The Council 
would be in breach of its statutory duty if it was to take any other action.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. There are no financial implications.

Risk and Policy Implications

6. 6.1 The statement of Gambling Licensing Policy sets out the approach that 
will be taken when dealing with permissions it grants and enforces thereafter.

6.2 The Policy also identifies how the Authority seeks to promote the three 
licensing objectives under the Act, namely:-

 Preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder, being 
associated with crime and disorder or being used to support crime.

 Ensuring gambling is conducted in a fair and open way.
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 Protecting children and other vulnerable people from being harmed or 
exploited by gambling.

6.3 There are no legal implications other than the statutory duty already 
identified in the report.

6.4 There are no personnel implications.

Consultation

7. As stated in paragraphs 4.2 to 4.6.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. None

For Further Information Contact: Nicola Rogers

Tel: 01706 924124 
nicola.rogers@rochdale.gov.uk 
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Introduction

This statement of Policy in relation to the Gambling functions that this Authority regulates sets out 
the approach that will be taken when dealing with permissions it grants and enforces thereafter.

This Policy also identifies how the Authority will seek to promote the licensing objectives under the 
Act, namely:-

 Preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder, being associated with 
crime and disorder or being used to support crime.

 Ensuring gambling is conducted in a fair and open way.

 Protecting children and other vulnerable people from being harmed or exploited by 
gambling.

Partnerships are important to us and with this in mind we will be working closely with the Gambling 
Commission, the Police and the other responsible authorities named within the Act. We will also 
provide guidance and support, where possible, to the trade, residents and businesses.

All decisions that are made in relation to gambling will be made having taken into account the 
three objectives and each application will be dealt with on its merits.

This policy will come into effect on the 31st January 2019 and will be reviewed no later than the 
31st January 2022.

In carrying out its gambling functions this Authority will have regard to its Policy and the Guidance 
issued by the Gambling Commission.  

An equalities impact assessment has been conducted in relation to this Policy and is available 
upon request.
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Policy Statement

PART A

1.0  The Licensing Objectives

1.1 In exercising most of their functions under the Gambling Act 2005, licensing authorities 
must have regard to the licensing objectives as set out in section 1 of the Act.  The licensing 
objectives are:
 Preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder, being associated with 

crime or disorder or being used to support crime
 Ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way
 Protecting children and other vulnerable persons from being harmed or exploited by 

gambling

1.2 It should be noted that the Gambling Commission has stated: “The requirement in relation 
to children is explicitly to protect them from being harmed or exploited by gambling”.  

1.3 This licensing authority is aware that, as per Section 153, in making decisions about 
premises licences and temporary use notices it should aim to permit the use of premises for 
gambling in so far as it thinks it’s:

 in accordance with any relevant code of practice issued by the Gambling Commission
 in accordance with any relevant guidance issued by the Gambling Commission
 reasonably consistent with the licensing objectives; and
 in accordance with the authority’s statement of licensing policy

2.0      Introduction

2.1 Licensing authorities are required by the Gambling Act 2005 to publish a statement of the 
principles which they propose to apply when exercising their functions.  This statement must 
be published at least every three years.  The statement must also be reviewed from “time to 
time” and any amended parts re-consulted upon.  The statement must be then re-published.

2.2 The Authority consulted widely upon this statement before finalising and publishing. A list of 
those persons consulted is provided in Appendix A. 

2.3      The Gambling Act requires that the following parties are consulted by Licensing  Authorities:
                  

 The Chief Officer of Police;
 One or more persons who appear to the authority to represent the interests of persons 

carrying on gambling businesses in the authority’s area;
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 One or more persons who appear to the authority to represent the interests of persons 
who are likely to be affected by the exercise of the authority’s functions under the 
Gambling Act 2005.

 
Our consultation took place between 23rd July 2018 and 16th September 2018 and referred 
to the HM Government code of Practice on Consultation.

The full list of comments made and the consideration by the Council of those comments is 
available by request to: Jahangir Alom, Rochdale Borough Council Licensing Service, Floor 
3, Number One Riverside, Smith Street, Rochdale, OL16 1XU or via the Council’s website.

The policy was approved by Rochdale Borough Council and is published on our website. A 
copy is available for viewing upon request at the Council Offices.

2.4 It should be noted that this statement of licensing principles will not override the right of any 
person to make an application, make representations about an application, or apply for a 
review of a licence, as each will be considered on its own merits and according to the 
statutory requirements of the Gambling Act 2005.  

2.5 The Authority is one of the 10 Metropolitan Districts of Greater Manchester. 

2.6 With a population of 211,699 (Source: UK Census 2011), it occupies an area of 16,100 
hectares and is based on the townships of Rochdale, Middleton, Heywood and Pennines.

2.7 The types and number of the premises within the Borough are as follows

TYPE OF PREMISES NUMBER OF 
PREMISES

BINGO HALLS 3
BETTING PREMISES 32
ADULT GAMING CENTRES 10
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES 1

TOTAL 46
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The total number of these premises are located in the following Townships that make up the 
Borough of Rochdale:

TOWNSHIPS  NUMBER OF 
PREMISES

ROCHDALE 19
MIDDLETON 12
HEYWOOD 11
LITTLEBOROUGH / PENNINES 4

TOTAL 46

3.0 Declaration

3.1 In producing the final statement, this licensing authority declares that it has had regard to 
the licensing objectives of the Gambling Act 2005, the Guidance to Licensing Authorities 
issued by the Gambling Commission, and any responses from those consulted on the 
statement.

4.0 Responsible Authorities

4.1 The licensing authority is required by regulations to state the principles it will apply in 
exercising its powers under Section 157(h) of the Act to designate, in writing, a body which 
is competent to advise the authority about the protection of children from harm.  The 
principles are:
 the need for the body to be responsible for an area covering the whole of the licensing 

authority’s area; and
 the need for the body to be answerable to democratically elected persons, rather than 

any particular vested interest group.

4.2 In accordance with the suggestion in the Gambling Commission’s Guidance to Licensing 
Authorities, this authority designates the Local Safeguarding Children Board for this 
purpose.

4.3 The contact details of all the Responsible Authorities under the Gambling Act 2005 are 
available at Appendix B.

5.0  Interested parties

5.1 Interested parties can make representations about licence applications, or apply for a 
review of an existing licence.  These parties are defined in the Gambling Act 2005 as 
follows:
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“For the purposes of this Part a person is an interested party in relation to an application for 
or in respect of a premises licence if, in the opinion of the licensing authority which issues 
the licence or to which the applications is made, the person-

     a) lives sufficiently close to the premises to be likely to be affected by the authorised 
activities,
b) has business interests that might be affected by the authorised activities, or
c) represents persons who satisfy paragraph (a) or (b)”

5.2 The licensing authority is required by regulations to state the principles it will apply in 
exercising its powers under the Gambling Act 2005 to determine whether a person is an 
interested party.  The principles are:

5.2.1 Each case will be decided upon its merits. This authority will not apply a rigid rule to its 
decision making.  It will consider the examples of considerations provided in the Gambling 
Commission’s Guidance to Local Authorities at 8.11 and 8.18. It will also consider the 
Gambling Commission's Guidance that "has business interests" should be given the widest 
possible interpretation and include partnerships, charities, faith groups and medical 
practices. If in the particular circumstances of the application the licensing authority departs 
from the guidance it will explain its reason for doing so.  

5.2.2  Interested parties can be persons who are democratically elected such as councillors and 
MP’s.  No specific evidence of being asked to represent an interested person will be 
required as long as the councillor / MP represents the ward likely to be affected.  Likewise, 
parish councils likely to be affected will be considered to be interested parties.  Other than 
these however, this authority will generally require written evidence that a person/body (e.g. 
an advocate / relative) ‘represents’ someone who either lives sufficiently close to the 
premises to be likely to be affected by the authorised activities and/or has business 
interests that might be affected by the authorised activities.  A letter from one of these 
persons, requesting the representation, is sufficient.

5.2.3 If individuals wish to approach councillors to ask them to represent their views then care 
should be taken that the councillors are not part of the Licensing Committee dealing with the 
licence application.  If there are any doubts then please contact the licensing section.  

6.0    Exchange of Information

6.1 Licensing authorities are required to include in their statements the principles to be applied 
by the authority in exercising the functions under sections 29 and 30 of the Act with respect 
to the exchange of information between it and the Gambling Commission, and the functions 
under section 350 of the Act with the respect to the exchange of information between it and 
the other persons listed in Schedule 6 to the Act.

6.2 The principle that this licensing authority applies is that it will act in accordance with the 
provisions of the Gambling Act 2005 in its exchange of information which includes the 
provision that the Data Protection Act 1998 will not be contravened.  The licensing authority 
will also have regard to any Guidance issued by the Gambling Commission on this matter, 
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as well as any relevant regulations issued by the Secretary of State under the powers 
provided in the Gambling Act 2005.  

6.3 Should any protocols be established as regards information exchange with other bodies 
then they will be made available.  

7.0  Enforcement 

7.1 Licensing authorities are required by regulation under the Gambling Act 2005 to state the 
principles to be applied by the authority in exercising the functions under Part 15 of the Act 
with respect to the inspection of premises; and the powers under section 346 of the Act to 
institute criminal proceedings in respect of the offences specified.

7.2 This licensing authority’s principles are that: 

It will be guided by the Gambling Commission’s Guidance to Licensing Authorities and will 
endeavour to be:

 Proportionate: regulators should only intervene when necessary:  remedies should be 
appropriate to the risk posed, and costs identified and minimised;

 Accountable: regulators must be able to justify decisions, and be subject to public 
scrutiny;

 Consistent: rules and standards must be joined up and implemented fairly;
 Transparent: regulators should be open, and keep regulations simple and user friendly;  

and
 Targeted: regulation should be focused on the problem, and minimise side effects. 

7.3 As per the Gambling Commission’s Guidance for Licensing Authorities this licensing 
authority will endeavour to avoid duplication with other regulatory regimes so far as 
possible.  

7.4 This authority inspects all premises annually and, where necessary, revisit premises as 
appropriate. This authority has also adopted a risk based inspection program based on:  

 The Licensing objectives
 Relevant codes of practice 
 Guidance issued by the Gambling Commission 
 Any enforcement policy; intelligence and complaints 
 The principles as set out in this statement of licensing policy 

Regard has been had to the Regulator’s Code in the preparation of this Policy. 

7.5 The main enforcement and compliance role for this licensing authority in terms of the 
Gambling Act 2005 is to ensure compliance with the premises licences and other 
permissions which it authorises.  The Gambling Commission is the enforcement body for 
the operating and personal licences. It is also worth noting that concerns about 
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manufacture, supply or repair of gaming machines will not be dealt with by the licensing 
authority but should be notified to the Gambling Commission.  

7.6 This licensing authority will also keep itself informed of developments as regards the work of 
the Better Regulation Executive in its consideration of the regulatory functions of local 
authorities.

7.7 Bearing in mind the principle of transparency, this licensing authority’s 
enforcement/compliance protocols/written agreements will be available upon request to the 
licensing section. Our risk methodology will also be available upon request.

7.8 The Council will take account of the Gambling Commission’s guidance document issued in 
February 2015 (and any subsequent amendments) ‘Approach to Test Purchasing’ when 
considering making test purchases at gambling premises. The Council will also follow its 
own policies and procedures regarding the use of underage test purchasers.

7.9 Where there is a Primary Authority scheme in place, the Council will seek guidance from the 
Primary Authority before taking any enforcement action. Further information, including an 
index of all Primary Authority arrangements can be found at:  
https://primaryauthorityregister.info/par/index.php/home

7.10 Reference shall also be made to the Council’s Enforcement Policy when considering 
enforcement action. The Council will take into account any published Enforcement 
Concordat issued by the Gambling Commission.

8.0 Licensing Authority functions

8.1 Licensing Authorities are required under the Act to:
 Be responsible for the licensing of premises where gambling activities are to take place 

by issuing Premises Licences 
 Issue Provisional Statements 
 Regulate members’ clubs and miners’ welfare institutes who wish to undertake certain 

gaming activities via issuing Club Gaming Permits and/or Club Machine Permits 
 Issue Club Machine Permits to Commercial Clubs 
 Grant permits for the use of certain lower stake gaming machines at unlicensed Family 

Entertainment Centres 
 Receive notifications from alcohol licensed premises (under the Licensing Act 2003) for 

the use of two or fewer gaming machines 
 Issue Licensed Premises Gaming Machine Permits for premises licensed to sell/supply 

alcohol for consumption on the licensed premises, under the Licensing Act 2003, where 
there are more than two machines 

 Register small society lotteries below prescribed thresholds 
 Issue Prize Gaming Permits 
 Receive and Endorse Temporary Use Notices 
 Receive Occasional Use Notices 
 Provide information to the Gambling Commission regarding details of licences issued 

(see section above on ‘information exchange)
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 Maintain registers of the permits and licences that are issued under these functions

8.2 It should be noted that licensing authorities will not be involved in licensing remote gambling 
at all, which is regulated by the Gambling Commission via operating licences.

PART B
PREMISES LICENCES: CONSIDERATION OF APPLICATIONS

9.0 General Principles 

9.1 Premises licences are subject to the requirements set-out in the Gambling Act 2005 and 
regulations, as well as specific mandatory and default conditions which are detailed in 
regulations issued by the Secretary of State. Licensing authorities are able to exclude 
default conditions and also attach others, where it is believed to be appropriate. The 
conditions in addition to the mandatory and default conditions will only be imposed where 
there is evidence of a risk to the licensing objectives in the circumstances of a particular 
case.

9.2 Decision – Making
This licensing authority is aware that in making decisions about premises licences it should 
aim to permit the use of premises for gambling in so far as it thinks it:
 in accordance with any relevant code of practice issued by the Gambling Commission;
 in accordance with any relevant guidance issued by the Gambling Commission ;
 reasonably consistent with the licensing objectives; and
 in accordance with the authority’s statement of licensing policy.

9.3 It is appreciated that as per the Gambling Commission's Guidance to Licensing Authorities 
"moral objections to gambling are not a valid reason to reject applications for premises 
licences" (except as regards any ‘no casino resolution’ – see section on casinos) and also 
that unmet demand is not criterion for a licensing authority. Further it is a under duty not to 
take other irrelevant matters into consideration, e.g. the likelihood of an applicant obtaining 
Planning permission.

9.4 The Licence Conditions and Code of Practice (LCCP) issued by the Gambling Commission 
places further onus on premises to complete a risk assessment based on code 8, the social 
responsibility code which came into force on 6 April 2016.
The council will have regard to this code when considering applications. This is covered in 
detail in Part D of this statement.

9.5 Definition of “premises” – in the Act,” Premises” is defined as including “any place”.  
Section 152 therefore prevents more than one premises licence applying to any place. But a 
single building could be subject to more than one premises licence, provided they are for 
different parts of the building and the different parts of the building can be reasonably 
regarded as being different premises. This approach has been taken to allow large multiple 
unit premises such as a pleasure park, pier, track or shopping mall to obtain discrete 
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premises licences, where appropriate safeguards are in place. However, licensing 
authorities should pay particular attention if there are issues about sub-divisions of a single 
building or plot and should ensure that mandatory conditions relating to access between 
premises are observed.

9.6 The Gambling Commission states in the fourth edition of its Guidance to Licensing 
Authorities that “In most cases the expectation is that a single building / plot will be the 
subject of an application for a licence, for example, 32 High Street. But, that does not mean 
32 High Street cannot be the subject of separate premises licences for the basement and 
ground floor, if they are configured acceptably. Whether different parts of a building can 
properly be regarded as being separate premises will depend on the circumstances. The 
location of the premises will clearly be an important consideration and the suitability of the 
division is likely to be a matter for discussion between the operator and the licensing officer. 
However, the commission does not consider that the areas of a building that are artificially 
or temporarily separated, for example by ropes or moveable partitions, can properly be 
regarded as different premises”.

9.7 This licensing authority takes particular note of the Gambling Commission’s Guidance to 
Licensing Authorities which states that: licensing authorities should take particular care in 
considering applications for multiple licences for a building and those relating to a discrete 
part of a building used for other (non-gambling) purposes. In particular they should be 
aware of the following:

    The third licensing objective seeks to protect children from being harmed by gambling. 
In practice that means not only preventing them from taking part in gambling, but also 
preventing them from being in close proximity to gambling. Therefore premises should be 
configured so that children are not invited to participate in, have accidental access to or 
closely observe gambling where they are prohibited from participating. 

    Entrances to and exits from parts of a building covered by one or more premises 
licences should be separate and identifiable so that the separation of different premises is 
not compromised and people do not “drift” into a gambling area. In this context it should 
normally be possible to access the premises without going through another licensed 
premises or premises with a permit.

    Customers should be able to participate in the activity names on the premises licence.   

The Guidance also gives a list of factors which the licensing authority should be aware of, 
which may include:

 Do the premises have a separate registration for business rates
 Is the premises’ neighbouring premises owned by the same person or someone else?
 Can each of the premises be accessed from the street or a public passageway?
 Can the premises only be accessed from any other gambling premises?

This authority will consider these and other relevant factors in making its decision, 
depending on all the circumstances of the case. 
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The Gambling Commission’s relevant access provisions for each premises type are 
reproduced below: 

Casinos

 The principal access entrance to the premises must be from a street (as defined at 7.26 
of the Guidance)

 No entrance to a casino must be from premises that are used wholly or mainly by 
children and/or young persons 

 No customer must be able to enter a casino directly from any other premises which 
holds a gambling premises licence

Adult Gaming Centre

 No customer must be able to access the premises directly from any other licensed 
gambling premises

Betting Shops

 Access must be from a street (as per para 7.26 Guidance to Licensing Authorities) or 
from another premises with a betting premises licence

 No direct access from a betting shop to another premises used for the retail sale of 
merchandise or services. In effect there cannot be an entrance to a betting shop from a 
shop of any kind and you could not have a betting shop at the back of a café – the whole 
area would have to be licensed. 

Tracks

 No customer should be able to access the premises directly from:
- a casino
- an adult gaming centre

Bingo Premises

 No customer must be able to access the premise directly from:
- a casino
- an adult gaming centre
- a betting premises, other than a track

Family Entertainment Centre

 No customer must be able to access the premises directly from:
                    - a casino
              - an adult gaming centre
                    - a betting premises, other than a track
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Part 7 of the Gambling Commission’s Guidance to Licensing Authorities contains further 
guidance on this issue, which this authority will also take into account in its decision-making.

9.8 Premises “ready for gambling”
The Guidance states that a licence to use premises for gambling should only be issued in 
relation to premises that the licensing authority can be satisfied are going to be ready to be 
used for gambling in the reasonably near future, consistent with the scale of building or 
alterations required before the premises are brought into use. 

If the construction of a premises is not yet complete, or if they need alteration, or if the 
applicant does not yet have a right to occupy them, then an application for a provisional 
statement should be made instead. However, an applicant can still apply for a Premises 
Licence (without the need of a Provisional Statement) even though the premises were not 
fully constructed.  

In deciding whether a premises licence can be granted where there are outstanding 
construction or alteration works at a premises, this authority will determine applications on 
their merits, applying a two stage consideration process:-

 First, whether the premises ought to be permitted to be used for gambling 
 Second, in order that if the premises were to be used for gambling the premises would 

be fit.

Applicants should note that this authority is entitled to decide that it is appropriate to grant a 
licence subject to conditions, but it is not obliged to grant such a licence. 

More detailed examples of the circumstances in which such a licence may be granted can 
be found at paragraphs 7.59-7.66 of the Guidance. 

9.9 Location - This licensing authority is aware that demand issues cannot be considered with 
regard to the location of premises but that considerations in terms of the licensing objectives 
are relevant to its decision-making. As per the Gambling Commission’s Guidance to 
Licensing Authorities, this authority will pay particular attention to the protection of children 
and vulnerable persons from being harmed or exploited by gambling, as well as issues of 
crime and disorder. Should any specific policy be decided upon as regards areas where 
gambling premises should not be located, this statement will be updated.  It should be noted 
that any such policy does not preclude any application being made and each application will 
be decided on its merits.

9.10 Planning: The Gambling Commission Guidance to Licensing Authorities states: 7.60 – In 
determining applications the licensing authority has a duty to take into consideration all 
relevant matters and not to take into consideration any irrelevant matters, i.e. those not 
related to gambling and the licensing objectives. One example of an irrelevant matter would 
be the likelihood of the applicant obtaining planning permission or building regulations 
approval for their proposal. 
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This authority will not take into account irrelevant matters as per the above guidance. In 
addition this authority notes the following excerpt from the Guidance: 
7.67 - When dealing with a premises licence application for finished buildings, the licensing 
authority should not take into account whether those buildings have or comply with the 
necessary planning or building consents.  Those matters should be dealt with under 
relevant planning control and building regulation powers, and not form part of the 
consideration for the premises licence.  Section 210 of the 2005 Act prevents licensing 
authorities taking into account the likelihood of the proposal by the applicant obtaining 
planning or building consent when considering a premises licence application.  Equally the 
grant of a gambling premises licence does not prejudice or prevent any action that may be 
appropriate under the law relating to planning or building.

An applicant can still apply for a Premises Licence (without the need of a Provisional 
Statement) even though the premises were not fully constructed. 

9.11 Duplication with other regulatory regimes - This licensing authority seeks to avoid any 
duplication with other statutory / regulatory systems where possible, including planning.  
This authority will not consider whether a licence application is likely to be awarded planning 
permission or building regulations approval, in its consideration of it.  It will though listen to, 
and consider carefully, any concerns about conditions which are not able to be met by 
licensees due to planning restrictions, should such a situation arise.

When dealing with a premises licence application for finished buildings, this authority will 
not take into account whether those buildings have to comply with the necessary planning 
or buildings consents. Fire or health and safety risks will not be taken into account, as these 
matters are dealt with under relevant planning control, buildings’ and other regulations and 
must not form part of the consideration for the premises licence. 

9.12 Licensing objectives - Premises licences granted must be reasonably consistent with the 
licensing objectives.  With regard to these objectives, this licensing authority has considered 
the Gambling Commission’s Guidance to Licensing Authorities and some comments are 
made below.

9.13 Preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder, being associated with 
crime or disorder or being used to support crime - This licensing authority is aware that 
the Gambling Commission takes a leading role in preventing gambling from being a source 
of crime.  The Gambling Commission's Guidance does however envisage that licensing 
authorities should pay attention to the proposed location of gambling premises in terms of 
this licensing objective.  Thus, where an area has known high levels of organised crime this 
authority will consider carefully whether gambling premises are suitable to be located there 
and whether conditions may be suitable such as the provision of door supervisors.  This 
licensing authority is aware of the distinction between disorder and nuisance and will 
consider factors (for example whether police assistance was required and how threatening 
the behaviour was to those who could see it), so as to make that distinction. Issues of 
nuisance cannot be addressed via the Gambling Act 2005.
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9.14 Ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way - This licensing authority 
has noted that the Gambling Commission states that it  generally does  not expect licensing 
authorities to be concerned with ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way 
as this will be addressed via operating and personal licences.  There is however, more of a 
role with regard to tracks which is explained in more detail in the 'tracks' section. 

9.15 Protecting children and other vulnerable persons from being harmed or exploited by 
gambling - This licensing authority has noted the Gambling Commission's Guidance that 
this objective means preventing children from taking part in gambling (as well as restriction 
of advertising so that gambling products are not aimed at or are, particularly attractive to 
children).  The licensing authority will therefore consider, as suggested in the Gambling 
Commission's Guidance, whether specific measures are required at particular premises, 
with regard to this licensing objective.  Appropriate measures may include supervision of 
entrances / machines, segregation of areas etc. 

Children are only permitted to be involved in limited types of gaming (Category D 
Machines). 

9.16 This licensing authority is also aware of the Gambling Commission Codes of Practice as 
regards this licensing objective, in relation to specific premises. 

9.17 Section 7 of the Gambling Commission Guidance to Local Authorities sets out 
considerations that an operator must make in order to protect children and young people 
from accessing gambling premises.
The Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice (LCCP) issued in 2015 prescribe how 
operators must prevent children from using age restricted gaming or gambling activities, 
particularly where gaming machines are licensed.
In particular operators must ensure that;

 all staff are trained,
 that all customers are supervised when on gambling premises
 must have procedures for identifying customers who are at risk of gambling related 

harm.

9.18 The Council will expect all operators to have policies and procedures in place as required 
by the LCCP codes on social responsibility to cover all aspects of the code, in particular 
staff training records and self-exclusion records.

9.19 Further provisions with regard to self-exclusion and marketing are included in the social 
responsibility code. The council will take all conditions and codes into account when 
considering applications or performing enforcement activities. See Part D of this policy 
statement for further details and on the Council’s requirements in relation to the LCCP. 

9.20 As regards the term “vulnerable persons” it is noted that the Gambling Commission does 
not seek to offer a definition but states that “it will for regulatory purposes assume that this 
group includes people who gamble more than they want to; people who gambling beyond 
their means; and people who may not be able to make informed or balanced decisions 
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about gambling due to a mental impairment, alcohol or drugs”. This licensing authority will 
consider this licensing objective on a case by case basis.  

If there are concerns about an individual who appears to have care and support needs, the 
premises should encourage the individual to contact Rochdale Borough Council Adult Care 
Services for support and guidance on 03000 303 8886. 

9.21 Conditions - Any conditions attached to licences will be proportionate and will be:
 relevant to the need to make the proposed building suitable as a gambling facility;
 directly related to the premises and the type of licence applied for;
 fairly and reasonably related to the scale and type of premises; and
 reasonable in all other respects.
 Consistent with those attached to Operator’s Licences. 

The conditions in addition to the mandatory and default conditions will only be imposed 
where there is evidence of a risk to the licensing objectives in the circumstances of a 
particular case.

9.22 Decisions upon individual conditions will be made on a case by case basis, although there 
will be a number of measures this licensing authority will consider utilising to meet licensing 
objectives, such as the use of supervisors, appropriate signage for adult only areas etc. 
Additional conditions will only be imposed where there is a clear evidence of a risk to the 
licensing objectives that requires the mandatory and default conditions to be supplemented. 
There are specific comments made in this regard under some of the licence types below.  
This licensing authority will also expect the licence applicant to offer his/her own 
suggestions as to the way in which the licensing objectives can be met effectively.

9.23 This licensing authority will also consider specific measures which may be required for 
buildings which are subject to multiple premises licences.  Such measures may include the 
supervision of entrances; segregation of gambling from non-gambling areas frequented by 
children; and the supervision of gaming machines in non-adult gambling specific premises 
in order to pursue the licensing objectives.  These matters are in accordance with the 
Gambling Commission's Guidance.

9.24 This authority will also ensure that where category C or above machines are on offer in 
premises to which children are admitted:

 all such machines are located in an area of the premises which is separated from the 
remainder of the premises by a physical barrier which is effective to prevent access 
other than through a designated entrance; 

 only adults are admitted to the area where these machines are located;
 access to the area where the machines are located is supervised;
 the area where these machines are located is arranged so that it can be observed by the 

staff or the licence holder; and
 at the entrance to and inside any such areas there are prominently displayed notices 

indicating that access to the area is prohibited to persons under 18.
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 Physical barriers to segregate areas should not impede the escape routes from that or 
other areas. 

9.25 These considerations will apply to premises including buildings where multiple premises 
licences are applicable.

9.26 This licensing authority is aware that tracks may be subject to one or more than one 
premises licence, provided each licence relates to a specified area of the track.  As per the 
Gambling Commission's Guidance, this licensing authority will consider the impact upon the 
third licensing objective and the need to ensure that entrances to each type of premises are 
distinct and that children are excluded from gambling areas where they are not permitted to 
enter.

9.27 It is noted that there are conditions which the licensing authority cannot attach to premises 
licences which are:
 any condition on the premises licence which makes it impossible to comply with an 

operating licence condition; 
 conditions relating to gaming machine categories, numbers, or method of operation;
 conditions which provide that membership of a club or body be required (the Gambling 

Act  2005 specifically removes the membership requirement for casino and bingo clubs 
and this provision prevents it being reinstated; and

 conditions in relation to stakes, fees, winning or prizes.

All premises licences shall by virtue of section 183 of the Act be subject to the condition that 
premises shall not be used to provide facilities for gambling on Christmas Day.

9.28 Door Supervisors - The Gambling Commission advises in its Guidance to Licensing 
Authorities that if a licensing authority is concerned that a premises may attract disorder or 
be subject to attempts at unauthorised access (for example by children and young persons) 
then it may require that the entrances to the premises are controlled by a door supervisor, 
and is entitled to impose a premises licence to this effect.

9.25 Where it is decided that supervision of entrances/machines is appropriate for particular 
cases, a consideration of whether these need to be SIA licensed or not will be necessary. It 
will not be automatically assumed that they need to be licensed, as the statutory 
requirements for different types of premises vary (as per the Guidance, Part 33).

10.0  Adult Gaming Centres

10.1 This licensing authority will specifically have regard to the need to protect children and 
vulnerable persons from harm or being exploited by gambling and will expect the applicant 
to satisfy the authority that there will be sufficient measures to, for example, ensure that 
under 18 year olds do not have access to the premises. 

10.2 Where gambling facilities are provided at premises as a supplementary activity to the main 
purpose of the premises; e.g. motorway service areas and shopping malls. The council will 
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expect the gambling area to be clearly defined to ensure that customers are fully aware that 
they are making a choice to enter into the gambling premises and that the premises is 
adequately supervised at all times. 

10.3 This licensing authority may consider measures to meet the licensing objectives such as:

 Proof of age schemes
 CCTV
 Supervision of entrances / machine areas
 Physical separation of areas
 Location of entry
 Notices / signage
 Specific opening hours
 Self-exclusion schemes
 Provision of information leaflets / helpline numbers for organisations such as GamCare.

This list is not mandatory, nor exhaustive, and is merely indicative of example measures.

11.0  (Licensed) Family Entertainment Centres

11.1 This licensing authority will specifically have regard to the need to protect children and 
vulnerable persons from harm or being exploited by gambling and will expect the applicant 
to satisfy the authority, for example, that there will be sufficient measures to ensure that 
under 18 year olds do not have access to the adult only gaming machine areas.  

11.2 This licensing authority may consider measures to meet the licensing objectives such as:

 CCTV
 Supervision of entrances / machine areas
 Physical separation of areas
 Location of entry
 Notices / signage
 Specific opening hours
 Self-exclusion schemes 
 Provision of information leaflets / helpline numbers for organisations such as GamCare.
 Measures / training for staff on how to deal with suspected truant school children on the 

premises

This list is not mandatory, nor exhaustive, and is merely indicative of example measures.

11.3 This licensing authority will, as per the Gambling Commission’s guidance, refer to the 
Commission’s website to see any conditions that apply to operating licences covering the 
way in which the area containing the category C machines should be delineated.  This 
licensing authority will also make itself aware of any mandatory or default conditions on 
these premises licences, when they have been published.  
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12.0 Casinos

12.1 No Casinos resolution - This licensing authority has not passed a ‘no casino’ resolution 
under Section 166 of the Gambling Act 2005, but is aware that it has the power to do so.   
Should this licensing authority decide in the future to pass such a resolution, it will update 
this policy statement with details of that resolution.  Any such decision will be made by the 
Full Council.  

12.2 Local Authorities only: Casinos and competitive bidding – small / large casinos – This 
licensing authority has been granted the power to issue one premises licence for a 
(small)/(large) casino, and is aware that there are likely to be a number of  operators who 
will want to run the casino.  In such situations the local authority will run a ‘competition’ 
under Schedule 9 of the Gambling Act 2005.  This licensing authority will run such a 
competition in line with the Gambling (inviting Competing Applications for large and small 
casino premises licenses) Regulations 2008, as well as following the procedure set out in 
Part 17 of the Guidance.

12.3 Licence considerations / conditions – This licensing authority will attach conditions to 
casino premises licences according to the principles set out in the Gambling Commission’s 
Guidance at paragraph 9, bearing in mind the mandatory conditions listed in paragraph 17 
of the guidance, and the Licensing Conditions and Codes of Practice published by the 
Gambling commission.

13.0  Bingo premises

13.1 This licensing authority notes that the Gambling Commission’s Guidance states:

“[18.4] Licensing authorities will need to satisfy themselves that bingo can be played in any 
bingo premises for which they issue a premises licence. This will be a relevant 
consideration where the operator of an existing bingo premises applies to vary their licence 
to exclude an area of the existing premises from its ambit and then applies for a new 
premises licence, or multiple licences, for that or those excluded areas. 

This authority also notes the Guidance at paragraph 18.8 regarding the holder of a bingo 
premises licence may make available for use a number of category B gaming machines not 
exceeding 20% of the total number of gaming machines on the premises.

[18.6] Children and young people are allowed into bingo premises; however they are not 
permitted to participate in the bingo and if category B or C machines are made available for 
use these must be separated from areas where children and young people are allowed”. 

This licensing authority may consider similar measures to those outlined at 10.3 (Adult 
Gaming Centres) and 11.2 (Licensed – Family Entertainment Centres) to meet the licensing 
objectives. These measures are not exhaustive and are merely indicative of example 
measures. 
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14.0 Betting premises

14.1 Betting machines – This licensing authority will, as per the Gambling Commission’s 
Guidance, take into account the size of the premises, the number of counter positions 
available for person-to-person transactions, and the ability of staff to monitor the use of the 
machines by children and young persons (it is an offence for those under 18 to bet) or by 
vulnerable people, when considering the number/nature/circumstances of betting machines 
an operator wants to offer. It is noted that children are not able to go into premises with the 
benefit of a Betting Premises Licence. 

14.2 The authority has discretion as to the number, nature and circumstances of use of betting 
machines, there is no evidence that such machines give rise to regulatory concerns.  This 
authority will consider limiting the number of machines only where there is clear evidence 
that such machines have been or are likely to be used in breach of the licensing objectives.  
Where there is such evidence, this authority may consider, when reviewing the licence, the 
ability of staff to monitor the use of such machines from the counter

14.3 There is no evidence that the operation of betting offices has required door supervisors for 
the protection of the public.  The authority will make a door supervision requirement only if 
there is clear evidence from the history of trading at the premises that the premises cannot 
be adequately supervised from the counter and that door supervision is both necessary and 
proportionate.

14.4 This authority recognises that certain bookmakers have a number of premises within its 
area.  In order to ensure that any compliance issues are recognised and resolved at the 
earliest stage, operators are requested to give the authority a single named point of contact, 
who should be a senior individual, and whom the authority will contact first should any 
compliance queries or issues arise.

This licensing authority may consider similar measures to those outlined at 10.3 (Adult 
Gaming Centres) and 11.2 (Licensed – Family Entertainment Centres) to meet the licensing 
objectives. These measures are not exhaustive and are merely indicative of example 
measures. 

15.0 Tracks

15.1 This licensing authority is aware that tracks may be subject to one or more than one 
premises licence, provided each licence relates to a specified area of the track. As per the 
Gambling Commission's Guidance, this licensing authority will especially consider the 
impact upon the third licensing objective (i.e. the protection of children and vulnerable 
persons from being harmed or exploited by gambling) and the need to ensure that 
entrances to each type of premises are distinct and that children are excluded from 
gambling areas where they are not permitted to enter.

15.2 This authority will therefore expect the premises licence applicant to demonstrate suitable 
measures to ensure that children do not have access to adult only gaming facilities.  It is 
noted that children and young persons will be permitted to enter track areas where facilities 
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for betting are provided on days when dog-racing and/or horse racing takes place, but that 
they are still prevented from entering areas where gaming machines (other than category D 
machines) are provided.

15.3 This licensing authority may consider measures to meet the licensing objectives such as:

 Proof of age schemes
 CCTV
 Supervision of entrances / machine areas
 Physical separation of areas
 Location of entry
 Notices / signage
 Specific opening hours
 Self-exclusion schemes
 Provision of information leaflets / helpline numbers for organisations such as GamCare

This list is not mandatory, nor exhaustive, and is merely indicative of example measures.

15.4 Gaming machines - Where the applicant holds a pool betting operating licence and is going 
to use the entitlement to four gaming machines, machines (other than category D 
machines) should be located in areas from which children are excluded. 

15.5 Betting machines - This licensing authority will, as per Part 6 of the Gambling 
Commission's Guidance, take into account the size of the premises and the ability of staff to 
monitor the use of the machines by children and young persons (it is an offence for those 
under 18 to bet) or by vulnerable people, when considering the number / nature / 
circumstances of betting machines an operator proposes to offer.

15.6 Applications and plans - The Gambling Act (s51) requires applicants to submit plans of 
the premises with their application, in order to ensure that the licensing authority has the 
necessary information to make an informed judgement about whether the premises are fit 
for gambling. The plan will also be used for the licensing authority to plan future premises 
inspection activity. (See Guidance to Licensing Authorities, para 20.28).

15.7 Plans for tracks do not need to be in a particular scale, but should be drawn to scale and 
should be sufficiently detailed to include the information required by regulations. (See 
Guidance to Licensing Authorities, para 20.29).

15.8 Some tracks may be situated on agricultural land where the perimeter is not defined by 
virtue of an outer wall or fence, such as point-to-point racetracks. In such instances, where 
an entry fee is levied, track premises licence holders may erect temporary structures to 
restrict access to premises (See Guidance to Licensing Authorities, para 20.31).

15.9 In the rare cases where the outer perimeter cannot be defined, it is likely that the track in 
question will not be specifically designed for the frequent holding of sporting events or 
races. In such cases betting facilities may be better provided through occasional use 
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notices where the boundary premises do not need to be defined. (See Guidance to 
Licensing Authorities, para 20.32).

15.10 This authority appreciates that it is sometimes difficult to define the precise location of 
betting areas on tracks. The precise location of where betting facilities are provided is not 
required to be shown on track plans, both by virtue of the fact that betting is permitted 
anywhere on the premises and because of the difficulties associated with pinpointing exact 
locations for some types of track. Applicants should provide sufficient information that this 
authority can satisfy itself that the plan indicates the main areas where betting might take 
place. For racecourses in particular, any betting areas subject to the “five times rule” 
(commonly known as betting rings) must be indicated on the plan. (See Guidance to 
Licensing Authorities, para 20.33).

16.0 Travelling Fairs

16.1 This licensing authority is responsible for deciding whether, where category D machines 
and / or equal chance prize gaming without a permit is to be made available for use at 
travelling fairs, the statutory requirement that the facilities for gambling amount to no more 
than an ancillary amusement at the fair is met.

The licensing authority will also consider whether the applicant falls within the statutory 
definition of a travelling fair.

16.2 It is noted that the 27 day statutory maximum for the land being used as a fair, applies on a 
per calendar year basis, and that it applies to the piece of land on which the fairs are held, 
regardless of whether it is the same or different travelling fairs occupying the land.  This 
licensing authority will work with its neighbouring authorities to ensure that land which 
crosses our boundaries is monitored so that the statutory limits are not exceeded. In any 
event neighbouring authorities will be consulted to ensure best practice and consistency is 
applied.

17.0 Provisional Statements

17.1 Developers may wish to apply to this authority for provisional statements before entering 
into a contract to buy or lease property or land to judge whether a development is worth 
taking forward in light of the need to obtain a premises licence. There is no need for the 
applicant to hold an operating licence in order to apply for a provisional statement.

17.2 S.204 of the Gambling Act provides for a person to make an application to the licensing 
authority for a provisional statement in respect of premises that he or she: 

- expects to be constructed;
- expects to be altered; or
- expects to acquire a right to occupy.

17.3 The process for considering an application for a provisional statement is the same as that 
for a premises licence application The applicant is obliged to give notice of the application in 
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the same way as applying for the premises licence. Responsible authorities and interested 
parties may make representations and there are rights of appeal.

17.4 In contrast to the premises licence application, the applicant does not have to hold or have 
applied for an operating licence from the Gambling Commission (except in the case of a 
track) and they do not have to have a right to occupy the premises in respect of which their 
provisional application is made.

17.5 The holder of a provisional statement may then apply for a premises licence once the 
premises are constructed, altered or acquired. The licensing authority will be constrained in 
the matters it can consider when determining the premises licence application, and in terms 
of representations about premises licence applications that follow the grant of a provisional 
statement, no further representations from relevant authorities or interested parties can be 
taken into account unless:

 they concern matters which could not have been addressed at the provisional 
statement stage, or 

 they reflect a change in the applicant’s circumstances.  

An applicant can still apply for a Premises Licence (without the need of a Provisional 
Statement) even though the premises were not fully constructed

17.6 In addition, the authority may refuse the premises licence (or grant it on terms different to 
those attached to the provisional statement) only by reference to matters:

 which could not have been raised by objectors at the provisional licence stage; or
 which in the authority’s opinion reflect a change in the operator’s circumstances; or
 where the premises has not been constructed in accordance with the plan submitted 

with the application. This must be a substantial change to plan and this licensing 
authority notes that it can discuss any concerns it has with the applicant before 
making a decision.

18.0 Reviews

18.1 Requests for a review of a premises licence can be made by interested parties or 
responsible authorities; however, it is for the licensing authority to decide whether the 
review is to be carried-out. This will be on the basis of whether the request for the review is 
relevant to the matters listed below.

 in accordance with any relevant code of practice issued by the Gambling Commission;
 in accordance with any relevant guidance issued by the Gambling Commission;
 reasonably consistent with the licensing objectives; and
 in accordance with the authority’s statement of principles.

18.2 The request for the review will also be subject to the consideration by the authority as to 
whether the request is frivolous, vexatious or whether it will certainly not cause this authority 
to wish to alter/revoke/suspend the licence, review.
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18.3 The licensing authority can also initiate a review of a particular premises licence, or a 
particular class of premises licence on the basis of any reason which it thinks is appropriate.

18.4 Once a valid application for a review has been received by the licensing authority, 
representations can be made by responsible authorities and interested parties during a 28 
day period. This period begins 7 days after the application was received by the licensing 
authority, who will publish notice of the application within 7 days of receipt.

18.5 The licensing authority must carry out the review as soon as possible after the 28 day 
period for making representations has passed.

18.6 The purpose of the review will be to determine whether the licensing authority should take 
any action in relation to the licence. If action is justified, the options open to the licensing 
authority are:-

(a) add, remove or amend a licence condition  imposed by the licensing authority;
(b) exclude a default condition imposed by the Secretary of state or Scottish Ministers (e.g. 
opening hours) or remove or amend such an exclusion;
(c) suspend the premises licence for a period not exceeding three months; and 
(d) revoke the premises licence.

18.7 In determining what action, if any, should be taken following a review, the licensing 
authority must have regard to the principles set out in section 153 of the Act, as well as any 
relevant representations.

18.8 In particular, the licensing authority may also initiate a review of a premises licence on the 
grounds that a premises licence holder has not provided facilities for gambling at the 
premises. This is to prevent people from applying for licences in a speculative manner 
without intending to use them.

18.9 Once the review has been completed, the licensing authority must, as soon as possible, 
notify its decision to: 

 the licence holder
 the applicant for review (if any)
 the Commission
 any person who made representations
 the Chief Officer of police or Chief constable; and
 Her Majesty’s Commissioners for Revenue and Customs


PART C

PERMITS / TEMPORARY AND OCCASIONAL USE NOTICES

19.0 Unlicensed Family Entertainment Centre gaming machine permits (Statement of 
Principles on Permits - Schedule 10 paragraph 7)
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19.1 Where a premises does not hold a premises licence but wishes to provide gaming 
machines, it may apply to the licensing authority for this permit. It should be noted that the 
applicant must show that the premises will be wholly or mainly used for making gaming 
machines available for use (Section 238).

19.2 The Gambling Act 2005 states that a licensing authority may prepare a statement of 
principles that they propose to consider in determining the suitability of an applicant for a 
permit and in preparing this statement, and/or considering applications, it need not (but 
may) have regard to the licensing objectives and shall have regard to any relevant guidance 
issued by the Commission under section 25.  The Gambling Commission’s Guidance to 
Licensing Authorities also states: “In their three year licensing policy statement, licensing 
authorities may include a statement of principles that they propose to apply when exercising 
their functions in considering applications for permits, licensing authorities will want to give 
weight to child protection issues." (24.6)

19.3 Guidance also states that “….An application for a permit may be granted only if the 
licensing authority is satisfied that the premises will be used as an unlicensed FEC, and if 
the chief officer of police has been consulted on the application….. Licensing authorities 
might wish to consider asking applications to demonstrate:
 A full understanding of the maximum stakes and prizes of the gambling that is 

permissible in unlicensed FEC’s;
 That the applicant has no relevant convictions(those that are set out in Schedule 7 of the 

Act; and 
 That staff are trained to have a full understanding of the maximum stakes and prizes. 

(24.7)

It should be noted that a licensing authority cannot attach conditions to this type of permit.

19.4 Statement of Principles - This licensing authority will expect the applicant to show that 
there are policies and procedures in place to protect children from harm. Harm in this 
context is not limited to harm from gambling but includes wider child protection 
considerations. The efficiency of such policies and procedures will each be considered on 
their merits, however, they may include appropriate measures/training for staff as regards 
suspected truant school children on the premises, measures/training covering how staff 
would deal with unsupervised very young children being on the premises, or children 
causing perceived problems on / around the premises. This licensing authority will also 
expect, as per Gambling Commission Guidance, that applicants demonstrate a full 
understanding of the maximum stakes and prizes of the gambling that is permissible in 
unlicensed FECs; that the applicant has no relevant convictions (those that are set out in 
Schedule 7 of the Act); and that staff are trained to have a full understanding of the 
maximum stakes and prizes.

20.0 (Alcohol) Licensed premises gaming machine permits - (Schedule 13 paragraph 4(1))

20.1 There is provision in the Act for premises licensed to sell alcohol for consumption on the 
premises, to automatically have 2 gaming machines, of categories C and/or D.  The 
premises merely need to notify the licensing authority and pay the prescribed fee.
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20.2 The licensing authority can remove the automatic authorisation in respect of any particular 
premises if:
 provision of the machines is not reasonably consistent with the pursuit of the licensing 

objectives;
 gaming has taken place on the premises that breaches a condition of section 282 of the 

Gambling Act (i.e. that written notice has been provided to the licensing authority, that a 
fee has been provided and that any relevant code of practice issued by the Gambling 
Commission about the location and operation of the machine has been complied with); 

 the premises are mainly used for gaming; or
 an offence under the Gambling Act has been committed on the premises.

20.3 Permit: 3 or more machines - If a premises wishes to have more than 2 machines, then it 
needs to apply for a permit and the licensing authority must consider that application based 
upon the licensing objectives, any guidance issued by the Gambling Commission issued 
under Section 25 of the Gambling Act 2005,  and “such matters as they think relevant.”  

20.4 This licensing authority considers that “such matters” will be decided on a case by case 
basis but generally there will be regard to the need to protect children and vulnerable 
persons from being harmed or exploited by gambling and will expect the applicant to satisfy 
the authority that there will be sufficient measures to ensure that under 18 year olds do not 
have access to the adult only gaming machines.  Measures which will satisfy the authority 
that there will be no access may include the adult machines being in sight of the bar, or in 
the sight of staff who will monitor that the machines are not being used by those under 18.  
Notices and signage may also help.  As regards the protection of vulnerable persons 
applicants may wish to consider the provision of information leaflets / helpline numbers for 
organisations such as GamCare. Where premises are applying for additional machines 
these would normally be granted where the premises comply with the Gambling 
Commission’s Code of Practice. An application for a permit for up to four machines would 
normally be considered by Officers without the need for a hearing. 

20.5 It is recognised that some alcohol licensed premises may apply for a premises licence for 
their non-alcohol licensed areas.  Any such application would most likely need to be applied 
for, and dealt with as an Adult Gaming Centre premises licence.

20.6 It should be noted that the licensing authority can decide to grant the application with a 
smaller number of machines and/or a different category of machines than that applied for.  
Conditions (other than these) cannot be attached.

20.7 It should  be noted that the holder of a permit must comply with any Code of Practice issued 
by the Gambling Commission about the location and operation of the machine.

20.8 It should be noted that the Gambling Commission Guidance to Licensing Authorities 
explains that low level gaming is lawful in alcohol licensed premises within defined limits.
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21.0 Prize Gaming Permits 

21.1 The Gambling Act 2005 states that a licensing authority may “prepare a statement of 
principles that they propose to apply in exercising their functions under this Schedule” which 
“may in particular, specify matters that the licensing authority proposes to consider in 
determining the suitability of the applicant for a permit”.  

21.2 This licensing authority has prepared a Statement of Principles which is that the applicant 
should set out the types of gaming that he or she is intending to offer and that the applicant 
should be able to demonstrate: 
   that they understand the limits to stakes and prizes that are set out in Regulations; 
   and that the gaming offered is within the law.
   Clear policies that outline the steps to be taken to protect children from harm.

21.3 In making its decision on an application for this permit the licensing authority does not need 
to (but may) have regard to the licensing objectives but must have regard to any Gambling 
Commission guidance.  

21.4 It should be noted that there are conditions in the Gambling Act 2005 by which the permit 
holder must comply, but that the licensing authority cannot attach conditions.  The 
conditions in the Act are:
 the limits on participation fees, as set out in regulations, must be complied with;
 all chances to participate in the gaming must be allocated on the premises on which the 

gaming is taking place and on one day; the game must be played and completed on the 
day the chances are allocated; and the result of the game must be made public in the 
premises on the day that it is played; 

 the prize for which the game is played must not exceed the amount set out in regulations 
(if a money prize), or the prescribed value (if non-monetary prize); and

 participation in the gaming must not entitle the player to take part in any other gambling. 

22.0 Club Gaming and Club Machines Permits

22.1 Members Clubs and Miners’ welfare institutes (but not Commercial Clubs) may apply for a 
Club Gaming Permit. The Club Gaming Permit will enable the premises to provide gaming 
machines (3 machines of categories B, C or D), equal chance gaming and games of chance 
as set-out in forthcoming regulations. 

22.2 Members Clubs and Miners Welfare institutes - and also Commercial Clubs – may apply for 
a Club Machine Permit. A Club Machine permit will enable the premises to provide gaming 
machines (3 machines of categories B, C or D). NB Commercial Clubs may not site 
category B3A gaming machines offering lottery games in their club.

22.3 This licensing authority notes that the Gambling Commissions guidance states:

[25.46] The licensing authority has to satisfy itself that the club meets the requirements of 
the Act to obtain a club gaming permit. In doing so it will take account a number of matters 
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as outlined in sections 25.47-25.49 of the gambling Commissions Guidance. These include 
the constitution of the club, the frequency of gaming and ensuring that there are more than 
25 members. 

The club must be conducted ‘wholly or mainly’ for purposes other than gaming, unless the 
gaming is permitted by separate regulations. The Secretary of State has made regulations 
and these cover bridge and whist clubs.     

22.4 The Commission Guidance also notes that "licensing authorities may only refuse an 
application on the grounds that:

(a) the applicant does not fulfil the requirements for a members’ or commercial club or 
miners’ welfare institute and therefore is not entitled to receive the type of permit for 
which it has applied;

(b) the applicant’s premises are used wholly or mainly by children and/or young persons;
(c) an offence under the Act or a breach of a permit has been committed by the applicant 

while providing gaming facilities;
(d) a permit held by the applicant has been cancelled in the previous ten years; or
(e) an objection has been lodged by the Commission or the police.

22.5 There is also a ‘fast-track’ procedure available under the Act for premises which hold a Club 
Premises Certificate under the Licensing Act 2003 (Schedule 12 paragraph 10). 
Commercial clubs cannot hold Club premises certificates under the Licensing Act 2003 and 
so cannot use the fast-track procedure. As the Gambling Commission’s Guidance for local 
authorities states: "Under the fast-track procedure there is no opportunity for objections to 
be made by the Commission or the police, and the ground upon which an authority can 
refuse a permit are reduced" and "The grounds on which an application under the process 
may be refused are:

(a) that the club is established primarily for gaming, other than gaming prescribed under 
schedule 12;
(b) that in addition to the prescribed gaming, the applicant provides facilities for other 
gaming; or
(c) that a club gaming permit or club machine permit issued to the applicant in the last ten 
years has been cancelled."

22.6 There are statutory conditions on club gaming permits that no child uses a category B or C 
machine on the premises and that the holder complies with any relevant provision of a code 
of practice about the location and operation of gaming machines.

23.0 Temporary Use Notices

23.1 Temporary Use Notices allow the use of premises for gambling where there is no premises 
licence but where a gambling operator wishes to use the premises temporarily for providing 
facilities for gambling. Premises that might be suitable for a Temporary Use Notice, 
according to the Gambling Commission, would include hotels, conference centres and 
sporting venues.
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23.2 The licensing authority can only grant a Temporary Use Notice to a person or company 
holding a relevant operating licence, i.e. a non-remote casino operating licence. 

23.3 The Secretary of State has the power to determine what form of gambling can be 
authorised by Temporary Use Notices, and at the time of writing this Statement the relevant 
regulations (SI no 3157: The Gambling Act 2005 (Temporary Use Notices) Regulations 
2007) state that Temporary Use Notices can only be used to permit the provision of facilities 
or equal chance gaming, where the gaming is intended to produce a single winner, which in 
practice means poker tournaments.

23.4 There are a number of statutory limits as regards Temporary Use Notices. The meaning of 
"premises" in Part 8 of the Act is discussed in Part 7 of the Gambling Commission Guidance 
to Licensing Authorities. As with "premises", the definition of "a set of premises" will be a 
question of fact in the particular circumstances of each notice that is given.  In the Act 
"premises" is defined as including "any place". In considering whether a place falls within 
the definition of "a set of premises", the licensing authority needs to look at, amongst other 
things, the ownership/occupation and control of the premises.

23.5 This licensing authority expects to object to notices where it appears that their effect would 
be to permit regular gambling in a place that could be described as one set of premises, as 
recommended in the Gambling Commission’s Guidance to Licensing Authorities. 

24.0 Occasional Use Notices

24.1 The licensing authority has very little discretion as regards these notices aside from 
ensuring that the statutory limit of 8 days in a calendar year is not exceeded. This licensing 
authority will though consider the definition of a ‘track’ and whether the applicant is 
permitted to avail him/herself of the notice. This licensing authority will also ensure that no 
more than 8 OUNs are issued in one calendar year in respect of any venue.

25.0 Small Society Lotteries

25.1 This licensing authority will adopt a risk based approach towards its enforcement 
responsibilities for small society lotteries. This authority considers that the following list, 
although not exclusive, could affect the risk status of the operator:

 Submission of late returns (returns must be submitted no later than three months 
after the date on which the lottery draw was held

 Submission of incomplete or incorrect returns
 Breaches of the limits for small society lotteries

25.2 Non-commercial gaming is permitted if it takes place at a non-commercial event, either as 
an incidental or principal activity at the event. Events are non-commercial if no part of the 
proceeds is for private profit or gain. The proceeds of such events may benefit one or more 
individuals if the activity is organised:
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 By, on behalf of, a charity or for charitable purposes
 To enable participation in, or support of, sporting, athletic or cultural activities.

Charities and community groups should contact this licensing authority at the address and 
contact details on the front of this policy.
 

PART D
LICENCE CONDITIONS & CODES OF PRACTICE (LCCP)

26.0 LCCP and Risk Assessments

26.1 The Gambling Commission released an LCCP in February 2015 with a commencement 
date of May 2015. The code strengthened the social responsibility code (SR) requirements. 
Details regarding the LCCP and SR code can be accessed via the Gambling Commission 
website at www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk

The code requires operators:

 To supervise customers effectively on gambling premises and identify customers who 
are at risk of gambling related harm.

 With effect from April 2016 to have in place schemes to allow customers to self-exclude 
themselves from all operators of a similar type in the area where they live and work.

 To have a range of measures with regard to marketing to ensure social responsibility 
that are transparent and not misleading.

 With effect from April 2016 to produce a risk assessment on individual premises, and 
have policies and procedures and control measures in place to mitigate local risks to the 
licensing objectives.

26.2 Risk Assessments - Such risk assessments are required from new applicants, and from 
existing premises licensees seeking to vary a licence and are to be presented to the 
licensing authority upon application. The code requires all operators of; Casino’s, AGC’s, 
Bingo Premises, FEC’s, Betting shops and remote betting intermediaries to assess local 
risks to the licensing objectives, and to have policies, procedures and control measures in 
place to mitigate those risks.

26.3 Operators are required by the SR code to make the risk assessment available to licensing 
authorities when an application is submitted either for new premises licence or variation of a 
premises licence, or otherwise on request, and this will form part of the council’s inspection 
regime and may be requested when officers are investigating complaints and therefore 
there is an expectation that Local Risk Assessments will be retained on the premises. 
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26.4 The code requires the Council to set out matters they expect the operator to take account of 
in the risk assessment in its statement of policy and this council expects the following 
matters to be considered by operators when making their risk assessment:

 Information held by the licensee regarding self-exclusions and incidences of underage 
gambling.

 Arrangements for localised exchange of information regarding self-exclusions in line with 
the current industry scheme. 

 Urban setting such as proximity to schools, commercial environment, factors affecting 
footfall.

 Range of facilities in proximity to the licensed premises such as other gambling outlets, 
banks, post offices, refreshment and entertainment type facilities.

 Assessing staffing levels at key points in the day, for example, when a local college 
closes and the students begin to vacate the grounds, etc. 

 Consider whether any promotional material may encourage the use of the premises by 
children, especially if the premises is in close proximity to a school, etc. 

26.5 The council expects the following matters to be considered by operators when making their 
risk assessment.

Matters relating to children and young persons, including:

 Institutions, places or areas where presence of children and young persons should be 
expected such as schools, youth clubs, parks, playgrounds and entertainment venues 
such as bowling allies, cinemas etc.

 Any premises where children congregate including bus stops, café’s, shops, and any 
other place where children are attracted.

 Areas that are prone to issues of youths participating in anti-social behaviour, including 
such activities as graffiti/tagging, underage drinking, etc.

 Recorded incidents of attempted underage gambling.

Matters relating to vulnerable adults, including:

 Information held by the licensee regarding self-exclusions and incidences of underage 
gambling.

 Gaming trends that may mirror days for financial payments such as pay days or benefit 
payments.

 Arrangement for localised exchange of information regarding self-exclusions and gaming 
trends.

 Proximity of premises which may be frequented by vulnerable people such as hospitals, 
residential care homes, medical facilities, doctor’s surgeries, council housing offices, 
addiction clinics or help centres, places where alcohol or drug dependant people may 
congregate, etc.
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27.0 Local Area Profile

27.1 The Council has considered the local area profile and feels the main issues will be covered 
by the risk assessments required under the LCCP.
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APPENDIX A

CONSULTEES

British Beer & Pub Association
HM Customs & Excise
Gamblers Anonymous
Gamcare
Greater Manchester Fire & Rescue Service
Greater Manchester Police
The Lotteries Council
The Bingo Association
Association of British Bookmakers
Casino Operators Association of the UK 
Business in Sport and Leisure
BACTA
British Casino Association (BCA)
Security Industry Authority
Remote Gambling Association
Responsibility in Gambling Trust
Gambling Commission
TOTE
Ladbrokes Plc
William Hill
Paul Deans Bookmakers Ltd
Betfred
British Holiday and Home Parks Association
Club and Institute Union
Society of Independent Brewers
Nobles Amusements
The Rank Group Plc
Leisure Link
Gamestec Leisure Ltd
Gala Coral Group Ltd
George Bet Centres Ltd
Punch Taverns
Rochdale MBC Environmental Health Service
Rochdale MBC Development Control Service
Rochdale MBC Local Safeguarding Children Unit
Rochdale MBC Adult Care / Adult Safeguarding Service
J W Lees (Brewers) Ltd
Rochdale Law Association
Greater Manchester Chamber
Rochdale Federation of Tenants and Residents Associations
Rochdale, Heywood, Littleborough Pub Watch Groups
Rochdale MBC Councillors
Buckingham Bingo Ltd.
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Holders of existing betting shop licences.
Residents via Libraries and Council Website.
Rochdale Council Public Health & Wellbeing Service
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APPENDIX B

RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITIES

Any application must be sent to Rochdale Borough Council who has been defined as a Responsible 
Authority itself: 

Rochdale Borough Council Licensing Service
Floor 3 
Number One Riverside
Smith Street
Rochdale 
OL16 1XU

Copies of the application must also be sent to all of the following Responsible Authorities below:

Fire Safety Team Leader
GM Fire and Rescue Authority 
Rochdale Central HQ 
Rochdale Fire Station 
Halifax Road 
Rochdale, OL12 9BD

HM Customs & Revenue
National Registration Unit
21 India Street
Glasgow, G2 4PZ

Rochdale Borough Council
Safeguarding Children Board
Floor 3 
Number One Riverside
Smith Street
Rochdale, OL16 1XU

Rochdale Borough Council
Planning Service
Floor 3 
Number One Riverside
Smith Street
Rochdale, OL16 1XU

Chief Officer of Police
Greater Manchester Police
Divisional HQ 
The Holme 
The Esplanade 
Rochdale, OL16 1AG

Rochdale Borough Council
Environmental Health 
Floor 3 
Number One Riverside
Smith Street
Rochdale, OL16 1XU

Gambling Commission
Victoria Square House
Victoria Square
Birmingham, B2 4BP
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Rochdale Borough Council

Number One Riverside

Smith Street

Rochdale OL16 1YH

  rochdale.gov.uk

  01706 647474

  council@rochdale.gov.uk Page 47



Schedule of Responses to draft Gambling Policy 2019-2022

Reference Respondent Comments Action Taken / Comments

Email received 
24 July 2018

Rochdale 
Borough 
Council 
Environmental 
Health Services

‘Recommend that consideration be given to the following:

 Include the attached document ‘Safety and 
Security – National Standards for Bookmakers’ in 
the appendix 

 Include Environmental Health/ Health & Safety 
inspections with particular focus on safety and 
security and provision of advice and guidance and 
that we will provide post incident advice following 
reports of violence  – include in section 7.4

 Site specific health and safety risk assessments 
must be carried out by all duty holders responsible 
for gambling premises.  The risk assessments must 
also consider the risk to staff and members of 
public arising from violence and robbery and 
suitable control measures should be implemented 
to protect people, so far is reasonably practicable.  
Further guidance is provided in the Safety and 
Security – National Standards for Bookmakers and 
would also assist with health and safety risk 
assessments in other gambling premises’.

Due regard has been given to the comments. 
The Licensing Authority seeks to avoid any 
duplication with other statutory/regulatory 
systems. It is already a legal obligation to 
have Health & Safety risk assessments under 
existing legislation; therefore the policy 
should not be amended.  
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Email received
26 July 2018

Rochdale 
Borough 
Council 
Children’s 
Services

‘highlighted a couple of areas which I think need reviewing 
in respect of typos or grammar’. 

Policy can be amended to correct the 4 x 
typos/grammatical errors that have been 
kindly identified. 

Email received 
1 August 2018

GamCare ‘While we do not have the resources available to allow us 
to personally respond to each Local Authority which 
contacts us regarding their refreshed Statement of 
Principles, we have compiled a list of the issues or factors 
which we think it would be helpful to consider below…

 A helpful first step is to develop a risk map of your 
local area so that you are aware of both potential 
and actual risks around gambling venues. A useful 
explanation of area-based risk-mapping has been 
developed with Westminster and Manchester City 
Councils, which gives some guidance on those who 
may be most vulnerable or at-risk of gambling-
related harm. 

 Consider that proposals for new gambling premises 
which are near hostels or other accommodation or 
centres catering for vulnerable people, including 
those with learning difficulties, and those with 
gambling / alcohol / drug abuse problems, as likely 

Due regard has been given to this particular 
comment. It is a not a legal requirement to 
have an area-based risk mapping. The revised 
policy does, however, set out some principles 
that are expected to be taken into 
consideration by operators, when completing 
their Local Risk Assessments.  

The policy already contains this suggestion. 
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to adversely affect the licensing objectives set out 
by the Gambling Commission. This is also relevant 
regarding the proximity to schools, colleges and 
universities.

 A detailed local risk assessment at each gambling 
venue – pertinent to the environment immediately 
surrounding the premises as well as the wider local 
area – is a good way to gauge whether the 
operator and staff teams are fully aware of the 
challenges present in the local area and can help 
reassure the Local Licensing Authority that 
appropriate mitigations are in place.

 Does the operator have a specific training 
programme for staff to ensure that they are able to 
identify children and other vulnerable people, and 
take appropriate action to ensure they are not able 
to access the premises or are supported 
appropriately?

Does the operator ensure that there is an 
adequate number of staff and managers are on the 
premises at key points throughout the day? This 
may be particularly relevant for premises situated 
nearby schools / colleges / universities, and/or 
pubs, bars and clubs.

Consider whether the layout, lighting and fitting 
out of the premises have been designed so as not 

The policy already sets out some principles 
that are expected to be taken into 
consideration by operators, when completing 
their Local Risk Assessments including the 
environment in which the premise is located.  

Due regard has been given to the comments. 
The policy already contains some of the 
suggestions, for example, staff training with 
regards to children and vulnerable adults. 

However, the policy can be amended to 
include the following at the end of the bullet 
points on Para 26.4:

‘Assessing staffing levels at key points in the 
day, for example, when a local
college closes and the students begin to
vacate the grounds, etc. 

Promotional material which may encourage 
the use of the premises by children, especially 
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to attract children and other vulnerable persons 
who might be harmed or exploited by gambling. 

Consider whether any promotional material 
associated with the premises could encourage the 
use of the premises by children or young people if 
they are not legally allowed to do so.

if the premises is in close proximity to a 
school, etc. ‘ 

Email received 
3 August 2018

Rochdale 
Borough 
Council Adult 
Care Services

‘My only comment is whether this policy does enough in 
respect of corporate responsibility to support those that 
have been harmed by gambling. Corporately, do we help 
gambling companies know how to refer adults with care 
and support needs for support, should there be an 
expectation that gambling premises refer customers for 
support services   who are at risk of gambling related harm 
, rather than just identifying them’ 

Amend Policy to include a new Para 9.21 to 
state:

‘9.21 If there are concerns about an individual 
who appears to have care and support needs, 
the premises should try to encourage the 
individual to contact Rochdale Borough 
Council Adult Care Services for support and 
guidance on 03000 303 8886’. 

Email received 
7 August 2018

Gambling 
Commission 

‘Within Section 26, I wonder if the Council would be 
minded to include an Operator expectation that Local Risk 
Assessments will be retained on premises?’

Policy can be amended to include at the end 
of Para 26.3: 

‘.. and therefore there is an expectation that 
Local Risk Assessments will be retained on 
the premises’. 

Email received 
13 August 
2018

Novomatic UK 
on behalf of 
Talarius Limited

‘On behalf of Talarius Limited, I make the following points 
in relation to the consultation draft (the “Draft”):-

 As the Authority will appreciate, in matters of 

Due regard has been given to this particular 
comment. The policy already contains 
information as to why and when the Licensing 
Service will undertake compliance visits and 
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regulation under the Gambling Act 2005 (the 
“Act”) it is subject to the Regulators’ Code.  That 
code imposes a number of obligations on the 
Authority, including one that it should carry out its 
activities in a way that it supports those it 
regulates to comply and grow.  Additionally under 
the Code, when designing and reviewing policies, 
the Authority must among other things understand 
and minimise the negative economic impact of its 
regulatory activities and regulate and minimise the 
costs of compliance of those it regulates.  Further, 
the Authority should take an evidence-based 
approach in determining priority risks and 
recognise the compliance record of those it 
regulates.  We suggest that reference is made in 
the Draft to the Code’s application to the 
Authority’s activities under the Act.

 Para 9.8: It is perfectly legitimate for an application 
to be made for a premises licence even though the 
premises are not finished or complete. We refer to 
the 2008 case of R (on the application of Betting 
Shop Services Limited) –V–  Southend on Sea 
Borough Council, in which it was held that an 
applicant could apply for a premises licence 
(without the need for a provisional statement) 
even though the premises were not fully 
constructed – the applicant is not restricted to 
making an application for a provisional statement.  
It was held by the court that the then current 

ensuring that regulation is not burdensome. 
The policy already contains information that 
we have adopted a risk-based approach in 
determining which premises to attend. The 
Regulator’s Code, to which the Respondent is 
referring to, supports risk-based pro-active 
inspections.  

However, we can include in the Policy at Para 
7.4 that, 

‘Regard has been had to the Regulator’s Code 
in the preparation of this Policy’.

Policy can be amended at Para 9.8 to include 
following the paragraph about provisional 
statement, ‘However, an applicant can still 
apply for a Premises Licence (without the 
need of a Provisional Statement) even though 
the premises were not fully constructed’.  

Policy can be amended to include at the end 
of Para 9.10 and 17.5:

‘An applicant can still apply for a Premises 
Licence (without the need of a Provisional 
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Guidance issued by the Commission was wrong. 
The Guidance was subsequently amended. As such, 
we suggest that the wording be amended to make 
it clear that applications for premises licences can 
be made regardless of whether the building in 
question is complete or finished. An applicant may 
apply for a provisional statement if the building is 
not complete, but it does not have to do so and 
can instead apply for licence.  We would also ask 
that paras 9.10 and 17.5 be revisited  to make this 
point clear.

 Para 9.15: As the Authority appreciates, children 
are permitted to be involved in limited types of 
gambling (Category D machines) and we suggest 
that this paragraph is amended to reflect that.

 Paras 13 and 14: We note that the list of possible 
measures noted at paragraphs 10 and 11 for AGCs 
and FECs respectively, are for some reason not 
repeated for licensed Bingo or Betting premises, 
even though the amount that can be staked and 
won is at least as high in these premises and 
indeed, in some cases significantly higher.  We 
submit therefore that the Draft is inconsistent in 
this regard and suggest it is amended.

Statement) even though the premises were 
not fully constructed’
 

Policy can be amended to include at the end 
of Para 9.15:

Children are only permitted to be involved in 
limited types of gaming (Category D 
Machines)

Policy can be amended to include at the end 
of both Para 13 and 14:

‘This licensing authority may consider similar 
measures to those outlined at 10.3 (Adult 
Gaming Centres) and 11.2 (Licensed – Family 
Entertainment Centres) to meet the licensing 
objectives. These measures are not 
exhaustive and are merely indicative of 
example measures’.
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 Pare 26.3: With respect it is not actually a 
requirement of the SR Code of the LCCP that the 
local risk assessment is provided on request. 
Rather it is an Ordinary Code provision which is not 
a cast iron requirement.

 Para 26.4: The wording of the second bullet point 
seems to us to be vague. It is already a 
requirement of the LCCP that local self-exclusion 
schemes are in place. Any further requirement to 
share information “regarding self-exclusions” 
would run the risk of breaching GDPR. Additionally, 
the suggestion that licensees share information on 
“gaming trends” is vague – we are not sure what 
“trends” are being referred to in a Social 
Responsibility context. We suggest that this bullet 
point is removed.

 Appendix B: The Licensing Authority is of course a 
RA itself, but the Appendix does not make this 
clear. While the application must be submitted to 
the Authority, so too must the RA notice.

Due regard has been given to the comment. 
Although, it may not be a ‘cast iron’ 
requirement, it is still nevertheless something 
which a good operator is expected/to some 
extent required, to provide on request. 
Therefore the policy will not be changed.

Policy can be amended at Para 26.4 to state:
 
‘Arrangements for localised exchange of 
information regarding self-exclusions in line 
with the current industry scheme’.  

Due regard has been given to this comment. 
It is accepted that it should be made clearer 
that the Licensing Authority is a Responsible 
Authority itself. 
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Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 28th January 2019
Portfolio Leader of the Council and 

Cabinet Member for 
Finance

Report Author Stuart Smith
Public/Private Document Public

Finance Update Report 2018/19

Executive Summary

To inform Cabinet and the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee of the 
Council’s forecast 2018/19 financial position as at the end of November 2018.

1.1 The Finance Update Report contains detail of the following:

 The forecast Revenue position, which is an overspend of £3.029m.
 An update of the Savings target of £0.507m, as part of the Revenue 

budget 2018/19, highlighting a current balance to address of £0.150m.
 An update on additional funding relating to the surplus on the National 

Business Rates Levy Account.
 An update on the Health & Social Care Pool Fund, including a 

recommendation relating to a 50/50 sharing of any funding shortfall for 
the 2018/19 as at 31st March between the Council and the Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG).

 Forecast Capital expenditure of £76.375m after re-phasing of £5.761m. 

1.2 Effective financial management is essential if the Council is to keep spending 
within available resources. It is vital that services make adjustments in 
spending to ensure that they spend in line with the approved budget.

Recommendation

2.1 Cabinet notes the forecast 2018/19 outturn positions for Revenue, Savings 
and Capital as at the end of November 2018.

2.2 Cabinet notes the Health & Social Care Pool Budget position detailed in 
section 4.3.

2.3 Cabinet to consider for approval a 50/50 split of any funding shortfall for 
2018/19 as at 31st March 2019 between the Council and the Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG).
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2.4 Cabinet notes the net Capital budget increase of £0.036m shown in section 
4.5.1.

2.5 Cabinet approves the Capital budget virement request as detailed in section 
4.5.2.

2.6 Cabinet notes the Capital re-phasing of £5.761m detailed in section 4.5.3.

Reason for Recommendation

3.1 Cabinet Members should be kept updated on the financial position of the 
authority, as effective budget management is critical to ensuring financial 
resources are spent in line with the budget and are targeted towards the 
Council’s priorities. Monitoring enables the early identification of variations 
against the plan and facilitates timely corrective action.

This report provides an overview of the forecast 2018/19 financial position for 
the Council and focuses on the position as at the end of November 2018.  

Key Points for Consideration

4.1 Revenue Budget 2018/19

4.1.1. The budget set by Budget Council on 28th February 2018 was £203.674m. 

The Revenue Budget is £204.054m as at the end of November 2018 with 
detail of the changes following:

Approved by When Reason for change Amount (£m)
Budget Council Mar-18 Approved budget 203.674

Jun-18 Section 31 Adjustment - re 18/19 top up grant (0.917)
Jul-18 2017/18 Business Rates Top Up Grant adj 0.173
Sep-18 Section 31 adjustment - extended rights to free travel 0.016
Nov-18 Adult Care Winter Pressures funding 1.108

GRAND TOTAL 204.054

Please see Appendix A for details of budget allocations.

4.1.2 The November 2018 movement in the Revenue budget is due to the following:

 £1.108m allocation relating to the Winter Pressures funding for Adult 
Care.

4.1.3 The Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government 
announced on 13th December that there is a one year only surplus of £180m 
on the National Business Rates Levy Account which will be distributed to all 
Councils, according to need. Rochdale’s share of this additional funding is 
£0.926m. It is currently assumed that this funding will be received in 2018/19. 
Rochdale’s share will be used to mitigate pressures in Children’s Services. 
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4.1.3 The overall position taking account of the projections currently being forecast 
by services as at the end of November 2018 is an overspend of £3.029m.

4.1.4 The major (>£0.250m) variations to controllable budget, by service, are:

Children Services - £5.584m Pressure

Children's Services are currently forecasting a pressure of £5.584m. The 
majority of this overspend is attributed to increasing numbers of 
Cared4Children, this is a national trend. As the number of Cared4Children 
increases, the number of staff required also needs to increase which is 
causing a pressure for the service. 

The external placements budget is forecasting a significant overspend as 
there is a shortfall in the number of people now choosing to foster children. 
The shortfall is increasing the demand for external residential placements and 
therefore demand is outperforming supply and consequently driving up market 
prices. The Integrated Commissioning Board (ICB) approved the reversal of 
the Transformation Fund Deflections of £0.4m related to Cared4Children as 
the innovation hasn’t realised the forecast benefits.

Economy Service - £0.270m Pressure

The Economy Directorate is reporting a potential in-year pressure of £0.270m.  
This reflects one-off pressures in relation to the Property Growth Fund, 
caused by timing issues on certain projects, unachieved savings in relation to 
the Asset Rationalisation Programme and income pressures within Planning 
and Building Control.  Work is ongoing to maximise the income within the 
Planning and Building Control Service.

Resources - £0.519m In-Year Saving

The service is forecasting a £0.519m in-year saving, resulting from staff 
savings which are mitigating pressures caused by increased costs of Electoral 
Reform and Legal Care Applications.  There will be a request to carry forward 
£0.219m of the savings being reported; subject to approval of this request the 
forecast variance will reduce to £0.300m.  The overall in-year saving of 
£0.519m represents 3.2% variance to the controllable gross expenditure 
budget excluding subsidy.  Budgets within the Resources Directorate are 
closely monitored and areas of in-year savings will continue to be scrutinised 
and budgets realigned accordingly.

Financial Control - £2.204m In-Year Saving

The forecast in-year saving relates to interest savings due to the borrowing 
requirement either being funded through internal borrowing with nil cost to the 
Council or the forecast reduction in capital expenditure. Additional investment 
and loan income is also forecast.

4.1.5 Appendix B provides detail of the current Revenue position for each 
Directorate. 
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4.1.6 Budget Pressures

The Budget Pressure Fund for 2018/19 is £0.467m, of this £0.447m is one off 
funding and £0.020m is on-going funding.

There have been no requests for budget pressure funding in this period.

4.2 Savings Update 2018/19

4.2.1 The total savings target for 2018/19 is £0.507m:
 £0.397m of savings were approved at March 2017 Budget Council
 £0.110m of savings were approved at February 2018 Budget Council 

4.2.2  The savings proposal “Reshape of Children's Social Care delivery” approved 
at March 2017 Budget Council is not expected to be achieved this year. The 
£0.150m saving was expected to be achieved by reducing the number of 
social workers in line with an anticipated reduction in Cared4Children. This 
has not happened, and is reflected in the overspend position being reported 
by Children’s Services.

4.2.3 All other savings are achieved or expected to be achieved.

4.2.4 See Appendix C for the financial detail of Savings proposals.

4.3      Health & Social Care Pool Fund

As at the end of November 2018 the forecast gap in the Pool Fund for 
2018/19 is £1.100m. It is recommended that the forecast gap is split 50/50 
between the Council and the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG). This 
equates to £0.550m each. The Council’s share of any remaining gap at the 
financial year end will be funded from the Equalisation Reserve.

The Pool Fund has been amended to take into account the savings reported 
in previous reports to ICB. The gap at the end of November on the Pool Fund 
is £1.1m which is a reduction of £1.6m to the position reported at the end of 
September to ICB in October. The reduction relates to

 £1.0m additional contribution from CCG reserves. 
 £1.0m from additional contribution from Local Authority (LA) towards 

Adult Services commissioning pressures.
 Less £0.4m additional pressure relating to LA Children’s GM 

Transformation deflections not being achieved; this was agreed to be 
funded from the pool at ICB in November 2018.

Further details of the latest Health & Social Care Pooled Fund position can be 
found in Appendix D.
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4.4      Corporate Debt

The Council has a responsibility to collect income due and to recover 
outstanding debts owed. There are three main types of income which are 
owed to the Council: Council Tax, Business Rates and sundry debts. Sundry 
debts include:

 Fees and charges raised as invoices by all Directorates of the 
Council, for services provided.

 Housing Benefit overpayments which occur as a result of a change in 
entitlement to benefit.

As at the end of November 2018 the total outstanding sundry debt is 
£10.387m, reducing by £2.602m from the September level.

Summary of Sundry Debt as at 30 November 2018 Totals (£m)
Balance of debt carried forward from 2017/18 10.912
Invoices raised less credit notes 52.179
Payments/adjustments (52.476)
Write offs (0.228)
Balance as at 30 November 2018 10.387

Breakdown of outstanding balance
Fees and charges 5.177
Housing Benefit overpayments 5.210

Balance as at 30 September 2018 12.989
Increase/(Reduction) (2.602)

Please see appendix E for further details.

4.5      Capital Budget 2018/19

The current 2018/19 Capital Budget is £76.375m.  The table below shows a 
summary of the movements:

£m £m £m
CAPITAL BUDGET REPORTED AT NOVEMBER CABINET 82.100 75.376 24.946
Capital budget increases 0.036 - -
Rephasing requested to end of November 2018 (5.761) 5.761 -
CAPITAL BUDGET REPORTED AT JANUARY 2019 CABINET 76.375 81.137 24.946

2018/19 2020/212019/20
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Capital Budget Changes

4.5.1 Detail of the net increase in capital budgets of £0.036m is listed below:

Neighbourhoods Service:
Transformation Fund application for the Cashless System for Facilities 
Management Catering Service.

4.5.2 Capital budget virement request

It is proposed to vire budget between Capital schemes as follows:

Northern Gateway (Economy) to Junction 19 (Neighbourhoods) - £1.200m

The virement is required to fund the design and diversion of existing utilities affected 
by the South Heywood Link Road proposals prior to receiving full business case 
approval from Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA). 

The Northern Gateway capital budget was to be used to promote/bring forward any 
land for development within the Northern Gateway masterplan area.  

There are risks of committing the funding at this time towards the South Heywood 
project:

 The link road scheme has yet to receive planning permission pending 
completion of the Section 106 legal planning agreement and the 
associated agreement with the developer to secure the remaining 
funding necessary to complete the link road scheme.  

 The completion and agreement of the full business case by the Greater 
Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) to draw down grant funding.  

It is expected that these agreements will be completed by March 2019 and the 
planning permission issued. In the absence of any planning permission, these risks 
will however be mitigated in the longer term by the release of land at South Heywood 
for development through the GM Spatial Framework.  

4.5.3 Capital Re-phasing

Details of the Capital Re-phasing requests approved by the Chief Finance 
Officer are summarised below:

Children’s Services £2.586m

There is a total of £2.586m requested to be rephased:
 £2.500m is being rephased for New Place Planning, for the rolling 

programme of increasing pupil capacity in primary and secondary 
schools. 

 £0.042m of Aiming High Capital Grant is to be rephased due to 
adaptations to a property which are set for completion in 2019/20.
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 £0.006m of Early Years capital grant is to be rephased due to the lack 
of uptake for 2 year old Childcare places.

 £0.038m is requested to be rephased into 2019/20 for the Schools 
Access programme. 

Economy Services £1.353m

There is a total of £1.353m requested to be rephased:
 Town Centre Schemes are rephasing £1.026m mainly due to delays in 

schemes. 
 The River Roch Flood Relief scheme is rephasing £0.327m to continue 

works in 2019/20.

Neighbourhoods Service £1.822m

Approval to rephase £1.822m of the Neighbourhoods Capital Programme has 
been requested to allow schemes to be completed in 2019/20:

 Vehicle Replacement Programme - £1.450m due to the required 
vehicles not being in stock, orders will not be fulfilled until 2019/20.

 New Cemetery Sites £0.618m
 Rochdale Cemetery Lodge £0.188m
 Energy Efficiency Schemes £0.100m
 Coroners Service Accommodation £0.086m
 Reversal of previous rephasing of £0.620m, as progress has now been 

achieved on the ICT Data Centre scheme.

4.5.4 Appendix F provides details of the Capital budget position for each Directorate 
and a graph showing the Capital Forecast Spend for all Services.

4.5.5 Capital Receipts

The following table shows the forecast movements in the Capital Receipts 
Reserve during 2018/19, and provisionally for 2019/20 to 2020/21:

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£m £m £m
Capital Receipts balance as at 1st April 2018 8.629 4.059 0.002
Use of Capital Receipts to fund 2018/19 Capital Programme, including prior year 
schemes rephased into 2018/19 (3.599) - -
Use of Capital Receipts to fund provisional 2019/20  and 2020/21 Capital Programmes, 
and 2018/19 rephasing into future years - (4.810) (0.010)
Earmarked use of receipts to fund other future commitments (3.442) (0.022) (0.846)
Forecast Capital Receipts income 2.471 0.775 1.396
Forecast uncommitted Capital Receipts balance as at 31st March 2019 4.059 0.002 0.542

Description

The forecast uncommitted Capital Receipts Reserve balance as at the end of 
2020/21 is currently £0.542m.
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4.6 Alternatives considered

4.6.1 Not reporting on financial performance puts at risk the achievement of the 
Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan. Effective budget management is 
critical to ensuring financial resources are spent in line with the budget and 
are targeted towards the Council’s priorities. Monitoring enables the early 
identification of variations against the plan and facilitates timely corrective 
action.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. See Appendices A,B,C,D,E and F which provide an overview of budgets for 
Revenue, Savings, Corporate Debt, Health & Social Care Pool Fund and 
Capital detailed in section 4.

Risk and Policy Implications

There are no major legal implications arising as a result of this report except 
to note that debts that are recoverable can be enforced by court action in 
accordance with the court procedure rules.

6.

Consultation

7. All services engage with the production of the service based financial 
information within this report. The Leadership Team, the Leader and 
Opposition Portfolio holder for Finance have been informed of the 2018/19 
financial position of the Council and its implications for future years. The 
report will be presented to the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny on 22nd 
January 2019.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. For further information about this 
report or access to any 
background papers contact Stuart 
Smith

No1 Riverside Floor 2 

For Further Information Contact: Stuart Smith, 
Stuart.Smith@rochdale.gov.uk 
Tel : 01706 924196
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APPENDIX A

Directorate/ Detail
Budget 
Council

Virements/
Contingency

Current 
Budget

Service and 
Corporate 

Uncontrollables

Current 
Controllable
Approved 

Net 
Budget

Revised 
Controllable 
Net Budget

Forecast 
Spend

In Year 
Saving/

(Overspend)

Previous 
Monitoring 

Report 
(September 

Cabinet)

Movement 
Since 

September 
Cabinet

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £000 £'000 £'000 £000

Adult Care 3,220 9,468 12,688 3,482 9,206 9,206 9,206 0 0 0
Children's 19,991 4,087 24,078 20,289 3,789 3,789 9,373 (5,584) (4,814) (770)
Economy 23,225 48 23,273 692 22,581 22,581 22,851 (270) (240) (30)
Neighbourhoods 42,061 4,947 47,008 2,285 44,723 44,723 44,621 102 (217) 319
Public Health and Wellbeing 9,139 (746) 8,393 1,928 6,465 6,465 6,465 0 0 0
Resources 6,099 780 6,879 (3,762) 10,641 10,641 10,122 519 240 279
TOTAL GENERAL SERVICES SPENDING 103,735 18,584 122,319 24,914 97,405 97,405 102,638 (5,233) (5,031) (202)
Integrated Pool Budget Contribution 102,826 (8,492) 94,334 0 94,334 94,334 94,334 0 0 0
TOTAL POOLED BUDGETS 102,826 (8,492) 94,334 0 94,334 94,334 94,334 0 0 0
Finance Control: Corporately Held Budgets (5,976) (11,837) (17,813) (22,098) 4,285 4,285 2,081 2,204 1,363 841
Finance Control: Transformation Fund 1,719 3,028 4,747 0 4,747 4,747 4,747 0 0 0
Finance Control: Budget Pressures 1,370 (903) 467 0 467 467 467 0 0 0
TOTAL FINANCE CONTROL SPENDING (2,887) (9,712) (12,599) (22,098) 9,499 9,499 7,295 2,204 1,363 841

NET EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS 203,674 380 204,054 2,816 201,238 201,238 204,267 (3,029) (3,668) 639
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APPENDIX B

Service: ADULT CARE DIRECTORATE 
Overall Risk Rating:                    LOW

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk Area 
RAG rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Management GREEN 9,842 10,810 (2,171) 8,639 8,639 0 0
Neighbourhoods RED 33,107 50,927 (23,891) 27,036 27,224 (188) 100
Borough Wide Services RED 13,739 20,210 (5,503) 14,707 14,760 (53) (53)
In House Provider Services GREEN 424 3,086 (2,647) 439 294 145 (108)
Governance Business Support & Home 
Improvement Agency

GREEN 740 2,352 (949) 1,403 1,316 87 5

Greater Manchester Health & Social Care 
Transformation Fund

GREEN 0 3,350 (3,350) 0 0 0 0

Commissioning GREEN 3,228 3,416 (1,032) 2,384 2,202 182 68
Statutory Functions AMBER 448 643 (23) 620 793 (173) (12)
SUB TOTAL 61,528 94,794 (39,566) 55,228 55,228 0 0
Contribution from Pooled Budget GREEN (61,766) 0 (46,022) (46,022) (46,022) 0 0
REVISED SUB TOTAL (238) 94,794 (85,588) 9,206 9,206 0 0

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges GREEN 3,459 5,288 (1,807) 3,481 3,481 0 0

SUB TOTAL 3,459 5,288 (1,807) 3,481 3,481 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 3,221 100,082 (87,395) 12,687 12,687 0 0

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

(188)

(53)

145

87

182

(173)

TOTAL 0

In House Provider Services:-  In-year savings due to staff turnover

Governance Business Support & Home Improvement Agency :- In-year savings due to staff turnover

Borough Wide Services:- Budget pressure arising from increases in costs and numbers of people accessing residential and community based 
services partially offset by in-year savings due to staff turnover

Neighbourhoods:- Budget pressure arising from increases in costs and numbers of people accessing residential and community based services 
partially offset by in-year savings due to staff turnover

Commissioning:-  In-year savings due to staff turnover

Statutory Functions:- Budget pressure relating to the numbers of people requiring Deprivation of Liberty Safeguarding (DoLS) assessments
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: CHILDREN'S DIRECTORATE
Overall Risk Rating:                    HIGH

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk Area 
RAG rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current Approved 
Income Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

First Response RED 2,301 1,652 0 1,652 1,830 (178) 223
Cared for Children RED 18,504 19,584 (630) 18,954 24,393 (5,439) (1,164)
Safeguarding Children Unit AMBER 738 1,029 (221) 808 808 0 0
Youth Offending Team AMBER 488 1,320 (813) 507 776 (269) (4)
Child Protection & Care Proceedings RED 2,041 1,969 0 1,969 2,172 (203) (20)
Advice and Screening RED 247 386 (70) 316 316 0 0
Practice Improvement GREEN 1,910 2,184 (512) 1,672 1,672 0 0
Sure Start GREEN 3,402 20,883 (17,402) 3,481 3,344 137 137
School Support GREEN 1,300 29,461 (28,139) 1,322 954 368 58
Special Educational Needs and Disability AMBER 5,130 21,164 (15,665) 5,499 5,499 0 0
Youth Service GREEN (230) 1,078 (1,072) 6 6 0 0
Management and Administration GREEN 1,491 2,821 (1,026) 1,795 1,795 0 0
Funding Allocated to Schools GREEN 0 184,439 (184,419) 20 20 0 0
Early Help GREEN 393 1,698 (1,302) 396 396 0 0
SUB TOTAL 37,715 289,668 (251,271) 38,397 43,981 (5,584) (770)
Contribution from Pooled Budget (36,698) 0 (34,608) (34,608) (34,608) 0 0
REVISED SUB TOTAL 1,017 289,668 (285,879) 3,789 9,373 (5,584) (770)

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN 18,974 25,108 (4,819) 20,289 20,289 0 0

SUB TOTAL 18,974 25,108 (4,819) 20,289 20,289 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 19,991 314,776 (290,698) 24,078 29,662 (5,584) (770)

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

(178)

(5,439)

(269)

(203)

137

368

(5,584)

Sure Start:- In-year saving on salaries.

First Response:-  Salary pressure as a result of an increase in the number of referrals.  The overspend has reduced from period 6 as the 
Integrated commissioning Board (ICB) has agreed the non-achievement of £182k deflections (savings) from the Transformation Fund will be met by 
the Pooled Fund.

School Support:- Bus passes, personnel, skills team and governors savings relating to vacant posts and surplus income from additional meetings.

TOTAL

Cared for Children:- Unprecedented levels of children coming into care, in conjunction with a lack of internal foster carers which is resulting in an 
increased use of high cost external placements. The market for external residential placements is volatile with demand for these placements driving 
up costs, the average cost of a residential placement has increased £12k per annum since September 2018. 
The ICB has also agreed the non-achievement of deflections (savings) target of £230k from the Transformation Fund will be met by the Pooled 
Fund.
Youth Offending Team:- The Emergency Duty Team is forecasting a £208k pressure, the specialists skills required for the posts are scarce 
therefore resulting in a reliance on agency staff as the service are unable to recruit to the posts. Youth remand is on the rise reporting a £96k 
overspend which has been partially offset by £35k salary savings.

Child Protection & Care Proceedings:- Pressure of £163k relating to salaries and increased demand on translation services resulting in a pressure 
of £40k.

Children's Services are currently forecasting a pressure of £5.584m. The majority of this overspend is attributed to increasing numbers of Cared4Children, this is 
a national trend. As the number of Cared4Children increases the number of staff required also needs to increase which is causing a pressure for the service.
The external placements budget is forecasting a significant overspend as there is a shortfall in the number of people now choosing to foster children. This 
shortfall is increasing the demand for external residential placements and therefore demand is outperforming supply and consequently driving up market prices. 
The Integrated Commissioning Board (ICB) approved the reversal of the Transformation Fund Deflections of £0.4m relating to Cared4Children as the innovation 
hasn't realised the forecast benefits.

Financial Management Update
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: ECONOMY DIRECTORATE
Overall Risk Rating: HIGH

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk 
Area RAG 

rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Planning and Building Control RED 645 2,765 (2,116) 650 740 (90) 0
Passenger Transport Levy GREEN 21,790 21,790 0 21,790 21,790 0 0
Economic Development GREEN 912 2,370 (1,119) 1,251 1,251 0 0
Properties GREEN (277) 2,060 (2,078) (18) (18) 0 0
Asset Rationalisation RED (19) 29 0 29 79 (50) (50)
Property Growth Fund AMBER (529) 654 (1,775) (1,121) (991) (130) 20
SUB TOTAL 22,522 29,668 (7,088) 22,581 22,851 (270) (30)

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN 703 1,619 (927) 692 692 0 0

SUB TOTAL 703 1,619 (927) 692 692 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 23,225 31,287 (8,015) 23,273 23,543 (270) (30)

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

(90)

(50)

(130)

(270)

Financial Management Update

The Economy Directorate is reporting a potential in-year pressure of £0.270m.  This reflects one-off pressures in relation to the Property 
Growth Fund, caused by timing issues on certain projects, unachieved savings in relation to the Asset Rationalisation Programme and income 
pressures within Planning and Building Control.  Work is ongoing to maximise the income within the Planning and Building Control Service. 

Planning & Building Control :-   In-year pressure in relation to Building Control income, s106 Administration Fee and recharges 
within the Strategic Planning Service.       

TOTAL

Asset Rationalisation :- Unachieved savings around the Asset Rationalisation Programme.

Property Growth Fund :- The targeted saving in respect of the Property Growth Fund will not be achieved in 2018/19 due to the 
lead-in time involved in bringing direct development projects forward.
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018
Service: NEIGHBOURHOODS DIRECTORATE
Overall Risk Rating:     LOW

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk 
Area RAG 

rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change from 
Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Waste Disposal Levy RED 9,020 8,736 0 8,736 8,736 0 0
Facilities Management RED 1,956 10,117 (7,986) 2,131 2,341 (210) (66)
Environmental Management GREEN 10,295 18,356 (6,876) 11,480 11,365 115 19
ICT Service  AMBER 3,850 5,913 (1,575) 4,338 4,241 97 (31)
Coroners RED 519 2,260 (1,622) 638 603 35 35
Community & Townships AMBER 3,272 6,092 (2,320) 3,772 3,677 95 95
Public Protection GREEN 0 1,862 (1,236) 626 626 0 0
Policy, Perform & Improvement GREEN 261 288 0 288 288 0 0
Communications & Digital Services Team GREEN 511 544 (12) 532 532 0 0
Customer Access RED 1,605 1,733 (60) 1,673 1,673 0 107
Strategic Housing AMBER 2,070 2,592 (433) 2,159 2,159 0 0
AGMA Contributions GREEN 583 656 (29) 627 627 0 0
Place Based GREEN 0 177 (177) 0 0 0 0
Highways and Engineering GREEN 3,431 6,510 (2,645) 3,865 3,965 (100) 98
Properties AMBER 417 3,008 (2,512) 496 426 70 62
Street Lighting RED 3,361 5,817 (2,455) 3,362 3,362 0 0
SUB TOTAL 41,151 74,661 (29,938) 44,723 44,621 102 319

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN 910 20,365 (18,080) 2,285 2,285 0 0

SUB TOTAL 910 20,365 (18,080) 2,285 2,285 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 42,061 95,026 (48,018) 47,008 46,906 102 319

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

0

(210)

115

97

35

95

0

(100)

70

102

Financial Management Update
The Neighbourhoods Directorate is reporting a potential in-year saving of £0.102m.  This reflects in-year savings on staff vacancies which 
are mitigating pressures on the Town Hall commercial catering budget and car parking and highways income budgets.  
The Directorate continues to look at ways of mitigating the pressures identified including the management of vacancies and maximisation of 
income from its trading activities. 

Environmental Management:-   There is a projected in-year saving due to staff vacancies, savings on fuel and rents.  
These are partially offset by pressures on landscape services income and garden nursery supplies.

Facilities Management:- Pressure relating to Commercial Catering (Town Hall) due to income targets not being met and 
additional costs.

Waste Disposal Levy:- A new levy allocation methodology agreement (LAMA) was adopted on 6th February 2018 by the 9 
waste collection authorities and the waste disposal authority.  Tonnage figures delivered by Rochdale for waste disposal are 
being kept under review to ensure recycling rates are maintained and a new methodology for monitoring the costs is being 
developed.  Current recycling rates are broadly in line with forecasts but this will need to be maintained to ensure that there 
are no pressures arising from the levy later on in the year.

TOTAL

ICT Service :-  There is a projected in-year saving due to staff vacancies.

Coroners :-   There is a projected in-year saving due to the delay of implementing scanning machines.

Community & Townships:-   There is a projected in-year saving due to staff vacancies.

Public Protection:- The Public Protection budget transferred from Public Health on 1st October 2018.

Highways & Engineering:- The £100k highway pressure relates to a £42k car parking income and £39k highways income 
pressure. The remainder of the pressure relates to staffing.

Properties:- £13k in-year saving relates to a surplus of recharges to schemes.  The remaining in-year saving of £57k is staff 
related.
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING DIRECTORATE
Overall Risk Rating:                                   LOW

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk 
Area RAG 

rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast spend 

to Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Sexual Health GREEN 1,786 3,737 (2,055) 1,682 1,682 0 0
NHS Health Checks GREEN 157 280 (18) 262 262 0 0
Public Health Advice GREEN 69 69 0 69 69 0 0
Obesity and Physical Activity GREEN 581 691 0 691 691 0 0
Substance Misuse GREEN 2,909 3,151 (300) 2,851 2,851 0 0
Smoking and Tobacco GREEN 34 34 0 34 34 0 0
Children 0-19 Public Health Programme GREEN 6,538 6,538 0 6,538 6,538 0 0
Mental Health and Wellbeing GREEN 45 40 0 40 40 0 0
Other Public Health Commissioning GREEN 3,220 3,175 0 3,175 3,175 0 0
Health Protection GREEN 290 290 0 290 290 0 0
Public Health Staffing and Non Staffing GREEN 1,162 1,250 0 1,250 1,250 0 0
Public Protection GREEN 584 0 0 0 0 0 0
Client Services - Link4Life GREEN 2,528 3,143 (548) 2,595 2,595 0 0
SUB TOTAL 19,903 22,398 (2,921) 19,477 19,477 0 0
Contribution from Pooled Budget (13,016) 0 (13,012) (13,012) (13,012) 0 0
REVISED SUB TOTAL 6,887 22,398 (15,933) 6,465 6,465 0 0

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN 2,252 1,928 0 1,928 1,928 0 0

SUB TOTAL 2,252 1,928 0 1,928 1,928 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 9,139 24,326 (15,933) 8,393 8,393 0 0

Financial Management Update
The Service is forecasting to spend in line with budgets.
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: RESOURCES DIRECTORATE

Overall Risk Rating: LOW

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk 
Area RAG 

rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Finance Services AMBER 2,295 2,451 (401) 2,050 1,810 240 240
Other Managed Budgets GREEN 2,017 2,463 (164) 2,299 2,075 224 136
Revenues & Benefits RED 365 72,883 (72,359) 524 474 50 0
Legal Services RED 1,720 2,270 (517) 1,753 1,894 (141) (97)
Human Resources AMBER 1,434 2,284 (705) 1,579 1,405 174 4
Internal Audit GREEN 524 652 (45) 607 535 72 42
Governance AMBER 1,578 1,951 (122) 1,829 1,929 (100) (46)
SUB TOTAL 9,933 84,954 (74,313) 10,641 10,122 519 279

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN (3,835) 8,634 (12,396) (3,762) (3,762) 0 0

SUB TOTAL (3,835) 8,634 (12,396) (3,762) (3,762) 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 6,098 93,588 (86,709) 6,879 6,360 519 279

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000
240
224

50

(141)

174

Internal Audit:- Estimated in-year savings largely due to staffing. 72

(100)
519

Financial Management Update
The service is forecasting a £0.519m in-year saving, resulting from staff savings which are mitigating pressures caused by increased costs 
of Individual Electoral Reform and Legal Care Applications.  There will be a request to carry forward £0.219m of the staff savings being 
reported. Subject to approval of this request the forecast variance will reduce to £0.300m.  
The overall in-year saving of £0.519m represents 3.2% variance to the controllable gross expenditure budget excluding subsidy. Budgets 
within the Resources Directorate are closely monitored and areas of in-year savings will continue to be scrutinised and budgets realigned 
accordingly.

Governance:- Estimated in-year pressure due to increased costs associated with Individual Electoral Reform.

Other Managed Budgets:- Estimated in-year savings largely due to staffing.

Revenues and Benefits:- Estimated in-year savings due to non-enrolment in Superannuation Scheme.

Legal Services:- Estimated in-year pressure within the Shared Service with Manchester Council as a result of increased Care 
Applications over and above the usually anticipated level.  

TOTAL

Human Resources:- Estimated in-year savings largely due to staffing.

Finance Services:- Estimated in-year savings largely due to staffing.
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APPENDIX C 
SAVINGS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Table 1. 2018/19 Saving Proposals approved at Budget Council March 2017
Savings Reference Service Savings Target Achieved On-Target Mitigating 

Actions
Balance to 
Address

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

AC-2017-302 Adult (45) (45) 0 0

AC-2017-340 Adult (23) (23) 0 0

(68) (68) 0 0 0

CS-2017-306 Childrens (150) 0 0 (150)

CS-2017-309 Childrens (16) 0 (16) 0 0

CS-2017-316 Childrens (50) 0 (50) 0 0

(216) 0 (66) 0 (150)

NH-2017-326 Neighbourhoods (13) (13) 0 0

NH-2017-330 Neighbourhoods (100) (92) (8) 0

(113) (105) 0 (8) 0
0

(397) (173) (66) (8) (150)

Savings Reference Service Savings Target Achieved On-Target Mitigating 
Actions

Balance to 
Address

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

EC-2018-19-010 Economy (10) (10) 0 0

(10) (10) 0 0 0

NH-2018-19-015 Neighbourhoods (30) (30) 0 0

NH-2018-19-021 Neighbourhoods (21) (21) 0 0

NH-2018-19-022 Neighbourhoods (23) (23) 0 0

NH-2018-19-023 Neighbourhoods (20) (20) 0 0

NH-2018-19-016 Neighbourhoods (6) (6) 0 0

(100) (100) 0 0 0

(110) (110) 0 0 0

TOTAL: (507) (283) (66) (8) (150)

Sub Total Neighbourhoods

Table 1 & Table 2

Total proposals net of existing £100k saving (not identified & 
already set for 18/19)

Sub Total

Update on achievement of savings, which have not been achieved or have been mitigated
Saving CS-2017-306 was expected to be achieved by reducing the number of social workers in line with an anticipated reduction in Looked After Children, which hasn't happened. This has 
been reported as an overspend.

Review Planning enforcement

Reduction in admin/finance support across Town Hall and N1R

Reduction in bookings and support across Town Hall and N1R

Play Site review

Sub Total Economy

Outsourcing Arboricultural work

Sub Total

Table 2. 2018/19 Saving Proposals Approved at Budget Council Feb 2018
Nature of Saving

Nature of Saving

Changes to Adult Care charging policy

Restructure of the ICT Systems Team

Sub Total Neighbourhoods

Re-design of Prevention Services

Sub Total Adult Care

Reshape of Children's Social Care delivery

Review of funding for Play Schemes

Proposal to rationalise the Play and Childcare Development 
Team
Sub Total Childrens 

Management Information Systems Team restructure
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APPENDIX D – Health & Social Care Pool Budget

Adults Services
2018/19 
Budget

2018/19 
Forecast Variance Narrative

Period 8 monitoring position £m's £m's £m's

Management, Support and Commissioning 2.8 2.8 0.0

Adults, Older People and Physical Disability 45.5 45.5 0.0

Learning Disability / Mental Health 53.6 54.1 (0.5)

Additional costs of Acute Mental Health Priory Beds 
£0.2m, Learning Difficulties Beds £0.1m, Spot 
purchased Acute Mental Health Beds of £0.4m 
partially offset by reduction in spend for Specialist 
Rehab Beds of -£0.2m. 

Acute Health Care 112.8 113.9 (1.1)

Additional costs at Pennine Acute £0.5m,Manchester 
University NHS Foundation Trust re high cost trauma 
activity  £0.3m,Durnford Dermatology £0.1m, Salford 
and Wrightington in part offset by reduced activity 
at Lancashire Teaching NHS foundation trust £0.2m.

Primary Care - Prescribing 29.9 29.9 0.0
Other Services 2.3 2.3 0.0
Adult Public Health 8.0 8.0 0.0

Total Adult Pooled Services 254.9 256.5 (1.6)
Children's Services
Period 8 budget position

Management, Support and Commissioning
3.2 3.2 0.0

Children's Early Intervention 6.0 6.0 0.0

Health Community Services 5.7 5.7 0.0

Learning Disability / Mental Health
5.7 5.7 0.0

Special Educational Needs 3.5 3.5 0.0

Acute Health Care
22.0 22.2 (0.2) Overspend on Pennine Acute Children’s Services 

£0.2m
Children 0-19 Public Health 5.0 5.0 0.0

Cared for Children and Safeguarding
21.8 21.8 0.0

Primary Care - Prescribing 7.9 7.9 0.0

Other Services 0.8 0.8 0.0

Total Children's Pooled Services 81.6 81.8 (0.2)

Local Transformation Fund 0.1 0.1 0.0

Total Health and Social Care Pooled Budgets 336.6 338.4 (1.8)

Contribution from Partners

CCG (241.2) (243.0) 1.8 Additional CCG contributions to offset pressures 
reported above. 

LA (94.3) (94.3) 0.0 Includes additional 2018/19 contribution of £1m

Total Contributions (335.5) (337.3) 1.8

Revised Gap 1.1 1.1 0.0
Request to fund £0.55m each from CCG and LA 
reserves.

Health and Social Care Pooled Fund 2018/19
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APPENDIX E

REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Area : CORPORATE DEBT

Table 1. Fees & Charges Outstanding
30-Sep-18 30-Nov-18 Variance

Age of Debt £m £m £m
2018/19 6.059 3.659 (2.400)

2017/18 0.982 0.821 (0.161)
2016/17 0.391 0.375 (0.016)
2015/16 0.100 0.089 (0.011)
2014/15 0.130 0.121 (0.009)
2013/14 and prior years 0.117 0.112 (0.005)
Subtotal from previous 1.720 1.518 (0.202)

Total Sundry Debt 7.779 5.177 (2.602)

Table 2. Housing Benefit Overpayments
30-Sep-18 30-Nov-18 Variance

£m £m £m

2018/19 0.571 0.737 0.166

2017/18 1.334 1.276 (0.058)

2016/17 0.782 0.756 (0.026)

2015/16 1.003 0.973 (0.030)

2014/15 0.502 0.483 (0.019)

2013/14 and prior years 1.018 0.985 (0.033)

Subtotal from previous years 4.639 4.473 (0.166)

Total Housing Benefit Overpayments 5.210 5.210 0.000

Brief explanation of variance :- £m

(2.602)

0.000

TOTAL VARIANCE (2.602)

As at the end of November 2018, £0.689m has been paid by customers and £1.058m has been recovered from ongoing 
Housing Benefit payments. 
£2.604m of the outstanding debt is being recovered by reducing ongoing Housing Benefit payments. As working-age 
Housing Benefit recipients transition to Universal Credit, the ongoing recovery from Housing Benefit has to stop and an 
invoice issued to the customer. The Council can request that the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) recover with a 
deduction from some ongoing Universal Credit cases.

Fees & Charges Overview

Housing Benefit Overpayment Overview

The fees and charges being raised have increased significantly in 2018/19 as the Council now pays residential care homes 
in full and has to recover customer contributions directly from the person receiving care. Invoices are issued 4 weekly in 
arrears and this has created a significant amount of customer contact from the person receiving the care or their carer. As 
at the end of November 2018, £6.101m has been invoiced so far this year and £5.616m of it has been recovered.

Fees & Charges: The outstanding debt has reduced from £7.779m as at the end of September 2018 by 2.602m 
to £5.177m. Of the £5.177m currently outstanding:
- £2.855m has been raised in the last 3 months
- £1.653m in November
- £0.967m in October
- £0.235m in September

Housing Benefit Overpayments :- The outstanding debt of £5.210m is the same as at the end of September 
2018. Although some of the debt has been recovered, new debt has been added.
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APPENDIX F 
CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: ADULT CARE DIRECTORATE 

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total Total Scheme 
Spend to Date

Including 
Current Year 

Forecast

Total 
Scheme 
Budget

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
515 (265) 250 250 0 150 0 400 347 497

3,223 (503) 2,720 2,720 0 2,851 2,440 8,011
102 0 102 102 0 0 0 102 560 560
987 207 1,194 1,194 0 0 0 1,194 1,262 1,262

4,827 (561) 4,266 4,266 0 3,001 2,440 9,707 2,169 2,319

Annual allocation

Capital Scheme

Better Care Fund
Disabled Facilities Grant

Springhill Renovations
Tudor Court Renovations

TOTAL

Financial Management Update 

The Service is reporting to spend in line with the revised budget for 2018/19.
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: CHILDREN'S DIRECTORATE

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total Total Scheme 
Spend to Date

Including 
Current Year 

Forecast

Total 
Scheme 
Budget

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
209 0 209 167 42 167 166 542 825 1,200
897 (6) 891 891 0 489 489 1,869
24 (13) 11 5 6 18 0 29 492 516

13,990 (432) 13,458 10,958 2,500 10,519 5,200 29,177
71 0 71 33 38 0 0 71 1,263 1,301

4,434 (1,472) 3,062 3,062 0 3,380 1,880 8,322
20,444 (2,742) 17,702 15,116 2,586 14,573 7,735 40,010 2,580 3,017

Variation
2018/19 

Programme
2019/20 

Programme

2020/21
Onwards

Programme
 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

42 (42) 42
6 (6) 6

2,500 (2,500) 2,500
38 (38) 38

2,586 (2,586) 2,586 0

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

42

6

2,500

38

TOTAL 2,586

Rephase Request
Schools Access External

Early Years Capital Grant External Rephase Request

Rephase Request
New Place Planning External

Explanation of Variance

Aiming High For Disabled Child External

Table 2. Programme Changes Requested in Report

Capital Scheme

Rephase Request

Aiming High For Disabled Child
Devolved Formula Capital

TOTAL

Funding
Source

Capital Scheme

New Place Planning
Schools Access
Schools Cap Condition Programme

Early Years Capital Grant

Aiming High For Disabled Child:- This is one specific project for the adaptation of a property to be utilised for short breaks, the project will 
commence 2019/20.

Early Years Capital Grant :- £6k of Capital to be rephased due to the lack of uptake for 2 year old childcare places this year.

Schools Access :- Spend on schools Access Equipment is estimated to be £30k on Middleton Technology Academy and £2k on Parkfield School, the 
remainder being rephased into the next financial year.

New Place Planning:-The building schemes to increase the number of pupil places at Siddal Moor secondary school, St Lukes, Lowerplace and 
Belfield primary schools have been delayed and will be completed in the next financial year.

TOTAL

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: ECONOMY DIRECTORATE

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total Total Scheme 
Spend to Date

Including 
Current Year 

Forecast

Total 
Scheme 
Budget

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
Definitive ROW Improvement 63 (1) 62 62 0 0 0 62 115 115
Middleton THI 67 0 67 67 0 0 0 67 900 900
P & R Capital Schemes 15 (7) 8 8 0 0 0 8 220 220
Town Centre Schemes 8,991 (5,198) 3,793 2,767 1,026 10,808 300 14,901 15,621 27,755
River Roch Flood Storage 3,177 (2,600) 577 250 327 4,200 1,600 6,377 423 6,550
Rochdale Gateways 60 0 60 60 0 0 0 60 60 60
Balderstone Park Development 128 (128) 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8
Stakehill Industrial Estate 146 (46) 100 100 0 0 0 100 143 143
Asset Development Fund 2,050 0 2,050 2,050 0 1,000 0 3,050 3,000 4,000
Property Growth Fund 30,435 0 30,435 30,435 0 20,000 0 50,435 50,000 70,000
East Lancashire Railway 606 0 606 606 0 150 50 806 650 850
Lower Falinge 0 17 17 17 0 0 0 17 45 45

1,500 (1,500) 0 0 0 3,000 0 3,000 0 3,000
200 0 200 200 0 200 200 600 200 600

1,500 0 1,500 300 1,200 300 0 1,800 300 1,800
48,938 (9,463) 39,475 36,922 2,553 39,658 2,150 81,283 71,685 116,046

Heywood South/Junction 19
Railway Strategy Park & Ride

TOTAL

Capital Scheme

Northern Gateway Feasibility & Study
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Variation
2018/19 

Programme
2019/20 

Programme

2020/21
Onwards

Programme
 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

Town Centre Schemes 1,026 (1,026) 1,026
River Roch Flood Storage 327 (327) 327

1,200 (1,200)
2,553 (2,553) 1,353 0

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

TOTAL

Northern Gateway Feasibility & Study : The Northern Gateway capital budget was to be used to promote/bring forward any land for development 
within the Northern Gateway masterplan area, it is likely to be July 2019 before the project receives full business case approval from Transport for 
Greater Manchester. 
A request is made to transfer £1.2m budget to the Junction 19 (Neighbourhoods) scheme to fund the necessary diverting of utilities. This work is 
compatible with the aims of the Northern Gateway masterplan; it will also help release additional land in the area for development.

2,553

1,200

1,026

327

Town Centre Schemes : See Town Centre Schemes detailed sheet on the next page.

River Roch Flood Storage : Heads of terms on the grant awarded by the Environment Agency are due to be signed in January/February 2019, with 
the full contract to be signed in 2019/20. The remainder of the budget will be spent in 2019/20.

TOTAL
Northern Gateway Feasibility & Study Borrowing Funding Switch

Borrowing Rephase Request
Borrowing Rephase Request

Table 2. Programme Changes Requested in Report

Capital Scheme

Funding
Source

Explanation of Variance
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: TOWN CENTRE SCHEMES

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total Total Scheme 
Spend to Date

Including 
Current Year 

Forecast

Total 
Scheme 
Budget

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

187 6 193 197 (4) 0 0 193 1,673 1,669
185 (185) 0 0 0 0 0 78 78

9 0 9 5 4 0 0 9 496 500
148 (54) 94 54 40 54 0 148 156 250
643 (250) 393 243 150 450 0 843 8,839 9,439

1,289 (1,000) 289 289 0 4,024 0 4,313 1,510 5,534
2,338 (1,095) 1,243 943 300 0 0 1,243 1,555 1,855
2,352 (2,175) 177 177 0 3,755 0 3,932 245 4,000

965 (350) 615 615 0 850 0 1,465 650 1,500
575 (475) 100 64 36 475 0 575 239 750
300 380 680 180 500 1,200 300 2,180 180 2,180

8,991 (5,198) 3,793 2,767 1,026 10,808 300 14,901 15,621 27,755TOTAL

P2 TCMP - Middleton Gardens Phase 3
Station Car Parking
Town Centre East Feasibility
Town Hall Adaptation and Restoration

Capital Scheme

P2 TCMP - Conservation area improvements
Middleton Town Centre Phase 3

Rochdale Market
Town Hall Square PH2
Drake Street Phase 2
Town Centre Schemes 2016/17
Rochdale Town Centre 3 Year Strategy
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Variation
2018/19 

Programme
2019/20 

Programme

2020/21
Onwards

Programme
 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

(4) 4
4 (4)

40 (40) 40
150 (150) 150
300 (300) 300
36 (36) 36

500 (500) 500
1,026 (1,026) 1,026 0

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000
(4)

4

40

150

300

36

500

1,026

Middleton Town Centre Phase 3 - Surplus funds to be transferred from the now completed Middleton Gardens Phase 3 scheme 

Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request

TOTAL

Funding Switch
Funding Switch
Rephase Request

Middleton Town Centre Phase 3
P2 TCMP - Middleton Gardens Phase 3
Station Car Parking

Borrowing
Borrowing

TOTAL

Borrowing
Borrowing

Rochdale Town Centre 3 Year Strategy Borrowing
Town Centre Schemes 2016/17 Borrowing

Town Centre East Feasibility
Rochdale Market Borrowing

Explanation of Variance
Table 2. Programme Changes Requested in Report

Capital Scheme

Funding
Source

Town Centre Schemes 2016/17 - The Heritage Lottery Fund Stage 2 grant has recently been approved and the procurement of the design team is underway.  The 
capital works associated with the project (funded by the capital programme and Heritage Lottery Fund grant) will take place during 2019/20 once the design work is 
complete. 

Rochdale Town Centre 3 Year Strategy - Budget will deliver priority projects in 2018/19, remainder to be transferred to continue work into 2019/20

Rochdale Market - Budget will deliver priority projects in 2018/19; namely taxi rank and highways work, the remainder to be transferred to continue work into 2019/20 
on additional fixed units, signage and lighting.

P2 TCMP - Middleton Gardens Phase 3 - Scheme complete, a request is made to transfer surplus funds to support wider Middleton Town Centre Scheme Phase 3

Station Car Parking - The remainder of the budget is to fund various projects in the surrounding area; these will not all commence or complete during this financial 
year, however as the scheme continues to develop and progress the budget will be needed in future years.

Town Centre East Feasibility - Expectation that further acquisitions will not happen until 2019/20 along with specialist legal and commercial advice.
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: NEIGHBOURHOODS DIRECTORATE

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total Total Scheme 
Spend to Date

Including 
Current Year 

Forecast

Total 
Scheme 
Budget

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
17 0 17 17 0 0 0 17 80 80

371 0 371 371 0 260 260 891
1,550 (620) 930 1,550 (620) 620 0 1,550

630 0 630 630 0 500 500 1,630
690 (399) 291 291 0 400 400 1,091

1,415 0 1,415 1,415 0 800 800 3,015 10,954 12,554
74 0 74 74 0 0 0 74 5,203 5,203

139 (21) 118 118 0 70 0 188 1,754 1,824
33 0 33 33 0 0 0 33 1,420 1,420

771 (153) 618 0 618 0 0 618 2,389 3,007
647 (569) 78 78 0 189 120 387
92 0 92 92 0 80 80 252

188 0 188 0 188 0 0 188 62 250
333 365 698 698 0 73 0 771
53 54 107 107 0 0 0 107

123 0 123 123 0 75 75 273
2,086 0 2,086 636 1,450 1,150 877 4,113

356 0 356 356 0 358 360 1,074
421 (371) 50 50 0 371 0 421 928 1,299

3,012 (450) 2,562 2,562 0 2,000 2,000 6,562
2,623 259 2,882 2,882 0 1,967 1,967 6,816

424 206 630 630 0 0 0 630
100 0 100 100 0 100 100 300
10 (10) 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 23

745 (350) 395 295 100 350 0 745 329 779
96 0 96 10 86 0 0 96 14 100

914 0 914 914 0 800 0 1,714 5,216 6,016
332 173 505 1,705 (1,200) 0 0 505 2,358 1,158

Developer Contributions 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 25 25
46 0 46 46 0 0 0 46 51 51

1,000 (200) 800 800 0 1,200 1,000 3,000 1,610 3,810
150 0 150 150 0 0 0 150 150 150
120 0 120 120 0 120 0 240 120 240

6,000 (3,196) 2,804 2,804 0 9,196 0 12,000 2,804 12,000
601 (601) 0 0 0 601 0 601 0 601

0 36 36 36 0 0 0 0 36 36
26,162 (5,846) 20,316 19,694 622 21,280 8,539 50,099 35,634 50,734

Annual Allocation

Highway Investment Programme

Townships Capital - Environmental Management
Upgrade Play Equipment

Capital Scheme

Property Transfers From Townships

Travellers Authorised Stopping Site
Car Parking Machines

Kiln Lane/Wildhouse Lane
Cashless System School Catering

Waste Bin Replacement Programme
Waste Services Investment

New Cemetery Sites
Replacement Parks/Street Machinery
Rights Of Way
Rochdale Cemetery Lodge Repair
Section 106 - Environmental Management

Vehicle Replacement Programme

Additional Highways Funding

Compulsory Purchase Order Programme

Annual Allocation
Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation
Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

Armed Forces
ICT Infrastructure Refresh Programme

ICT Programmes (Staff)
Townships Capital Programme
Housing Standards Fund
Kirkholt Investment
Housing Market Renewal Funding
Mercury Abatement Scheme

ICT Data Centre

J19 Feasibility

Asset Management Group
Local Transport Plan
Townships Capital - Highways
Burglary Reduction Scheme
Non AMG
Energy Efficiency Schemes
Coroners Service accommodation

Annual Allocation

Annual Allocation

TOTAL
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Table 2. Programme Changes Requested in Report

Variation
2018/19 

Programme
2019/20 

Programme

2020/21
Onwards

Programme
 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

(620) 620 (620)
618 (618) 618
188 (188) 188

1,450 (1,450) 1,450
100 (100) 100
86 (86) 86

(1,200) 1,200 0
TOTAL 622 (622) 1,822 0

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

TOTAL

Energy Efficiency Schemes

Junction 19

Invest to Save
Borrowing Rephase Request

Funding SwitchBorrowing

Rephase Request
Vehicle Replacement Programme

ICT Data Centre

Junction 19:-  A request is made to approve a funding switch from the Northern Gateway capital budget (Economy) to enable the diversion of utilities required as 
part of the Junction 19 Scheme.  This will be compatible with the aims of the Northern Gateway masterplan.

Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request

(620)ICT Data Centre - The Data Centre funding is now needed in 2018/19 so the service requests to reverse previously rephased budget.

188Rochdale Cemetery Lodge Repair:- A review of Bereavement Services is currently being undertaken, the outcome of which will be presented to Cabinet during the 
first quarter of 2019.  The future use of the lodge at Rochdale Cemetery is being considered as part of the review and a request is therefore made to rephase the 
budget into 2019/20.

618
New Cemetery Sites:- A review of Bereavement Services is currently being undertaken, the outcome of which will be presented to Cabinet during the first quarter of 
2019.  Capital expenditure on the cemetery sites is on hold pending the outcome of the review and a request is therefore made to rephase the budget into 2019/20

1,450Vehicle Replacement Programme:- The process to replace a number of fleet vehicles is currently underway.  These vehicles include refuse collection vehicles, 
tippers, transits and electric vans.  During the procurement process it has been established that, in the current economic climate, manufacturers are no longer 
holding vehicles in stock.  This has extended the time taken to purchase vehicles beyond the normal timeframes and a request is therefore made to rephase the 
budget into 2019/20

86

100
Energy Efficiency Schemes:- A number of schemes are at the feasibility stage and will not commence until 2019/20.

Coroners Service accommodation - The Coroners accommodation costs will not be incurred until 2019/20

(1,200)

622

Funding
Source

Explanation of Variance

Borrowing
Borrowing

Borrowing
New Cemetery Sites
Rochdale Cemetery Lodge Repair

Coroners Service accommodation

Borrowing

Capital Scheme
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF NOVEMBER 2018

Service: PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING DIRECTORATE

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total Total Scheme 
Spend to Date

Including 
Current Year 

Forecast

Total 
Scheme 
Budget

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
377 377 377 0 0 676 1,053

377 0 377 377 0 0 676 1,053

Capital Scheme

Link4Life Capital Projects
TOTAL

Annual allocation

Financial Management Update

The Service is reporting to spend in line with budget.
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Adult Care Children's Economy Neighbourhoods Public Health Total
Rephasing to future years previously approved 561 2,050 9,304 5,480 - 17,395
P8 rephasing requested - 2,586 1,353 1,822 - 5,761
YTD Spend 2,332 6,144 7,696 8,654 27 24,853
Forecast further spend 1,934 8,972 29,226 11,040 350 51,522
Approved Budget 4,827 19,752 47,579 26,996 377 99,531
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FINANCE SERVICES

P8 2018/19 Finance Update Summary

Table 2 - Health & Social Care Pooled Fund

Table 1 - Revenue Summary

Table 3 - Capital Receipts

Chart 2 - Capital Summary

Chart 1 - Corporate Debt

 

Revenue Key Movements/Variances
Children's Services
Children's Services are currently forecasting a pressure of £5.584m. The majority of this is due to an increase in both staffing requirements and
external placements, arising from increased numbers of Cared 4Children, which is consistent with the national trend. Due to the increased demand
for placements nationally, the market is volatile and prices are continually increasing.

Economy
The service is forecasting a £0.270m in-year pressure. This reflects one-off pressures for the Property Growth Fund caused by timing issues , and
income pressures within Planning Control.

Finance Control
The service is forecasting a £2.204m in-year saving relating to interest savings due to the borrowing requirement either being funded through
internal borrowing with nil cost or the forecast reduction in capital expenditure. Additional investment and loan income is also forecast.

Neighbourhoods
The service is reporting a £0.102m in-year saving . This reflects in-year savings on staff vacancies which are mitigating pressures on the Town Hall
commercial catering budget and car parking and highways income budgets

Resources
The service is forecasting a £0.519m in-year saving, resulting from staff savings which are mitigating pressures caused by increase costs of Individual
Electoral Reform and Legal Care Applications. There will be a request to carry forward £0.219m of the staff savings being reported, subject to
approval of this request the budget will be reduced, therefore the variance will reduce to £0.300m.

Capital

The current capital budget is £76.375m

Rephasing of £5.761m has been approved and is as follows:

Childrens Services £2.586m
Aiming High £0.042m
New Place Planning £2.500m
Early Years Capital Grant £0.006m
Schools Access programme £0.038m

Economy Services £1.353m
Town Centre Schemes £1.026m
River Roch Flood Relief £0.327m

Neighbourhoods £1.822m
Vehicle Replacement Programme £1.450m
New cemetary sites £0.618m
Rochdale Cemetary Lodge £0.188m
Energy Efficiency Schemes £0.100m
Coroners Service Accomodation £0.086m
Reversal of previous rephasing of (£0.620m) on ICT Data
Centre

Health & Social Care Pooled Fund

As at the end of November 2018 the forecast gap in the Pool Fund for 2018/19 is £1.100m. Cabinet to consider for approval a 50/50 split of any
funding shortfall for 2018/19 as at 31st March 2019 between the Council and the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG).
This equates to £0.550m each. The Council’s share of any remaining gap at the financial year end will be funded from the Equalisation Reserve.

Recommendations
1. Cabinet to consider for approval a 50/50 split of any funding shortfall for 2018/19 as at 31st March 2019 between the

Council and the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG).
2. Cabinet approves the Capital budget virement request:
- Transfer of £1.200m from Northern Gateway (Economy) Scheme to Junction 19 (Neighbourhoods )Scheme

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£m £m £m
Capital Receipts balance as at 1st April 2018 8.629 4.059 0.002
Use of Capital Receipts to fund 2018/19 Capital Programme, including prior year 
schemes rephased into 2018/19 (3.599) -              -              
Use of Capital Receipts to fund provisional 2019/20  and 2020/21 Capital Programmes, 
and 2018/19 rephasing into future years -                  (4.810) (0.010)
Earmarked use of receipts to fund other future commitments (3.442) (0.022) (0.846)
Forecast Capital Receipts income 2.471 0.775 1.396
Forecast uncommitted Capital Receipts balance as at 31st March 2019 4.059 0.002 0.542

Description

Directorate/ Detail

Current 
Controllable
Approved 

Net 
Budget

Forecast 
Spend

In Year 
Saving/

(Overspend)

Previous 
Monitoring 

Report 
(September 

Cabinet)

Movement 
Since 

September 
Cabinet

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
£'000 £000 £'000 £'000 £000

Adult Care 9,206 9,206 0 0 0
Children's 3,789 9,373 (5,584) (4,814) (770)
Economy 22,581 22,851 (270) (240) (30)
Neighbourhoods 44,723 44,621 102 (217) 319
Public Health and Wellbeing 6,465 6,465 0 0 0
Resources 10,641 10,122 519 240 279
TOTAL GENERAL SERVICES SPENDING 97,405 102,638 (5,233) (5,031) (202)
Integrated Pool Budget Contribution 94,334 94,334 0 0 0
TOTAL POOLED BUDGETS 94,334 94,334 0 0 0
Finance Control: Corporately Held Budgets 4,285 2,081 2,204 1,363 841
Finance Control: Transformation Fund 4,747 4,747 0 0 0
Finance Control: Budget Pressures 467 467 0 0 0
TOTAL FINANCE CONTROL SPENDING 9,499 7,295 2,204 1,363 841

NET EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS 201,238 204,267 (3,029) (3,668) 639

30-Sep-18 30-Nov-18 Variance
Age of Debt £m £m £m
2018/19 6.059 3.659 (2.400)

2017/18 0.982 0.821 (0.161)
2016/17 0.391 0.375 (0.016)
2015/16 0.100 0.089 (0.011)
2014/15 0.130 0.121 (0.009)
2013/14 and prior years 0.117 0.112 (0.005)
Subtotal from previous years 1.720 1.518 (0.202)

Total 7.779 5.177 (2.602)

30-Sep-18 30-Nov-18 Variance
Age of Debt £m £m £m
2018/19 0.571 0.737 0.166

2017/18 1.334 1.276 (0.058)
2016/17 0.782 0.756 (0.026)
2015/16 1.003 0.973 (0.030)
2014/15 0.502 0.483 (0.019)
2013/14 and prior years 1.018 0.985 (0.033)
Subtotal from previous years 4.639 4.473 (0.166)

Total 5.210 5.210 0.000

Table 1. Fees and Charges outstanding

Table 2. Housing Benefit overpayments outstanding

Health and Social Care Pooled Fund 2018/19

Adults Services
2018/19 
Budget

2018/19 
Forecast Variance

Period 8 monitoring position £m's £m's £m's

Total Adult Pooled Services 254.9 256.5 (1.6)

Total Children's Pooled Services 81.6 81.8 (0.2)

Local Transformation Fund 0.1 0.1 0.0

Total Health and Social Care Pooled Budgets 336.6 338.4 (1.8)

Contribution from Partners

CCG (241.2) (243.0) 1.8

LA (94.3) (94.3) 0.0

Total Contributions (335.5) (337.3) 1.8

Revised Gap 1.1 1.1 0.0

Adult Care Children's Economy Neighbourhoods Public Health Total
Rephasing to future years previously approved 561                               2,050                            9,304                            5,480                            -                                17,395                         
P8 rephasing requested -                                2,586                            1,353                            1,822                            -                                5,761                            
YTD Spend 2,332                            6,144                            7,696                            8,654                            27                                  24,853                         
Forecast further spend 1,934                            8,972                            29,226                         11,040                         350                               51,522                         
Approved Budget 4,827                            19,752                         47,579                         26,996                         377                               99,531                         
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Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 28th January 2019
Portfolio Leader of the Council and 

Cabinet Member for 
Finance

Report Author Stuart Smith
Public Document

Collection Fund 2018/19

Executive Summary

1. To update Cabinet and Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee on the 
forecast Collection Fund outturn position for 2018/19 as at the end of 
November 2018.

The Collection Fund Position for 2018/19 is a forecast surplus of £6.702m, 
comprising:

 £4.113m surplus relating to Business Rates;
 £2.589m surplus relating to Council Tax.

The Council’s share of the forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund outturn surplus is 
£6.305m. 

Recommendation

2. It is recommended that Cabinet notes the forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund 
outturn position.

Reason for Recommendation

3. The Collection Fund forecast outturn report for 2018/19 is presented to 
Cabinet for noting as part of the budget monitoring process.

Key Points for Consideration

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 The Collection Fund Account reflects the statutory requirement for the Council 
to maintain a separate fund in relation to the billing and collection of Business 
Rates and Council Tax. 

4.1.2 This report focuses on the forecast Collection Fund outturn position for 2018/19 
covering:
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 The summary position, and the Council’s share of the Collection Fund 
position;

 The Business Rates income position compared to budget, an update 
relating to rateable value appeals, 2018/19 collection performance and 
current level of arrears;

 The Council Tax income position compared to budget, detail of the Local 
Council Tax Support Scheme, 2018/19 collection performance and current 
level of arrears.

4.2       Summary

4.2.1 The forecast Collection Fund Position for 2018/19 is a surplus of £6.702m, 
comprising:
 £4.113m surplus relating to Business Rates;
 £2.589m surplus relating to Council Tax.

4.2.2 Table 1 shows the forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund position, and the 
allocation of the forecast surplus between precepting authorities.

Table 1 – Forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund surplus 

Total
% £'000 % £'000 £'000

Forecast Collection Fund surplus at 31/03/19 (4,113) (2,589) (6,702)

Preceptors' Share of 2018/19 forecast outturn

Rochdale BC 99 (4,072) 86.26 (2,233) (6,305)

GMCA - Police & Crime Commissioner - - 9.88 (256) (256)

GMCA - Fire & Rescue Authority, and Mayoral 
General 1 (41) 3.85 (100) (141)

Total forecast surplus 100 (4,113) 100 (2,589) (6,702)

Business Rates Council Tax

4.2.3 The Council’s share of the forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund surplus is 
£6.305m.  

4.2.4 In 2018/19 the Council continues to be part of a pilot for the 100% retention of 
Business Rates, along with other Greater Manchester authorities. Under the 
pilot scheme, 100% of Business Rates income is retained locally, of which 
99% is retained by the local authority, and 1% retained by Greater Manchester 
Combined Authority (GMCA) in respect of GM Fire and Rescue Service.

4.2.5 The forecast 2018/19 benefit from the 100% Business Rates Retention 
scheme pilot has been calculated to be £4.563m, based on an agreed formula 
within Greater Manchester. 50% of the benefit will be paid to GMCA, and the 
remaining 50% will be retained by the Council, and transferred to a reserve.
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4.2.6 The Council continues to be part of a Business Rates pool, which for 2018/19 
includes the 10 Greater Manchester local authorities, Cheshire East Council 
and Cheshire West & Chester Council. Any sum gained, after applying the 
agreed allocation to levy authorities, will be retained by the pool for investment 
within Greater Manchester and other non-Greater Manchester Authorities 
involved in the pool.

4.3 Business Rates 

4.3.1 Net Income Raised

4.3.1.1 The forecast 2018/19 outturn position relating to Business Rates is a surplus 
of £4.113m. Table 2 provides detail of the forecast outturn position:

Table 2 – Forecast  2018/19 Business Rates income

Description Budget 2018/19 
Forecast

(Surplus)/ 
Deficit

(Surplus)/Deficit 
movement 

from previous 
update

 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Gross income (80,930) (81,500) (570) - 
Net Small Business Rate relief 6,692 6,850 158 (50)
Mandatory Charitable relief 4,200 4,000 (200) - 
Discretionary relief 1,218 1,114 (104) (87)
Empties & Part Occupied relief 5,200 3,450 (1,750) - 

Net Income (63,620) (66,086) (2,466) (137)
Less:     
Charge re bad debt provision 1,100 1,000 (100) - 
Allowance for cost of collection 278 278 - - 
Provision for rateable value 
revaluations 3,647 3,647 - - 
Renewable energy schemes 510 533 23 - 
Net yield (58,085) (60,628) (2,543) (137)

2017/18 payments to 
preceptors/billing authority 58,085 58,085 - - 

In year surplus - (2,543) (2,543) (137)
(Surplus)/deficit brought forward 
from 2017/18 (456) (2,026) (1,570) - 

Payments to preceptors/billing 
authority re 2017/18 deficit per 
the 2018/19 Budget process 456 456 - - 

Forecast surplus as at 31/3/19 - (4,113) (4,113) (137)
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4.3.1.2 The main areas of overall variance to the budget are:      

Explanation of variance
Variation to 

budget, £000

Forecast increased Business Rates gross income and reduced 
Empty Property, Discretionary and Charitable Relief discounts, 
partially offset by forecast increased Small Business Rates Relief 

(2,443)

Forecast reduced charge relating to the bad debt provision. (100)

Actual surplus brought forward from 2017/18 is £1,570k higher 
than had been forecast as part of the 2018/19 Budget process. (1,570)

2018/19 forecast surplus (4,113)

4.3.2    Valuation Office Agency (VOA) appeals 

4.3.2.1 Since 1st April 2013 local authorities have been responsible for providing for 
potential losses of income for successful appeals against revaluations which 
have taken place in 2005, 2010 and 2017. There are still appeals that require 
review by the VOA, mostly dating back to the 2010 rateable value (RV) list.

4.3.2.2 The number of property revaluation appeals outstanding at the end of 
November 2018, relating to Rochdale’s 2005 and 2010 valuation lists, was 156 
cases, with an RV of £23.4m (equating to approximately £11.6m in annual 
Business Rates income). New appeals against the 2010 RV list ceased at the 
end of September 2017.

4.3.2.3 The table below provides detail of the number of appeals outstanding relating 
to the 2005/2010 RV lists, during 2018/19:

 
Outstanding 

appeals 2005/ 2010 
RV list  

Number of 
appeals 

outstanding

Rateable value 
(RV)

£’000

March 2018 304 40,133

July 2018 242 34,613

September 2018 219 31,655

November 2018 156 23,384
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4.3.2.4 Business Rates Appeals relating to the 2017 RV list are subject to a three-
stage appeals process. The new appeals system currently has had little 
activity, and therefore it is currently not clear what the financial impact may be. 
An estimated amount has been charged to the Collection Fund to offset future 
reductions in RV that are made by the VOA.

4.3.2.5 A recent Court ruling will mean that Business Rates on cash machines 
outside shops will no longer be chargeable, and refunds will be made. A 
provision has been made for this issue.        

    
4.3.2.6 The level of provision for outstanding appeals and other RV reductions 

relating to   2005, 2010 and 2017 RV lists is £10.9m.

4.3.2.7 The forecast 2018/19 charge to the Collection Fund for RV revaluations is 
£3.647m which reflects the need to offset the potential impact of appeals and 
other rateable value changes relating to the 2017 RV list, and any shortfall in 
provision relating to the 2005 and 2010 lists.

4.3.3    Business rates 2018/19 collection performance 

4.3.3.1 The year to date collection rate for Business Rates income billed in 2018/19 is 
71.3%, which is 0.4% higher than the equivalent 2017/18 performance. 
Collection performance is monitored on a monthly basis to ensure that debt is 
recovered as efficiently and effectively as possible, and so that any trends may 
be highlighted and action taken as necessary. 

4.3.3.2 Table 3 shows the aged debt analysis of Business Rates arrears, excluding 
legal costs, as at the end of March 2018 and end of November 2018. Pre 
2018/19 arrears were £1.222m as at the end of November 2018, which is a 
net decrease of £0.267m from the position at end of March 2018.

Table 3 – Business Rates arrears (excluding legal costs) 

Year
Arrears as at 

end March 2018

Arrears as at 
end November 

2018

Decrease/ 
(increase) in 

debt
£'000 £'000 £'000

Pre 2018/19 debt
2017/18 601 711 (110)
2016/17 493 341 152
2015/16 206 126 80
2014/15 21 19 2
2013/14 17 14 3
2012/13 7 5 2
Prior to 2012 144 6 138
Total arrears 1,489 1,222 267

Business Rates debt
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4.3.3.3 The forecast 2018/19 charge to the Collection Fund for bad and doubtful 
debts is £1.000m, which is £0.100m below the budget. In year debt collection 
is currently expected to reach the collection target of 98.7%, resulting in a low 
level of debt to provide a provision for. Pre 2018/19 debt is at a low level.

4.4        Council Tax 

4.4.1     Net Income Raised

4.4.1.1 The forecast 2018/19 outturn position relating to Council Tax is a surplus of 
£2.589m. Table 4 provides details of the forecast outturn position for Council 
Tax.

            Table 4 – 2018/19 Council Tax Income

Description Budget 2018/19 Forecast (Surplus)/ Deficit
(Surplus)/ Deficit 
movement from 
previous report

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000
INCOME

Income from Council Tax (128,253) (129,100) (847) 100
Income from premium on 
empty properties (169) (155) 14 (5)
Council Tax discounts 13,005 13,038 33 - 
Local Council Tax Support 
Scheme (LCTSS) 18,117 17,450 (667) 100
Prior year adjustments 159 250 91 - 
Total income (97,141) (98,517) (1,376) 195
EXPENDITURE

Charge re bad debt 
provision 2,720 1,800 (920) - 
Total expenditure 2,720 1,800 (920) - 
Net income to be raised for 
precept/ billing authority 
after LCTSS awarded (94,421) (96,717) (2,296) 195

2017/18 payments to 
Preceptors 94,421 94,421 - - 

In year surplus - (2,296) (2,296) 195
(Surplus)/deficit brought 
forward from 2017/18 (2,021) (2,314) (293) - 
Payments to preceptors re 
2017/18 surplus as per the 
2018/19 Budget process 2,021 2,021 - - 

Forecast surplus as at 
31/3/19 - (2,589) (2,589) 195
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4.4.1.2 The main areas of overall variance from the budget are:

Explanation of variance
Variation to 

budget, £000

Forecast increased Council Tax gross income, partially offset by 
increased discounts and prior year adjustments

(709)

Forecast reduced charge relating to the bad debt provision. (920)

Forecast reduced level of Local Council Tax Support Scheme 
discount given. (667)

Actual surplus brought forward from 2017/18 is £293k higher 
than had been forecast as part of the 2018/19 Budget process. (293)

2018/19 forecast surplus (2,589)

4.4.2     Local Council Tax Support Scheme (LCTSS)

4.4.2.1 The award of Local Council Tax Support to a Council Tax payer is deducted 
from Council Tax bills at the start of the financial year as a discount. This 
remains the same unless there is a change of circumstances within the 
household. Local Council Tax Support relief to be given for 2018/19 is forecast 
to be £17.450m which is £0.667m (3.68%) less than the budget of £18.117m. 

          Table 5 - LCTSS - Comparison of estimate to forecast outturn as at 31st 
March 2019

 

Estimated 
number of 
claimants

Number of 
claimants per 
actual data at 

end November 
2018

Increase/ 
(reduction) in 

claimant numbers

% reduction in 
claimants

Working age total 13,874 14,037 163 1.17%
Pension credit age total 8,541 7,936 (605) (7.08%)
Total 22,415 21,973 (442) (1.97%)

 
Estimate  2018/19 

forecast
(Surplus)/deficit 

Variation
% reduction in 
discount given

 £'000 £'000 £'000 %
Working age total 10,313 10,190 (123) (1.19%)
Pension credit age total 7,804 7,260 (544) (6.97%)
Total 18,117 17,450 (667) (3.68%)

4.4.2.2 Whilst the current number of claimants has reduced by 1.97% compared to 
budget, the reduction in discount given is 3.68%, meaning that the average 
level of support per claimant is lower than that anticipated when the 2018/19 
scheme was agreed.
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4.4.3     Council Tax 2018/19 collection performance

4.4.3.1 The year to date collection rate for Council Tax income billed in 2018/19 is 
72.1%, which is 0.3% lower than the 2017/18 equivalent. Collection 
performance is monitored on a monthly basis to ensure that debt is recovered 
as efficiently and effectively as possible, and so that any trends may be 
highlighted and action taken as necessary. 

4.4.3.2 Table 6 shows the age debt analysis of pre 2018/19 Council Tax debt, 
excluding legal costs, as at the end of March 2018 and the end of November 
2018. Pre 2018/19 arrears as at the end of November 2018 were £9.840m, 
which is a net decrease of £2.895m from the end of March 2018 position.

Table 6 – Council Tax arrears, excluding legal costs

Year

Arrears as 
at end 
March 
2018

Arrears as 
at end 
November 
2018

Decrease/ 
(increase) 
in debt

 £'000 £'000 £'000
Pre 2018/19 
debt    
2017/18 4,741 3,342 1,399
2016/17 3,003 2,453 550
2015/16 2,021 1,640 381
2014/15 1,360 1,124 236
2013/14 948 786 162
2012/13 219 173 46
Prior to 2012 443 322 121
Total arrears 12,735 9,840 2,895

4.4.3.3 The forecast 2018/19 charge to revenue for bad and doubtful debts is 
£1.800m, which is £0.920m below the budget. This is due to the continuing 
improvement in the overall collection of debt, and reduced levels of debt write 
off, which has led to the level of provision required being reduced.

4.4.4    Council Tax Premium Waivers

4.4.4.1 Residential properties that have been empty for more than two years are, with 
specific exemptions, charged a Council Tax premium of a further 50% of the 
usual charge.  To support the local housing market, the Head of Revenues & 
Benefits, in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Finance, has delegated 
authority to waive part or all of the premium charge in exceptional 
circumstances. In 2018/19 so far, £2,416 of Council Tax Premium income has 
been waived. 
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4.5       Alternatives considered

Not reporting on financial performance puts at risk the achievement of the 
Authority’s Medium Term Financial Strategy. Effective financial management 
is critical to ensuring that financial resources are received in line with the 
budget, which enables them to be targeted towards the Council’s priorities. 
Monitoring enables the early identification of variations against the plan and 
facilitates timely corrective action.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. Financial Implications

5.1   The main body of the report provides a detailed analysis of the forecast 2018/19 
Collection Fund outturn position.

5.2 The Council’s 2018/19 General Fund budget set at Budget Council in February 
2018 included an estimated 2017/18 Collection Fund surplus of £2.203m. The 
difference between this estimate and the actual 2017/18 outturn of £4.024m is 
held within the Collection Fund for 2018/19.

5.3     In January 2019 an estimate of the Council’s share of the Collection Fund 
surplus will be brought into the 2019/20 General Fund budget, which will be 
presented for approval at Budget Council in February 2019. 

Risk and Policy Implications

6.1   Unresolved appeals against the revaluation assessments for 2005, 2010 and 
2017 cause uncertainty and financial risk for the Business Rates income 
retained by the Council. The situation is monitored on a monthly basis to 
ensure that any changes in the trend for successful appeals are recognised 
due to the future impact on Business Rates income and the impact for the 
provision for any backdated elements. 

6.2 The VOA alters rating assessments if new information comes to light indicating 
that the valuation is inaccurate. These could relate to a demolition, new 
property builds or other physical changes to a property. The number of 
alterations, financial impact and timing of the revaluations are not within the 
control of the Council.

6.3 The future level of collection of both Business Rates and Council Tax debt is a 
potential financial risk. Collection performance is being monitored on a 
monthly basis to ensure that debt is recovered as efficiently and effectively as 
possible, and so that any trends may be highlighted and action taken as 
necessary.

6.4 There is an on-going risk that issues decided nationally by the VOA could 
potentially impact on Rochdale BC’s Business Rates income.
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Consultation

7.    The Leadership Team, the Leader and Cabinet Member for Finance, and 
Shadow Portfolio Holder for Finance have been informed of the forecast 
2018/19 Collection Fund outturn position and its implications for future years. 
The report will be presented to the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee on 22nd January 2019.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. For further information about this 
report or access to any 
background papers contact Stuart 
Smith

No1 Riverside Floor 2 

For Further Information Contact: Stuart Smith, 
Stuart.Smith@rochdale.gov.uk 
Tel : 01706 924196
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FINANCE SERVICES

P8, 2018/19 Collection Fund Update Summary
Table 1 - Forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund Outturn Summary

Table 2 - Rateable Value detail - November 2018 Chart 1 - Business Rates Relief Chart 2 -  Business Rates income collection Chart 3 - Business Rates arrears 

Chart 4 - Council Tax properties Chart 5 - Council Tax Relief Chart 6 - Council Tax income collection
Chart 7 - Council Tax arrears

The forecast Collection Fund outturn for 2018/19 is a surplus of £6.702m, comprising:
- £4.113m surplus relating to Business Rates;
- £2.589m surplus relating to Council Tax.

The areas of variance to the budget are:
Business Rates :

£1.570m Actual 2017/18 surplus higher than estimated as part of 2018/19 Estimates process
£2.443m Forecast net income higher than budget, mainly due to lower Empty Property discount

given, and increased gross income
£0.100m Reduced charge relating to Bad Debt Provision

Council Tax:
£0.293m Actual 2017/18 surplus higher than estimated as part of 2018/19 Estimates process
£1.376m Forecast income higher than budget , including £0.667m relating to the Local Council Tax

Support scheme
£0.920m Reduced charge relating to Bad Debt Provision

The Council’s share of the forecast Collection Fund surplus as at 31st March 2019 is £6.305m.

Total Arrears outstanding as at November 2018 are £1,222k.

A large proportion of the unsummonsed balance relates to new debt as a result of
Valuation Office Agency decisions which have affected prior years. On confirmation of
these decisions, Revenue & Benefits initiate the debt collection process.

Although £730k of debt has been collected during 2018/19, this has been offset by refunds
and other adjustments due to changes in the rateable value of properties decided by the
Valuation Office Agency.

Total debt outstanding as at the end of March 2018 was £12,735k. Arrears
at November 2018 are £9,840k.

Forecast Gross Business Rates income £81.5m.

Total Business Rates Relief to be given £15.414m.

Potential risk areas

Business Rates and Council Tax debt collection not meeting target for collection.
Collection performance is monitored on a monthly basis to ensure that debt is recovered as efficiently
and effectively as possible, and so that action taken as necessary.

Unresolved appeals against the revaluation assessments for 2005, 2010 and 2017 cause uncertainty
and financial risk for the Business Rates income retained by the Council. There are currently 156
appeals with a rateable value of £23.4m outstanding relating to the 2005 and 2010 RV lists. There is
little information available relating to the 2017 list.

The VOA alters rating assessments if new information comes to light indicating that the valuation is
inaccurate. The number of alterations, financial impact and timing of revaluations are not within the
control of the Council.

Business Rate appeals can be raised against the Rateable Valuation of a
hereditament. If the appeal is successful this may lead to adjustments being made in
prior years.

Other changes made by the Valuation Office Agency to the Rateable Value will
impact on the level of income raised and debt collectable.

Forecast Gross Council Tax Income approximately £129m.
Total Council Tax relief to be given approximately £30m.

Approximately 35,000 properties receive Single Person's Discount.
There are currently almost 22,000 claiming Local Council Tax Support.

RV Value RV Values
No of 

properties
No of 

properties
£ % %

> £1,999,999 5,730,000 3.4% 3 0.0%
£1,000,000 - £1,999,999 21,435,000 12.7% 14 0.2%
£500,000 - £999,999 12,585,000 7.5% 18 0.3%
£250,000 - £499,999 21,816,500 12.9% 63 0.9%
£100,000 - £249,999 29,595,050 17.5% 192 2.7%
£50,000 - £99,999 19,468,875 11.5% 280 4.0%
£25,000 - £49,999 18,215,975 10.8% 520 7.4%
£12,000 - £24,999 15,609,400 9.2% 928 13.2%
£6,000 - £11,999 13,699,150 8.1% 1,647 23.4%
< £6,000 10,744,597 6.4% 3,373 47.9%
Total 168,899,547 100% 7,038 100%

Band A Band B Band C Band D Band E Band F Band G Band H Totals
51,016       16,083       12,269       7,801       4,404       1,658       869          56             94,156       

54% 17% 13% 8% 5% 2% 1% 0% 100%

Property Band
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Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 28th January 2019
Portfolio Leader of the Council and 

Cabinet Member for 
Finance

Report Author Victoria Bradshaw
Public/Private Document Public

Budget Update 2019/20 to 2021/22

Executive Summary

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

This report provides Cabinet Members with an update on the latest position 
regarding the Council’s Revenue Budget for 2019/20 to 2021/22, including the 
implications for the Council arising from the Autumn Budget 2018 and the 
Provisional Local Government Settlement 2019/20.

The report highlights the Budget Gap and measures taken to balance the 
budget for 2019/20, including the potential risks impacting on the Budget.

The report assesses the Council Tax raising powers for 2019/20 following 
confirmation of the Council Tax Referendum Principles.

The report updates Cabinet Members with the proposed Capital Programme 
2019/20 to 2021/22 following consultation.

The report updates Cabinet Members with the proposed Discretionary Fees 
and Charges for 2019/20 following consultation.

Recommendation

2.1 It is recommended that Cabinet :

1. Considers the Revenue Budget position for 2019/20 to 2021/22 and the 
potential risks around the Revenue Budget.

2. Considers and recommends to Full Council the Council Tax increase 
for 2019/20 of 3.99% for the Rochdale Council element, comprising 
2.99% for General Purposes and 1% for the Adult Social Care Precept. 

3. Approves that any balance on the 2019/20 Revenue Budget be met by 
the use one-off resources from the Equalisation Reserve, in order to 
achieve a balanced budget.
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2

4. Approves the updated Capital Programme 2019/20 to 2021/22 following 
consultation.

5. Approves the updated Discretionary Fees and Charges for 2019/20 
following consultation.

Reason for Recommendation

3.1 Cabinet members are required to recommend a balanced Revenue and 
Capital Budget for 2019/20 to Budget Council before the 11th March 2019 and 
provisional budgets for 2020/21 to 2021/22. 

Key Points for Consideration

4.1

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.2

4.2.1

4.2.2

4.2.3

Timetable

The Budget process began in June 2018 with approval, by Cabinet, of the 
assumptions and principles on which the budget is to be based. These are 
used as a part of the determination of the overall budget position and are 
currently being incorporated into Service budgets.

Throughout the year we consult on the budget and savings proposals.  
Financial projections are updated as further information becomes available 
from Central Government and other changes, including local decisions. The 
updated budget and feedback from consultations are reported back to Cabinet 
in February with recommendations for Budget Council, who will in turn set the 
budget requirement and Council Tax. The timetable previously approved for 
the Revenue Budget is provided at Appendix 1.

Revenue Budget 2019/20 to 2021/22

This report provides an update on the Council’s revenue budget position for 
2019/20 to 2021/22.  

This report is based on current information following the announcement by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer regarding the Autumn Budget 2018, the 
Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20, and the Council 
Tax Base and draft Business Rates Base. 

Table 1 provides an analysis of the variation between the previous budget 
assumptions as reported to September Cabinet and the latest assumptions 
following from the Autumn Budget and Provisional Local Government 
Settlement.
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4.2.4

4.2.4.1

4.2.4.2

Table 1 Changes in Estimated Resources
 

Budget 2019/20 
@ September 

Cabinet 

Budget 
2019/20 - 
Updated 

Assumptions

Increase/   
(Decrease) in 

Resources

£m £m £m

Government Grants
Business Rates Top-up Grant 35.596 35.598 0.002
New Homes Bonus 1.862 1.884 0.022
Improved Better Care Fund 10.809 10.809 0.000
Business Rates Section 31 Grants 7.132 7.132 0.000
Additional Social Care Funding 0.000 3.002 3.002

55.399 58.425 3.026
Locally Generated Income
Council Tax 87.296 87.296 0.000
Business Rates 61.385 62.279 0.894

148.681 149.575 0.894

Total Resources 204.080 208.000 3.920

Autumn Budget 2018

The Chancellor of the Exchequer announced his Autumn Budget on 29th 
October 2018, stating that ‘the era of austerity is finally coming to an end’. We 
do not have any information as to the implications of this statement for local 
government. In the Autumn Budget 2018 the Government announced:

Business Rates

 Business Rates bills for small retail premises including shops, cafes and 
restaurants with rateable values of less than £51k are to be cut by one 
third for the next 2 years.

 100% Business Rates relief for all public lavatories will be introduced.
 The £1,500 Business Rates discount for office space occupied by local 

newspapers will continue in 2019/20.

Local authorities will be fully compensated for the loss of income as a result of 
these business rates measures, via additional Section 31 grant.

Updated Business Rates income and Section 31 grant income estimates will 
be reported to Cabinet in February, following the completion of the NNDR1 
return.

Additional Funding for Social Care

An additional £240m was previously announced for Adult Care winter 
pressures in 2018/19, and a further £240m for 2019/20 was announced in the 
Autumn Budget 2018. Rochdale’s allocation for 2019/20 is £1.1m. This funding 
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4.2.4.3

4.2.4.4

4.2.4.5

4.2.6

4.2.6.1

4.2.6.2

is ring-fenced and needs to be contributed to the Pooled Fund.

A further £410m was announced for 2019/20 for Adults and Children’s Social 
Care. Rochdale’s allocation is £1.9m. This grant is not ring-fenced and will be 
used to contribute towards the Children’s Services Pressures for 2019/20 in 
relation to our looked after children.

Housing & Infrastructure

£420m in 2018/19 for local highways authorities to tackle potholes, repair 
damaged roads, and invest in keeping bridges open and safe Rochdale’s 
allocation of this capital funding is £1.1m.

Education

A £400m one-off capital payment in 2018/19 for primary and secondary 
schools to spend on equipment and facilities, to be paid direct to schools. This 
will average £10,000 per primary school and £50,000 per Secondary School.

National Living Wage

The National Living Wage to increase by 4.9% from £7.83 to £8.21 per week 
from April.  The Rochdale Living Wage for 2019/20 is £9 per week.

Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20

The Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20 was 
announced by the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local 
Government on 13th December 2018. The Provisional Settlement confirms that 
Core Spending Power is forecast to increase nationally from £45.1bn in 2018-
19 to £46.4bn in 2019/20, a cash increase of 2.8%. The increase in Core 
Spending Power is largely as a result of increases in locally generated income, 
and Central Government grants have continued to be reduced. The 
consultation on the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20 
is open until 10th January 2018. 

In the Provisional Settlement the Government also announced that:

 The £180m surplus on Business Rates Levy Account will be distributed 
to all councils, according to need. Rochdale’s share of this additional 
funding is £0.926m. It is currently assumed that this funding will be 
received in 2018/19 and used to mitigate the overspend currently being 
reported.

 Funding of £152.9m will be provided to eliminate Negative Revenue 
Support Grant from the Settlement. Rochdale does not benefit from this 
funding.

 The Rural Services Delivery Grant will be increased by £16m. Rochdale 
does not benefit from this funding.
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4.2.6.3

4.2.7

4.2.7.1

4.2.7.2

4.2.7.3

4.2.7.4

Additional changes from Central Government may be provided in the 
announcement regarding the Final Local Government Finance Settlement 
2019/20, which is expected to be published by the end of January 2019. This 
may have further potential implications for Council funding, noting these may 
be reductions or increases.  

Council Tax

District Purposes

The Settlement confirmed that the Council Tax referendum limit will be 
increased by 1% for General Purposes in line with inflation, meaning that the 
limit will be 3.0% for 2019/20. This is the amount a Local Authority can 
increase Council Tax by before a ballot with the Council Tax Payers of 
Rochdale must be undertaken.  

Increasing the Council Tax for General Purposes by 2.99% (£45.49) rather 
than 1.99% (£30.28) would result in the Council Tax for a band D property 
increasing by an additional £15.21 in 2019/20, equating to additional 
resources of £839k for the Council in 2019/20. The 2019/20 budget has 
assumed this increase for planning purposes.

In 2017/18 councils with responsibility for Adult Social Care were given the 
flexibility to charge a precept on their Council Tax to fund Adult Social Care 
Services of 6% over 3 years. The Council charged an Adult Social Care 
Precept of 3% on Council Tax in 2017/18 and 2% in 2018/19. This means that 
the Council can increase the Adult Social Care Precept by 1% in 2019/20, in 
order to maintain a 6% precept across the 3 years.

Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner Precept

The Police referendum principle is to allow the Mayoral Police and Crime 
Commissioner precept to increase by a maximum of £24, an increase on the 
previous £12 limit that applied in 2018/19. For planning purposes, it has been 
assumed that the maximum increase of £24 will be applied for 2019/20.

Mayoral General Precept (including Fire Services)

The Government has not set referendum principles for Mayoral Combined 
Authorities in 2019-20. No increase in the Mayoral General Precept has been 
assumed at this stage. The Mayoral Precept will be considered by the Greater 
Manchester Combined Authority on 15th February 2019, and an updated 
position will be reported to Cabinet on 12th February.

The potential impact on the Council Tax Band D for 2019/20 could be as 
shown in Table 2:
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4.2.7.5

4.2.8

4.2.8.1

4.2.8.2

4.2.8.3

4.2.8.4

4.2.9

4.2.9.1

Table 2 Council Tax 2019/20 for Planning Purposes

Band D Tax Levels 2018/19 2019/20

£ £ £ %*

Rochdale BC 1,424.44 1,469.93 45.49 2.99%
Rochdale BC Adult Care 96.99 112.20 15.21 1.00%
Total Rochdale BC 1,521.43 1,582.13 60.70 3.99%

Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner Precept 174.30 198.30 24.00 13.77%
Mayoral General Precept:
Fire Services 59.95 59.95 0.00 0.00%
Non-fire 8.00 8.00 0.00 0.00%
Total Mayoral General 67.95 67.95 0.00 0.00%

TOTAL COUNCIL TAX 1,763.68 1,848.38 84.70 4.80%

Increase 18/19 - 19/20

* Indicates the  number of percentage points which the increases for the Adult Social Care Precept and 
General Purposes each contribute to the overall increase set by the authority

Council Tax Base 

The Council Tax base for 2019/20 of 55,176 was approved by Council on 12th 
December. The Council Tax base represents the number of Band D equivalent 
properties from which we collect Council Tax. 

Business Rates 

Council on 12th December 2018 approved a draft Business Rate baseline 
figure of £62.4m for 2019/20. The Council’s share of the estimated Business 
Rates income, including Renewable Energy schemes, would be £62.3m.

This is subject to any changes which may result from the issue of the Ministry 
of Housing, Communities & Local Government (MHCLG) guidance on 
completion of the 2019/20 Business Rates baseline return (NNDR1), due in 
January 2019.

The Government has confirmed that the Greater Manchester 100% Business 
Rates Retention pilot will continue in 2019/20. 

From 2020/21 it is proposed that councils will retain 75% of their Business 
Rates income, incorporating Revenue Support Grant, Public Health Grant and 
other grants, with suitable transitional arrangements. It is unclear whether the 
current 100% retention pilots will continue beyond 2019/20. There is no 
information on the impact for individual authorities of this change. Further 
information will be provided when available.

New Homes Bonus

The proposed changes to the New Homes Bonus (NHB) with regards to 
amending the baseline will not be taken forward in 2019/20. Therefore, there 
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4.2.10

4.2.10.1

4.2.11

4.2.11.1

4.2.11.2

are no changes to the current NHB scheme. Table 3 shows the NHB for 
2019/20.

Table 3 New Homes Bonus 2019/20

Scheme Year
NHB 

2019/2
0

 £'000
  

2016/17 731
2017/18 527
2018/19 228
2019/20 398
Total 1,884

Local Government Funding Reform 

Two further consultations have been launched on Business Rates Retention 
Reform and the new approach to distributing funding through the Review of 
Relative Needs and Resources.  The consultations are open until the 21st 
February 2019; draft responses to the consultations will be provided to 
Cabinet Members.

Schools Funding Settlement 

A summary of the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) allocation is provided in 
Table 4.

Table 4 Dedicated Schools Grant Allocation

 2018-19   
Final 

 2019-20 

 £m  £m  £m  % 

Schools Block 160.297 164.26 3.963 2.50%

High Needs Block 22.232 23.86 1.628 7.30%

Central Schools Services  1.213 1.202 -0.011 -0.90%

Early Years Block 16.697 16.693 -0.004 0.00%

Total DSG 200.439 206.015 5.576 2.80%

 Variation from 
2018-19 

Schools, High Needs and Central Schools Services Block are final allocations 
with the Early Years Block indicative until July 2020. Both Schools and the 
High Needs Block allocations for 2019/20 are based on National Funding 
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4.2.11.3

4.2.11.4

4.2.12

4.2.12.1

4.2.12.2

4.2.12.3

Formulae (NFF).  

There is an overall increase in DSG from 2018/19 of £5.576m (2.8%).  
However, a significant part of this relates to an increase in pupil numbers.  The 
increase in Schools Block of £3.963m is due to an increase in pupils (547) 
together with the Government providing for a 1% increase per pupil for all 
schools over the 2017/18 baseline.  As part of the Settlement the Government 
has recognised the pressures faced by LAs on High Needs pupils and has 
provided an additional £125m nationally for both 2018/19 and 2019/20.  The 
additional funding for Rochdale from this in the High Needs Block is £0.540m, 
with the remainder of the increase due to additional pupil numbers (£0.143m) 
and changes due to the NFF (£0.945m).  

Whilst Schools Block funding is based on the NFF, funding to schools can still 
be based on a local formula for 2019/20.  Members have previously agreed 
that the local formula move towards to the NFF over a three year period.  
Under protections and caps all schools will have an increase in their per pupil 
funding over 2018/19.
  
Core Spending Power

The Provisional Settlement sets out the Core Spending Power for local 
authorities covering the four-year settlement period, which runs to 2019/20. 
The Core Spending Power analyses what will be provided by Central 
Government and also what Central Government assumes can be raised 
locally from Council Tax and Business Rates.

Table 5 shows the Core Spending Power 20015/16 to 2019/20 for Rochdale.

Table 5 Core Spending Power 2015/16 to 2019/20

Illustrative Core Spending Power of Local Government;

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20

£ mill ions £ mill ions £ mill ions £ mill ions £ mill ions
Settlement Funding Assessment 106.8 95.4 87.1 82.4 77.3
Compensation for under-indexing the business rates multiplier 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.4 2.0
Council  Tax of which; 67.5 71.9 76.8 81.5 86.0

Council Tax Requirement excluding parish precepts (including base and levels growth) 67.5 70.5 73.2 76.1 79.6
additional revenue from referendum principle for social care 0.0 1.4 3.6 5.3 6.4
Potential additional Council Tax from £5 referendum principle for all Districts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improved Better Care Fund 0.0 0.0 6.1 8.5 10.8
New Homes Bonus 3.3 4.0 3.6 2.1 1.9
New Homes Bonus returned funding 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Rural Services Delivery Grant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Transition Grant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
The Adult Social Care Support Grant 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.7 0.0
Winter pressures Grant 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.1
Social Care Support Grant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9

Core Spending Power 178.5 172.3 175.8 177.7 180.9

Change over the Spending Review period (£ mill ions) 2.4

Change over the Spending Review period (% change) 1.4

Rochdale

This shows an increase in Rochdale’s Core Spending Power of £2.4m (1.4%) 
over the Spending Review period (2015/16 to 2019/20). This compares to the 
national increase in Core Spending Power of 2.8% for 2015/16 to 2019/20. 
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4.2.13

4.2.13.1

4.2.13.2

4.2.13.3

4.2.13.4

This is as a result of the balance between Central Government Grants and 
locally generated income (Council Tax and Business Rates). Some authorities 
are less reliant on Central Government grants and so have been less impacted 
as these have been cut, and are also generally more able to generate 
resources locally through Council Tax and Business Rates.

The Council’s Budget Position 2019/20 – 2021/22

In February 2018 the Council set a three year budget for 2018/19 to 2019/20. 
This budget identified a budget gap of £8.2m in 2019/20 and £17.0m in 
2020/21.

During the budget process the Budget for 2019/20 to 2021/22 has been 
continuously updated and reported to previous Cabinet meetings from the 
position reported to Full Council in February 2018. The estimated budget gap 
has been revised to £2.3m in 2019/20; £11.4m in 2020/21; and £18.9m in 
2021/22, based on:

 Current assumptions;
 The Autumn Budget 2018;
 The Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20:
 Savings Proposals approved by council 12th December 2018.

Table 6 summarises the changes in assumptions since Budget Council 
February 2018.

Table 6 Movement in Budget Gap since Budget Council 

Council 12th December 2018 approved savings proposals in relation to General 
Council Services and Aligned Services for consultation, as detailed in Table 7.
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4.2.13.5

Table 7 Savings Proposals 2019/20 to 2020/21

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Service Savings Proposals
Proposals not requiring consultation -1,209 -200 -1,497 -100 -1,497 0
Outside the process -136 0 -436 0 -736 0
Service Delivery Proposals -135 0 -229 0 -229 0

-1,480 -200 -2,162 -100 -2,462 0

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Tables 8 and 9 show the movement in the Budget Gap for General Council 
Services and Aligned Services.

Table 8 Movement in Budget Gap since Budget Council - General Council 
Services

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

General Council Services

Budget Gap at Budget Council February 2018 3,364 0 5,568 0 6,719 0

Budget pressures 350 0 516 0 677 0
Corporate savings -418 0 -418 -262 42 0
Additional resources to the Council -1,323 0 -1,659 0 -2,002 0
Local priorities 4 0 137 0 277 0

Revised Budget Gap 1,977 0 4,145 -262 5,714 0

Service Savings Proposals -1,480 -200 -1,862 -100 -1,862 0

Gap after Savings Proposals 498 -200 2,284 -362 3,852 0

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
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4.2.13.6

4.2.13.7

Table 9 Movement in Budget Gap since Budget Council - Aligned 
Services

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Aligned Services

Budget Gap at Budget Council February 2018 259 0 428 0 517 0

Budget pressures 27 0 40 0 52 0
Corporate savings -32 0 -32 -20 3 0
Additional resources to the Council -102 0 -127 0 -154 0
Local priorities 0 0 11 0 21 0

Revised Budget Gap 152 0 319 -20 439 0

Service Savings Proposals 0 0 -300 0 -600 0

Gap after Savings Proposals 152 0 19 -20 -161 0

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

The updated 2019/20 Budget Gap for General Council Services and Aligned 
Services after Savings Proposals is £0.450m. It is proposed that this will be 
funded by a one off allocation from the Equalisation Reserve in 2019/20, in 
order to achieve a balanced budget.

Table 10 shows the Revised Budget Gap for the Pooled Fund for 2019/20 and 
2020/21.
Table 10 Revised Budget Gap for the Pooled Fund

2019/20 2020/21
£'000 £'000

Budget Gap at the start of 2018/19 29,960 44,378
Changes in budget assumptions / 
additional resources CCG -3,519 -12,367
Ongoing savings achieved in 
2018/19 -6,356 -6,356
Ongoing savings achieved in 
2018/19 via Transformation -5,124 -5,593
Cashable Benefits from 
Transformation 0 -4,248
Unidentified Savings Target -350 -350
One-off Resources -85 0
Changes in budget assumptions / 
additional resources - RBC -2,653 -1,459
Budget Gap for Pooled Fund 11,873 14,005

Total Pooled Fund
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4.2.13.8

4.3

4.3.1

4.3.2

4.3.3

4.3.4

The budget position will continue to be updated in the light of the latest available 
information prior to the proposed budget for 2019/20 being reported to Cabinet 
on 12th February 2019. This will reflect any changes in assumptions following 
the Final Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20, expected by the end 
of January, and the completion of the 2019/20 Business Rates estimate return 
to Government, due 31st January 2019.

The Capital Programme

The Capital Programme for 2019/20 to 2021/22 takes into consideration the 
priorities of the Council and the resources available. The setting of the 2019/20 
capital budget has followed the steps below: 

 Initial budget as provisionally approved at Budget Council on 28th 
February 2018.

 Review of 2018/19 and 2019/20 schemes – Finance Service has worked 
with Directorates to review 2018/19 and 2019/20 schemes taking into 
account spend to date and previous re-phasing of budget on the 
schemes.

 Consideration of new schemes.
 Member Review Session with Leader, Deputy Leader and Assistant 

Finance Portfolio Holder.

Table 11 shows the changes to the Capital Programme reported to Cabinet 30th 
October 2018 following consultations. There has only been one scheme added 
to the proposed Capital Programme following consultation. 

Table 11 Changes to the Initial Capital Programme

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
£'000 £'000 £'000

80,940 54,745 26,365

Neighbourhoods: Boroughwide Allotments 50 58 65 Prudential borrowing

80,990 54,803 26,430

Total Capital Programme presented to 30th October 2018 Cabinet

Proposed addition in expenditure:

REVISED 2019/20 - 2021/22 CAPITAL PROGRAMME

Source of funding

Boroughwide Allotments
The Borough of Rochdale currently has 524 allotment plots.  The Government’s 
Thorpe Report recommended that Councils provide 15 allotment plots per 1,000 
households which for Rochdale BC would equate to 94,263 households 
therefore 1,414 allotments.

Environmental Management (EM) propose to meet the current demand and the 
Thorpe Report by creating 100 new allotment sites, every year for the next five 
years.   This would increase the number of allotments to over 1,000.

The result of the above steps is to recommend a proposed Capital Programme 
for 2019/20, and provisional Capital Programmes for 2020/21 and 2021/22, 
detailed in Appendices 3 and 4. 
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4.3.5

4.3.6

4.3.7

When a scheme is approved and the proposed spend is profiled across financial 
years, the scheme funding will be approved across these financial years and will 
therefore be considered as a priority in future years. Any reduction in the funding 
of these schemes will only be considered where contracts have not been 
entered into.

Schemes totalling £80.990m have been proposed to be included in the 2019/20 
Capital Programme. Table 12 shows the total proposed Capital expenditure by 
service for 2019/20 to 2021/22, and how the expenditure is proposed to be 
funded. 

The Capital budget has been created in line with the Council’s priorities:

 Place Plan – aligning capital investment to support the borough’s 
economic growth potential and continue to regenerate our town centres.

 Corporate Plan – ensuring the borough maintains its high standard of 
quality building and public space.

 Asset Strategy – aiming to hold fewer but more efficient assets, realising 
maximum value from the estate whilst safeguarding its staff, customers 
and other building users.

Table 12 – Summary of Capital programme

 2019/20  2020/21  2021/22
£'000 £'000 £'000

Adult Care 2,440 2,440 2,440
Children's Services 12,508 20,526 7,516
Corporate 5,000 0 0
Economy 39,970 18,714 7,970
Neighbourhoods 21,072 12,447 8,504
Public Health 0 676 0
Total requirement 80,990 54,803 26,430

Prudential Borrowing 21,915 17,059 13,352
External Grant and contributions 16,915 24,933 11,923
Invest to Save 32,180 12,286 1,000
Revenue Contribution to Capital Outlay 6,680 525 155
Capital Receipts 3,300 0 0
Total funding 80,990 54,803 26,430

Directorate

Funding Source

The Capital schemes listed in Appendix 3 are categorised as follows:

 Annual Allocation - These schemes receive annual allocations either as a 
result of external funding, or because the capital investment is essential 
for the Council to maintain current service delivery or to meet statutory 
responsibilities.

 Scheme started in previous years - These schemes are multi-year 
schemes that commenced prior to 2019/20.
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4.3.8

4.3.9

4.4

4.4.1

4.4.2

4.4.2.1

4.4.2.2

4.4.2.3

4.4.3

4.4.3.1

4.4.3.2

4.4.3.3

4.4.4

 New Scheme - These are new schemes or schemes requiring additional 
funding for the 2019/20 capital programme.

Borrowing of £21.9m is required to fund expenditure relating to specific schemes 
in 2019/20. The revenue cost of this is approximately £2m per annum.

Investment Fund scheme, totalling £5m is a new scheme proposed to allow 
funding of schemes already in the 3 year capital programme to be brought 
forward to 2019/20.  Cabinet are asked to consider delegating the approval of 
the allocation of the £5m Corporate Investment scheme to the Chief Finance 
Officer in consultation with the Leader of the Council to enable schemes to be 
progressed as early as possible.

Discretionary Fees and Charges 2019/20

Cabinet 25th September 2018 approved consultation to be undertaken on the 
proposed discretionary fees and charges for 2019/20.

As part of the consultation process, Adult Care provided more detail on the 
proposed changes to Attendance Allowance.

Adult Care are proposing to include the higher rate of Attendance Allowance in 
the financial assessment from April 2019.  This will mean that people of 
pensionable age will be treated equitably with people of non-pensionable age 
(who already have the higher rate of Disability Living Allowance included).  

All services users currently in receipt of higher rate Attendance Allowance have 
been consulted with on this proposal.  

Only a few responses have been received regarding concern about 
affordability.  However the means test will still apply and all service users will be 
left with protected income levels of £194.65 per week (2018/19 level) after 
paying for adult care charges.

During the consultation period there have been changes to the animal licensing 
legislation which came into effect from 1st October 2018 which impact on the 
charges Public Protection are proposing.

There are new requirements placed upon Local Authorities by the legislation. 
Prior to the changes in the legislation Public Protection had a 2% increase on 
the existing fees.  The legislation states that Local Authorities need to be 
transparent in the cost recovery and such an approach is not permitted.

Public Protection have therefore undertaken a full review of our processes and 
costs to ensure that the fees we present are accurate and transparent and 
enable cost recovery.

Details of their updated charges are shown in Appendix 5.

There have been no further comments or recommended changes to the 
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4.5

4.5.1

4.5.2

proposed discretionary fees and charges.

Alternatives Considered

The Council is legally obliged to set a balanced revenue budget. The budget 
setting process is complex and must be undertaken in a planned way. Whilst 
budgets are prepared in accordance with the approved guidelines a number of 
alternative options relating to savings proposals and budget pressures are 
considered as part of the overall budget setting process.

Consideration has been given to a number of options in putting forward the 
savings proposals contained in this report and the report outlines any 
alternatives. To do nothing was not considered to be an option as the Council 
is legally required to set a balanced budget.

Costs and Budget Summary

5.1 Financial implications are considered in the main body of the report.

Risk and Policy Implications

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

The Council is required to set a balanced budget for 2019/20 before the 11th 
March 2019 and there is a risk if we do not responsibly put forward proposals 
for consideration to meet the budget reductions/pressures.

Risk implications have been added where applicable within individual 
detailed reports.  To manage this risk we have sought to supply Cabinet 
members with copies of all available implications to make informed 
decisions.

There are a number of risks and potential pressures in the Medium Term 
Financial Strategy and Budget 2019/20 – 2021/22 which have an impact on 
the budget, but are outside of the control of the Council. The MTFS and 
Budget include pressures based on the latest information available. 

Health and Social Care Integration

A significant proportion of the savings proposals relate to the benefits to be 
delivered from the efficiencies from contract /commission renegotiations and 
integration of working between health and social care organisations. Delays 
in delivery and slippage in the development of new ways of delivery would 
negatively impact on the Budget position for the Council.

Business Rates 

The appeals outstanding from 2010 and the current uncertainty following the 
level of appeals from the revaluation of business rates from 2017 continue to 
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6.6

cause volatility in the level of resources available for the Council. The 
Council now collects and retains 99% of business rates under the retention 
pilot which therefore increases the volatility and risk of changes in resources 
available. 

Local Government Funding Reforms

There are multiple reforms to the system of Government funding for local 
authorities scheduled for 2020/21. Two further consultations were launched 
on 13th December on Business Rates Retention Reform and the new 
approach to distributing funding through the Review of Relative Needs and 
Resources.  The consultations are open until the 21st February 2019.

At this stage the impact of these reforms on individual authorities is 
unknown.  We will continue to assess the likely financial implications for the 
Council, as and when the Government issues further consultations on 
proposed funding reforms. 

Consultation

7.1 Consultation has been undertaken with stakeholder groups, staff and service
users as appropriate throughout the budget process.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. Revenue Budget 2019/20 files Finance Services, Floor 2 Number One 
Riverside

For Further Information Contact: Victoria Bradshaw, Tel: 01706 925409, 
Victoria.Bradshaw@Rochdale.Gov.UK
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Appendix 1
Revenue Budget Timetable

Date Meeting/Event Purpose

2018
June Budget Cabinet 26th June 1. Budget Guidelines and Timetable 

2. Public Engagement 
3. Budget Update for 2019/20 - 2021/22

September Budget Cabinet 25th September 1. Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20    } for consultation
2. Revenue Budget 2019/20 - 2021/22         } for consultation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
3. MTFS 2019/20 - 2023/24                         

October Budget Cabinet 30th October 1. Savings Programme 2019/20 - 2020/21 - Post consultation
2. Capital Programme 2019/20 to 2021/22 - Pre consultation

November Budget Cabinet 13th November 1. Council Tax and Business Rates Bases 2019/20

December Council 12th December 1. Council Tax and Business Rates Bases 2019/20
2. Savings Programme 2019/20 - 2020/21 - Post consultation

2019
January Budget Cabinet 29th January 1. Revenue Budget Update 2019/20 - 2021/22

2. Capital Programme 2019/20 - 2021/22 post consultation
3. Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20 - Post Consultation

February Budget Cabinet 11th Febuary

Budget Council 28th February

1. Treasury Management Strategy 2019/20
2. MTFS 2019/20 - 2023/24
3. Local Government Act 2003
4. Revenue Budget and Council Tax 2019/20
5. Capital, Invest and Disposal Strategy
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GENERAL FUND REVENUE ESTIMATES 2019/20 – 2021/22 Appendix 2
SERVICE 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

£'000 £'000 £'000

1 Adult Care 15,861 14,663 14,665

2 Children's Services 23,035 22,840 22,746

3 Economy 15,890 15,779 15,944

4 Neighbourhoods 52,414 52,543 53,497

5 Resources 6,461 6,394 6,692

6 Public Health and Wellbeing 8,249 7,932 7,646

7 TOTAL 121,910 120,151 121,190

8 Finance Control 15,432 16,565 17,472

9 Contingency 3,815 4,562 4,877

10 SERVICES SUB TOTAL 141,157 141,278 143,539

11 Budget Pressures Fund 1,000 2,000 3,000

12 Saving Proposals -136 -136 -136 

13 TOTAL REQUIREMENTS 142,021 143,142 146,403

14 Contribution To/(From) Reserves/Balances 2,119 2,278 2,583

15 Contribution To/ (From) Unusable Reserves -21,727 -20,525 -19,476 

16 Contribution To Integrated Pool Fund 86,462 81,680 80,080

17 NET EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS 208,875 206,575 209,590

18 BUDGET REQUIREMENT 208,875 206,575 209,590
RESOURCES
Locally Generated Funding

19 Council Tax -87,296 -89,799 -92,291 

20 Business Rates Retained -62,279 -64,101 -66,505 

21 TOTAL LOCALLY GENERATED FUNDING -149,575 -153,900 -158,796 

Government Grants
22 General Grants -23,254 -20,163 -20,247 
23 Business Rates Top-Up Grant -35,596 -30,592 -26,855 
24 TOTAL GOVERNMENT GRANTS -58,850 -50,755 -47,102 

25 TOTAL RESOURCES -208,425 -204,655 -205,898 

26 UNFUNDED ONGOING REQUIREMENT 450 1,920 3,692

Note 1
INTEGRATION (Council & CCG) 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

£'000 £'000 £'000
Provider Budgets

1 Adult Care 44,882 47,523 50,755
2 Childrens Services 38,180 38,444 39,263
3 Public Health and Wellbeing 12,983 12,991 13,018
4 Contribution to Providers from Integrated Pool -96,045 -98,958 -103,036 

5 0 0 0
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APPENDIX 3
CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2019/20 TO 2021/22

Directorate Scheme Name Category 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
Adult Care Disabled Facilities Grant Annual Allocation 2,440 2,440 2,440 - - - - - - 2,440 2,440 2,440 - - - - - -
Children's Services Devolved Formula Capital Annual Allocation 483 483 483 - - - - - - 483 483 483 - - - - - -
Children's Services New Place Planning Annual Allocation 9,987 18,005 5,200 - - - - - - 9,987 18,005 5,200 - - - - - -
Children's Services Schools Capital Condition Programme Annual Allocation 1,833 1,833 1,833 - - - - - - 1,833 1,833 1,833 - - - - - -
Children's Services Special Provision Fund Approved Allocation 205 205 - - - - - - - 205 205 -
Corporate Investment Fund New Scheme 5,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5,000 - -
Economy Asset Development Fund Scheme started in previous years 1,000 - - - - - 1,000 - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Property Growth Fund - Direct Development Scheme started in previous years 20,000 - - - - - - - - - - - 20,000 - - - - -
Economy Property Growth Fund - Investments out of borough Scheme started in previous years 10,000 10,000 - - - - - - - - - - 10,000 10,000 - - - -
Economy Rochdale & Littleborough Flood Relief Scheme Scheme started in previous years 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Hopwood Old Hall refurbishment New Scheme 25 25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25 25 -
Economy Heywood South/Junction19 Approved Allocation 1,500 - - - - - 1,500 - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Northern Gateway Feasibility & Study Scheme started in previous years 300 - - 300 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy East Lancashire Railway Scheme started in previous years 150 50 - 150 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Rail Strategy, and Park & Ride Scheme started in previous years 200 200 - 200 200 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Springfield Park Masterplan/Feasibility New Scheme 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50 - -
Economy Pennines Holl Lake Feasibilty New Scheme 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50 - -
Economy Milkstone Rd Masterplan & improvements New Scheme 250 250 - 250 250 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Station Gateway Feasibility & delivery Scheme started in previous years 50 250 250 - 250 250 - - - - - - - - - 50 - -
Economy Town Hall Square/River Reopen Phase II Scheme started in previous years 1,580 - - 1,580 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Rochdale Town Hall Restoration Provisionally Approved - 3,024 - - 3,024 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Drake Street - Phases II & III Scheme started in previous years - 250 150 - 250 150 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Town Centre East  Whole Life Costs Scheme started in previous years - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Rochdale Town Centre (3 year strategy) Scheme started in previous years 300 300 - 300 300 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Rochdale Riverside Fees & Costs Scheme started in previous years 200 - - 200 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Metrolink Feasibility New Scheme 50 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50 50 -
Economy Middleton Masterplan New Scheme 25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25 - -
Economy Heywood Town Centre Masterplanning New Scheme 25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25 - -
Economy Town Centre Residential Strategy New Scheme 500 1,000 1,000 500 1,000 1,000 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Rochdale Riverside Phase 2 Scheme started in previous years 50 500 2,000 - 500 2,000 - - - - - - - - - 50 - -
Economy Town Centre Capital Programme Scheme started in previous years 1,060 970 2,970 1,060 970 2,970 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Economy Town Centre Purchases - Rochdale & Middleton New Scheme 1,005 245 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,005 245 -
Neighbourhoods Coroners' accommodation New Scheme 1,100 - - 1,100 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Replacement Parks/Street Machinery Annual Allocation 120 120 120 120 120 120 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Rights Of Way Annual Allocation 80 80 80 - - - - - - - - - 80 80 80
Neighbourhoods Upgrade Play Equipment Annual Allocation 75 75 75 - - - - - - - - - 75 75 75
Neighbourhoods Vehicle Replacement Programme Annual Allocation 1,150 877 877 1,150 877 877 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Waste Bin Replacement Programme Annual Allocation 358 360 360 358 360 360 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Vehicle Replacement Programme Addition to existing scheme 180 - - - - - - - - - - - 180 - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Dippy exhibition equipment New Scheme 25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25 - -
Neighbourhoods Highways Flooding Infrastructure Scheme started in previous years 800 - - - - 800 - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Local Transport Plan Annual Allocation 1,967 1,967 1,967 - - - - - - 1,967 1,967 1,967 - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Car Parking Machines Scheme started in previous years 120 - - 120 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Highways Investment Scheme started in previous years 5,000 1,000 - 5,000 1,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Town Centre Signage New Scheme 50 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50 50 -
Neighbourhoods Bowlee Free School New Scheme 846 522 - 846 522 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Housing Standards Fund Annual Allocation 800 800 800 800 800 800 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Compulsory Purchase Order Programme Scheme started in previous years 800 1,200 - 800 1,200 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Neighbourhoods
Neighbourhood Regeneration Scheme, including 
Bowlee Park Development Scheme started in previous years 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 70 - -

Neighbourhoods Delivering High Value Housing New Scheme 2,000 1,000 1,000 - - - - - - - - - 2,000 1,000 1,000 - - -
Neighbourhoods ICT Infrastructure Refresh Programme Annual Allocation 260 260 260 260 260 260 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods ICT Programmes (Staff) Annual Allocation 500 500 500 500 500 500 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods IT Data Centres Scheme started in previous years 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50 - -
Neighbourhoods Customer Transformation Programme New Scheme 856 468 150 856 468 150 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Windows 10 New Scheme 1,143 - - 1,143 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods GM Full Fibre Programme New Scheme - 610 - - - - - - - - - - - 610 - - - -

Neighbourhoods Asset Management Group 
Annual allocation, and additional to 
Existing Scheme 2,000 2,000 1,750 2,000 2,000 1,750 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Neighbourhoods Burglary Reduction Scheme Annual Allocation 100 100 100 100 100 100 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods CCTV Upgrade - Middleton & Heywood New Scheme 172 - - 172 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Townships Capital Programme Annual Allocation 400 400 400 400 400 400 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Neighbourhoods Boroughwide Allotments New Scheme 50 58 65 50 58 65
Public Health Link4Life equipment Approved Allocation - 676 - - - - - - - - - - - 676 - - - -
TOTAL 80,990 54,803 26,430 21,915 17,059 13,352 3,300 - - 16,915 24,933 11,923 32,180 12,286 1,000 6,680 525 155

Revenue Contribution to 
Capital Outlay

£000

Prudential Borrowing
£000

Capital Receipts
£000

Government Grants and 
External Contributions 

£000

Invest to Save
£000

Total Requirement
£000
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APPENDIX 4

No SERVICE SCHEME NAME SUMMARY AND KEY OBJECTIVES
 Budget
2019/20

£'000 

 Budget
2020/21

£'000 

 Budget 
2021/22

£'000 

1 Adult Care Disabled Facilities Grant
The legislative framework governing DFGs is provided by the 'Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 
1996'. Since 1990, local authorities have been under a statutory duty to provide grant aid to disabled people for a 
range of adaptations in their homes.

2,440 2,440 2,440

2,440 2,440 2,440

No SERVICE SCHEME NAME SUMMARY AND KEY OBJECTIVES
 Budget
2019/20

£'000 

 Budget
2020/21

£'000 

 Budget 
2021/22

£'000 

1
Children's 
Services

Devolved Formula Capital
Schools will develop and commission individual schemes to improve condition and suitability within their 
buildings with guidance and approval from the Council.

483 483 483

2
Children's 
Services

New Place Planning
Provision of additional school places to meet statutory duty through a programme of works combining internal 
remodelling, new build or demountable classroom units.

9,987 18,005 5,200

3
Children's 
Services

Schools Capital Condition Programme
Development of a programme of works to resolve major condition and improvement issues in school buildings in 
line with the Local Authority's Asset Management Strategy and Local Policy Statement.

1,833 1,833 1,833

4
Children's 
Services

Special Provision Fund

The special provision fund is to support local authorities to make capital investments in provision for pupils with 
special educational needs and disabilities. To be invested in new places and improvements to facilities for pupils 
with education, health and care (EHC) plans in mainstream and special schools, nurseries, colleges and other 
provision.

205 205 -

12,508 20,526 7,516

No SERVICE SCHEME NAME SUMMARY AND KEY OBJECTIVES
 Budget
2019/20

£'000 

 Budget
2020/21

£'000 

 Budget 
2021/22

£'000 

1 Corporate Investment Fund
To allow funding of capital schemes already in 3 year programme that are being brought forward into the 19/20 
programme. Approval for spend to be delegated to be given to the Chief Finance Officer and the Leader.

5,000 - -

5,000 - -

ADULT CARE

CHILDREN'S SERVICES

CORPORATE

No SERVICE SCHEME NAME SUMMARY AND KEY OBJECTIVES
 Budget
2019/20

£'000 

 Budget
2020/21

£'000 

 Budget 
2021/22

£'000 

1 Economy Asset Development Fund To create jobs and build the local economy by buying properties/developing properties. 1,000 - -

2 Economy Property Growth Fund - Direct Development

The priority of this scheme is to generate income through property growth including direct development projects, 
commercial property investments and potentially solar investments. The fund will allow flexibility to consider 
investments which exceed a 5% return with an average yield of 6.5% targeted which will deliver net savings of 
1.5% to the Council. The scheme will also secure Business Rates income and creates new job opportunities for local 
residents. The schemes will clearly and visually demonstrate the investment being made into the borough by RBC; 
improving public perception and the built environment.

20,000 - -

3 Economy
Property Growth Fund - Investments out of 

borough

Extension of the existing Commercial Investment Fund (CIF) project, which seeks to acquire properties for a 
commercial, financial return, and to generate revenue savings of 1.5% on the capital invested.

To date, all the CIFacquisitions have been within the borough boundaries, although there was no specific 
prohibition on out-of-borough purchases. In Phase 3 it is proposed to widen the geographical parameters to 
acquire properties out-of-borough.

10,000 10,000 -

4 Economy Rochdale & Littleborough Flood Relief Scheme

The River Roch catchment is the main river network in Rochdale Borough and is vulnerable to extensive flood risks 
affecting communities, businesses, town centres and infrastructure including power, rail and roads. The 
Environment Agency have identified the River Roch catchment as one of their regional priorities for their capital 
investment programme and propose a series of flood storage areas and improved defences to reduce the risk of 
serious flooding for over 1000 homes and businesses.

1,600 1,600 1,600

5 Economy Hopwood Old Hall refurbishment

The Council has commissioned a scheme of urgent repairs to stabilise and weatherproof this Grade 1 listed 
building using match funding from Historic England. The proposal seeks to capitalise on this investment by having a 
resource to  work with stakeholders, funders and potential interested parties to progress feasibility options to 
secure a sustainable and viable re-use and restoration of this nationally significant heritage asset.  

25 25 -

6 Economy Heywood South/Junction19

South Heywood Area Wide Improvement Programme proposals for a new link road and network improvement 
from the M62 junction 19 through Heywood to Pilsworth, which will create the opportunity for delivering 
investment in housing and employment growth. £3m budget is match funding re a bid to the National Productivity 
Investment Fund.

1,500 - -

7 Economy Northern Gateway Feasibility & Study Budget required for feasibility work to develop the Northern Gateway proposals further. 300 - -

8 Economy East Lancashire Railway

Project is to support ELR extension into Castleton to connect direct rail access to mainline giving accessibility to 
visitors from across northern England together with investment at Heywood station.  The ELR mainline project will 
be a landmark heritage attraction for the Borough with significant physical and economic benefits for regeneration 
of Castleton District centre.

150 50 -
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No SERVICE SCHEME NAME SUMMARY AND KEY OBJECTIVES
 Budget
2019/20

£'000 

 Budget
2020/21

£'000 

 Budget 
2021/22

£'000 

9 Economy Rail Strategy, and Park & Ride
The proposal is for funding to undertake feasibility work or direct development to provide additional park and ride 
facilities at mainline railway station and Metrolink stations.  Schemes would include Rochdale railway station, 
Castleton and Smithy Bridge stations where land is available  Option for Metrolink park and ride at Newhey. 

200 200 -

10 Economy Springfield Park Masterplan/Feasibility

Springfield Park is made up of a formal park, with additional areas of informal open space, sporting infrastructure 
and a golf course. There are a number of buildings within the park serving park and community uses. A feasibility 
study and masterplanning exercise is needed to assess and develop options for its sustainable future management 
and facilitate appropriate enabling investment in its facilities. This will involve a review of its functions and the 
identification of locations where new development will enable improvements of the park infrastructure and 
services. 

50 - -

11 Economy Pennines Hollingworth Lake Feasibility

Initial feasibility work - Hollingworth Lake has a key role to play as a major leisure and visitor attraction for the 
Borough. A high level masterplanning project is required to identify opportunities to strengthen visitor attractions, 
improve traffic management in the area, provide improvements to car parking, landscaping, public realm, 
pedestrian and cycle links and opportunities for development of Council assets around the lake

50 - -

12 Economy Milkstone Rd Masterplan & improvements

To produce a masterplan and associated work programme of physical improvements to make the Milkstone and 
Deeplish Local Centre a more attractive retail and living environment and to secure additional private investment 
in the more effective use of buildings (including upper floors)and spaces to provide increased residential and 
mixed uses The project will deliver improved street scene, building frontages, pedestrian and traffic signage and 
management and public realm.

250 250 -

13 Economy Station Gateway Feasibility & delivery

To undertake physical improvements within and around Rochdale railway station to encourage further public and 
private sector investment in the wider station area. Proposals will enhance the appearance of this gateway 
entrance to the Borough to include masterplanning, land assembly, new station entrance and passenger facilities, 
park and ride, public realm, pedestrian and cycling facilities and traffic management.  

50 250 250

14 Economy Town Hall Square/River Reopen Phase II
The completion of the high quality public realm around the Town Hall to enhance the setting with a possible focus 
on Rochdale's cooperative heritage.

1,580 - -

15 Economy Rochdale Town Hall Restoration
Creating a successful, well-loved public realm, befitting of the Town Hall and wider conservation area helping to 
attract a greater number of visitors and residents to the town centre.

- 3,024 -

16 Economy Drake Street - Phases II & III
This project aims to work with businesses and property owners to restructure the mix of uses, improve 
infrastructure and connectivity, increase footfall and promote independent retail and increased town centre living 
in the area.

- 250 150

17 Economy Town Centre East  Whole Life Costs Construction of the Rochdale Riverside scheme is due to start in 2017 and be complete Summer 2020 - - -

18 Economy Rochdale Town Centre (3 year strategy)

Funding will support the delivery of interventions identified in the strategy including physical projects (property 
improvements & public realm works), economic initiatives to complement the current business rates reduction 
scheme, the development of strategies and interventions for upper Yorkshire Street and Water Street, and 
promoting development opportunities.

300 300 -

19 Economy Rochdale Riverside Fees & Costs
Funding is required to secure further specialist financial, commercial & legal, and to ensure the construction phase 
is managed and monitored.

200 - -

20 Economy Metrolink Feasibility

Scheme identification work by Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) is ongoing to establish the feasibility of 
providing a Metrolink line extension between  the Manchester to Bury line and Middleton Town Centre. This 
project is assessing  options identifying a preferred route and preparing a Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC) 
seeking funding for the preferred option. 

This funding bid will be used to carry out study work to identify any wider local economic and environmental 
benefits to further strengthen the SOBC submission and in time the Full Business Case (FBC). 

50 50 -

21 Economy Middleton Masterplan

Middleton Town Centre has a key role to play for the township and the overall success of the Borough. A high level 
masterplanning project is required to identify opportunities to strengthen its core functions for retailing, 
employment and public services whilst diversifying its potential for town centre living, high quality public realm 
and improved connectivity within the town centre and via the proposed Metrolink extension. This will support 
investment and development proposals involving new development and the reuse and refurbishment of existing 
buildings and sites. 

25 - -

22 Economy Heywood Town Centre Masterplanning

Heywood Town Centre has a key role to play for the township and the overall success of the Borough. A high level 
masterplanning project is required to identify opportunities to strengthen its core functions for retailing, 
employment and public services whilst diversifying its potential for town centre living, high quality public realm 
and improved connectivity within the town centre and beyond e.g with Heywood Station. This will support 
investment and development proposals involving new development and the reuse and refurbishment of existing 
buildings and sites. 

25 - -

23 Economy Town Centre Residential Strategy

Following nomination of Rochdale Town Centre in GM Mayor's Town Centres Challenge, the Council, supported by 
GMCA will adopt a Residential Strategy for Rochdale town centre.  The strategy seeks to create the market 
conditions to deliver around 2,000 residential units within the Town Centre.  The programme budget would be 
used to bring forward a viable Phase 1 package of sites through a mixture of land assembly, site remediation, pre 
planning work, up front infrastructure cost and used to lever match fund investment by the GMCA or private sector.    

500 1,000 1,000

24 Economy Rochdale Riverside Phase 2
The project will fund a package of enabling works needed to plug the viability gap for the development of 
Rochdale Riverside Phase 2 site

50 500 2,000

25 Economy Town Centre Capital Programme The scheme will support the ongoing development of the Town Centres 1,060 970 2,970

26 Economy Town Centre Purchases - Rochdale & Middleton The scheme will allow strategic purchases and allow properties to be brought under the control of the Council 1,005 245 -

39,970 18,714 7,970ECONOMY
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No SERVICE SCHEME NAME SUMMARY AND KEY OBJECTIVES
 Budget
2019/20

£'000 

 Budget
2020/21

£'000 

 Budget 
2021/22

£'000 

1 Neighbourhoods Coroners' accommodation

To provide new accommodation for the Coroners Hosted Service currently based at the Phoenix Centre Heywood.  
There is a statutory duty to provide the Coroner with suitable premises under the Coroners and Justice Act 2009.  
The current building is not fit for purpose primarily due to the lack of a large court space for jury inquests.  
Previously these were held at Magistrates and County Courts that are now closed.  The service is hosted on behalf 
of Rochdale, Oldham and Bury so the cost is shared on a percentage split based on population size.

1,100 - -

2 Neighbourhoods Replacement Parks/Street Machinery
The programme is a rolling replacement scheme for replacement of the Council's 550 plus pieces of machinery. The 
programme aims to replace assets when they have exceeded the most cost-effective period of operation.

120 120 120

3 Neighbourhoods Rights Of Way
The programme is a rolling scheme for carrying out the statutory function of maintaining the Council's Rights of 
Way network. 

80 80 80

4 Neighbourhoods Upgrade Play Equipment
To maintain within legislative requirements and guidelines the current level of Fixed Play provision across the 
borough.

75 75 75

5 Neighbourhoods Vehicle Replacement Programme
To replace existing vehicles at the end of their optimum asset life.  Remove vehicles from the programme due to 
changes in requirements and add new requirements into acquisition and replacement schedule.
Partially Invest to save scheme relating to decision to purchase fleet vehicles rather than hire.  

1,330 877 877

6 Neighbourhoods Waste Bin Replacement Programme

Scheme is to replace wheelie bins which are no longer fit for purpose, and increased demand for new bins as they 
were first introduced in 1991 and have an estimated  life of 10 years.  The scheme may also increase recycling rates 
which in turn would reduces the cost of waste disposal.

358 360 360

7 Neighbourhoods Dippy exhibition equipment

In 2020,  the Council and Link 4 Life are bringing the Natural History Museum’s famous Diplodocus, known as 
‘Dippy’, to Rochdale as part of ‘Dippy on Tour’. Initial funding has been secured from a number of sources and 
sponsorship is sought to cover all costs relating to the full programme.  In the event that all costs are not secured,  a 
provision is requested to cover the capital costs of lighting, barriers and display panels for the Dippy exhibit at 
Number 1 Riverside.

25 - -

8 Neighbourhoods Highways Flooding Infrastructure
Replacement of 185 gullies per year at various high risk locations within the Borough; infrastructure works to deal 
with flooding on carriageways (10 sites); infrastructure works to deal with high risk flooding

800 - -

9 Neighbourhoods Local Transport Plan
To continue the aspirations of the Rochdale Highways Capital Programme and be more effective in identifying and 
responding to the Local Transport Plan shared priorities of Safety, Air Quality, Congestion and Accessibility. 

1,967 1,967 1,967

10 Neighbourhoods Car Parking Machines Replacement programme for parking machines - upgrade to accept card & pay by phone 120 - -

11 Neighbourhoods Highways Investment
Investment of £12m on Rochdale’s Highways Infrastructure.  £10m of which will be spent on roads, the remaining 
£2m for footpaths.

5,000 1,000 -

12 Neighbourhoods Town Centre Signage

Due to the on-going redevelopment in Rochdale Town Centre some of the existing directional signage is outdated 
and incorrect. This scheme would review the existing signage around the Town Centre and replace or remove any 
signage that is inaccurate. The current incorrect signage is misleading and confusing visitors and deliveries to the 
Town Centre. 

50 50 -

13 Neighbourhoods Bowlee Free School

Funding of the proposed Free School is provided via a fixed budget based on pupil numbers, 12% of the budget is 
allocated to external works; this does not include highway accessibility. It is the responsibility of the Local 
Authority to provide a site with sufficient accessibility. In addition to direct vehicular access from Heywood Old 
Road, cycle / pedestrian routes from the adjacent Langley estate directly to the Free School site are required to 
support this development at the planning application stage. 

846 522 -

14 Neighbourhoods Housing Standards Fund

Scheme proposes to improve private sector dwellings & environments. Interventions include
-emergency repairs to owner-occupied properties
-works in default to private rented properties
-corrective works to houses in multiple occupation
-tenancy/rent bonds for residents desperate to access decent accommodation unable to access social housing

800 800 800

15 Neighbourhoods Compulsory Purchase Orders

Acquisition of private land and buildings where current owner fails to bring asset into use either blighting the area 
or preventing further economic/physical development. Compulsory Purchase Order powers will be used but an 
offer must first be made to purchase the asset through negotiation. Budget is required to fund the purchase price 
or compensation, staffing costs, legal and valuation fees (external and internal). Subsequent disposal of some 
assets will offset some of the costs.  

800 1,200 -

16 Neighbourhoods
Neighbourhood Regeneration Scheme, 

including Bowlee Park Development
Funding for Project Manager, Professional fees and site investigations to develop and manage the Bowlee Park 
masterplan. 

             70 - -

17 Neighbourhoods Delivering High Value Housing

The programme aims to deliver over 1,000 new higher value homes in the borough over a ten year period, through 
proactive site assembly and promotion of development opportunities, using council and privately owned land. The 
aim is to facilitate the development of more higher value housing in order to attract and retain economically active 
households. This will generate Council Tax, section 106 and New Homes Bonus revenue to support local services, 
as well as attracting more disposal income to the borough, retaining local spend and boosting place-based 
regeneration. 

2,000 1,000 1,000

18 Neighbourhoods ICT Infrastructure Refresh Programme

To refresh, on a rolling programme the ICT estate. To remove the need for individual Services & directorates to 
hold funds related to ICT equipment. Preventing purchasing of non-strategic & inappropriate ICT.  To control and 
make the spend on ICT equipment the most efficient and cost effective by maintaining a relatively small annual 
amount as opposed to large investments every 7/8 years

260 260 260

19 Neighbourhoods ICT Programmes (Staff)
To deliver the Council's ICT projects utilising existing ICT staff, to reduce the Capital required each year. The 
programmes deliver a variety of objectives for each business area and are assessed against business cases to check 
that they are in line with corporate objectives

500 500 500

20 Neighbourhoods IT Data Centres 

The Data Centres in No 1 Riverside and Zen were commissioned in 2012/13 and therefore equipment is starting to 
go end of life (warranty expires) in 2018/19. It is necessary for the Council to have appropriate ICT infrastructure 
which maintains the data for the Council and other organisations who utilise the current Data Centre. It is 
envisaged that the investment will future proof the Council and its partners for a further five years.

50 - -
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No SERVICE SCHEME NAME SUMMARY AND KEY OBJECTIVES
 Budget
2019/20

£'000 

 Budget
2020/21

£'000 

 Budget 
2021/22

£'000 

21 Neighbourhoods Customer Transformation Programme

It has been agreed to progress the Council’s “Customer Transformation Programme” as a delivery mechanism 
bringing together all customer related transformation including redesign of systems under one programme of 
work, realising financial and non financial benefits. A phased approach is being proposed. Phase1 - detail analysis 
over 6 months, identify options & develop a detail business case with precise costs and benefits. Phase 2 - 
implementation phase funded via capital

856 468 150

22 Neighbourhoods Windows 10

Microsoft have announced that Windows 7 will not be supported with effect from 14th  January 2020. so Windows 
10 will need to be deployed across all of the Council. Whilst the recently signed Microsoft Enterprise Agreement 
licence provides the Council with the ability to use Windows 10, a number of devices (i.e. laptops and desktops) 
are not compatible with the technical requirements. These devices will either need replacing or will require an 
upgrade.

1,143 - -

23 Neighbourhoods GM Full Fibre Programme

GMCA has successfully secured £23.8m capital Local Full Fibre Network Challenge funding.  The funding will 
connect full fibre to over 1,500 GM Public sector sites, including Local Authority sites, GM Fire and Rescue, Health 
and Social Care partnerships (CCGs) sites across the region. The Council’s indicative capital contribution is £610k; 
this facilitates a project in Rochdale with a total value of £4.1m. The capital contribution is proposed to be funded 
from the equalisation reserve, this will be repaid over the lifetime of the scheme from reduced revenue spend 
within the IT budgets.

- 610 -

24 Neighbourhoods Asset Management Group 

To adequately maintain the property portfolio and ensure that the Council comply to any statutory, and Health & 
Safety regulations. The scheme also aims to reduce the maintenance backlog and improve the reduced property 
holding to accommodation standards. The budget for 2019/20 and 2020/21 includes £250k to offset the pressure 
caused by the commitment to works at Council owned community centres over the next 2 years.

2,000 2,000 1,750

25 Neighbourhoods Burglary Reduction Scheme
Implement alleygating schemes and gating orders on alleys to reduce the number of burglaries and improve 
neighbourhood safety.

100 100 100

26 Neighbourhoods CCTV Upgrade - Middleton & Heywood

The cameras at Heywood and Middleton town centres are old analogue types, and no longer fit for purpose.  The 
video images are transmitted to the CCTV Centre over BT fibre lines, so when an additional camera installation is 
required on the grounds of community safety, the cost will be prohibitive. By contrast the radio transmission CCTV 
schemes installed at Rochdale, Smallbridge, Milnrow and Littleborough do not incur transmission costs and are 
higher resolution cameras.    

172 - -

27 Neighbourhoods Townships Capital Programme An annual allocation of Capital Funds allocated on a pro rata basis and agreed by each of the 4 Township 
Committees 400 400 400

28 Neighbourhoods Boroughwide Allotments

The Borough of Rochdale currently has 524 allotment plots.  The Government’s Thorpe Report recommended that 
Councils provide 15 allotment plots per 1,000 households. At 94,263 households Rochdale BC should have 1,414 
plots.
Environmental Management (EM) propose to meet demand by creating new allotment sites, which would increase 
provision by 100 new plots every year for the next five years.   This would increase the number of plots to over 
1,000. 50 58 65

21,072 12,447 8,504

No SERVICE SCHEME NAME SUMMARY AND KEY OBJECTIVES
 Budget
2019/20

£'000 

 Budget
2020/21

£'000 

 Budget 
2021/22

£'000 

1 Public Health Link4Life equipment
On-going update and replacement of leisure centre equipment across the borough. Funding to cover the 
prudential borrowing is paid from Link4Life to RBC via the contract fee.  This saving is built into contract / 
efficiencies with Link4Life.

- 676 -

- 676 -PUBLIC HEALTH

NEIGHBOURHOODS
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APPENDIX 5

Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 5 - Strategic Housing

Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge
2018/19 

(£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

Strat Housing R0347 Landlord's First Application £856.00 £873.00 £17.00 1.99%

Strat Housing R0348 Landlord's Subsequent Application £725.00 £740.00 £15.00 2.07%

Strat Housing R0349 Five Yearly Inspection £43.90 £45.00 £1.10 2.51%

Strat Housing R0350 Supplement For Inadequate Applications £141.00 £144.00 £3.00 2.13%

Strat Housing R0351
Supplement For Initial Refusal Of A 
Licence £940.00 £959.00 £19.00 2.02%

Strat Housing R0352 Managing Agent Fee £179.00 £183.00 £4.00 2.23%

Strat Housing R0353

Houses In Multiple Occupation Licensing 
Scheme Fees: Supplement For: Variations 
To A Licence £291.00 £297.00 £6.00 2.06%

Strat Housing
Rented accommodation -service of 
statutory notices, up to 10 deficiencies £328.00 £335.00 £7.00 2.13%

Strat Housing
Further charge for each subsequent 
additional  deficiency £11.30 £11.50 £0.20 1.77%

Applies to all entries - the fee categories are 
set by legislation and we are only allowed to 

recover our costs. The costs were 
assessed by an external study which 

several AGMA authorities contributed to and 
we have since increased the fees by the 

standard 2% per annum, which represents 
inflation. The costs are taken from the 

Housing Standards budget and income is 
paid back into that account. We utilise an 
external, independent surveyor within the 

process as this meets recommended best 
practice in respect of separation of roles 
within the inspection and enforcement 

procedures. The inspection process has 
been on hold due to a change in legislation 
which comes into force in September this 
year. Inspection fee income in 2018-19 is 

expected to be approx. £8k which is 
expected to rise to £18k in 2019-20. 
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Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 5 - Environmental Management

Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

EM R1029 Mini Soccer League (Bowlee) Per Pitch £48.00 £49.00 £1.00 2.08%

EM R1030 Mini Soccer League without accommodation per season £135.00 £138.00 £3.00 2.22%

EM R1031 Mini Soccer League with accommodation £217.00 £221.00 £4.00 1.84%

EM R1032 Rounder's League £1,095.00 £1,117.00 £22.00 2.01%

EM R1033 Pitch Letting without changing accommodation £405.00 £413.00 £8.00 1.98%

EM R1034 Pitch Letting with changing accommodation £700.00 £714.00 £14.00 2.00%

EM R1035 Friendly Letting without changing accommodation £51.00 £52.00 £1.00 1.96%

EM R1036 Friendly Letting with changing accommodation £74.00 £75.00 £1.00 1.35%

EM R1078 Mot Tests - Private £45.90 £47.00 £1.10 2.40%

EM R1080 Repairs - Private £44.00 £45.00 £1.00 2.27%
EM Allotments Charge per square metre £0.45 £0.50 £0.05 11.11%
EM R0905 1100L Wheeled Bin £444.00 £453.00 £9.00 2.03%
EM R0906 240L Wheeled Bin £37.00 £38.00 £1.00 2.70%
EM R0907 360L Wheeled Bin £55.00 £56.00 £1.00 1.82%
EM R0908 660L Wheeled Bin £371.00 £378.00 £7.00 1.89%
EM R1888 140L Wheeled Bin £31.00 £32.00 £1.00 3.23%
EM 880L Wheeled Bin £388.00 £396.00 £8.00 2.06%

EM
Any Household White Goods Item that would be taken on 
moving house £32.20 £33.00 £0.80 2.48%

EM R0913
Small Electrical Items (Hi - Fi Systems, Microwaves, TV's) Up 
To 5 Items £32.20 £33.00 £0.80 2.48%

EM R0942
Bed, Mattress, Carpet, Chairs, Suites - Any General household 
item That would be taken on moving house. £21.50 £22.00 £0.50 2.33%

EM R0943 Medical Referee Fee £27.40 £28.00 £0.60 2.19%
EM R0944 Full Grave £1,076.00 £1,098.00 £22.00 2.04%
EM R0945 Non-Resident £1,937.00 £1,976.00 £39.00 2.01%
EM R0946 Cremated Remains - Resident £708.00 £722.00 £14.00 1.98%
EM R0947 Cremated Remains - Non-Resident £1,279.00 £1,305.00 £26.00 2.03%
EM R0950 Private Grave Adult Resident £931.00 £950.00 £19.00 2.04%
EM R0951 Private Grave Adult Non-Resident £1,397.00 £1,425.00 £28.00 2.00%
EM R0952 Private Grave With Chamber £346.00 £353.00 £7.00 2.02%
EM R0955 Public Grave Adult £221.00 £225.00 £4.00 1.81%
EM R0956 Cremated Remains Up To FT Resident £251.00 £256.00 £5.00 1.99%
EM R0957 Cremated Remains Up To FT Non-Resident £452.00 £461.00 £9.00 1.99%
EM R0958 Cremated Remains Per Additional (No Suggestions) £71.00 £72.00 £1.00 1.41%
EM R0959 Cremated Remains Under Turf £55.00 £56.00 £1.00 1.82%
EM R0960 General Charges: Use Of Cemetery Chapel £111.00 £113.00 £2.00 1.80%
EM R0961 General Charges: Concrete Heading £247.00 £252.00 £5.00 2.02%
EM R0962 General Charges: Additional Inscription £41.00 £42.00 £1.00 2.44%
EM R0963 Right To Erect Memorial £138.00 £141.00 £3.00 2.17%
EM R0964 Numberstone £100.00 £102.00 £2.00 2.00%
EM R0967 Cremation Fees Adult £712.00 £726.00 £14.00 1.97%
EM R0968 Burial Of Remains Cremated Elsewhere In Garden £67.00 £68.00 £1.00 1.49%
EM R0990 Book Of Remembrance £106.00 £108.00 £2.00 1.89%
EM R0991 Book Of Remembrance £142.00 £145.00 £3.00 2.11%
EM R0992 Book Of Remembrance £198.00 £202.00 £4.00 2.02%
EM R0993 Floral Designs £106.00 £108.00 £2.00 1.89%
EM R0994 Other Designs £185.00 £189.00 £4.00 2.16%
EM R0995 Memorial Cards £37.80 £39.00 £1.20 3.17%
EM R0996 Memorial Cards £49.60 £51.00 £1.40 2.82%
EM R0997 Memorial Cards £68.40 £70.00 £1.60 2.34%
EM R0998 Rose Bush & Plaque For 10 yrs £152.00 £155.00 £3.00 1.97%
EM R0999 Memorial Wall Plaque For 10 yrs £140.00 £143.00 £3.00 2.14%
EM R1667 Replacement/Additional Plaques £76.70 £78.00 £1.30 1.69%
EM R1668 Replacement Memorial £41.30 £42.00 £0.70 1.69%
EM R1000 Children's Garden Plaque For 10 yrs £140.00 £143.00 £3.00 2.14%
EM R1001 Memorial Stone Vase For 10 yrs £536.00 £547.00 £11.00 2.05%
EM R1002 Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Small £287.00 £293.00 £6.00 2.09%
EM R1003 Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Large £413.00 £421.00 £8.00 1.94%
EM R1004 Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Re Open £61.40 £63.00 £1.60 2.61%
EM R1005 Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Urn £50.70 £52.00 £1.30 2.56%
EM R1006 Letters for Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Black £3.70 £3.80 £0.10 2.70%
EM R1007 Letters for Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Gold £3.90 £4.00 £0.10 2.56%
EM R1008 Re-letter for Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Black £1.00 £1.05 £0.05 5.00%
EM R1009 Re-letter for Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Gold £1.90 £2.00 £0.10 5.26%
EM R1010 New Tree & Plaque £188.00 £192.00 £4.00 2.13%
EM R1011 Bronze Memorial Plaque For 10 yrs - Double £359.00 £366.00 £7.00 1.95%
EM R1012 Bronze Memorial Plaque For 10 yrs - Single £181.00 £185.00 £4.00 2.21%
EM R1013 Search Fee £41.30 £42.00 £0.70 1.69%
EM R1014 Wooden Casket £57.90 £59.00 £1.10 1.90%
EM R1015 Wooden Cross / Stone Marker & Plaque £130.00 £133.00 £3.00 2.31%
EM R1016 Accompanied Selection Of New Graves £49.60 £51.00 £1.40 2.82%
EM R1513 Memorial Bench and Plaque with ten year lease £929.00 £948.00 £19.00 2.05%
EM R0983 Site Fees £707.00 £800.00 £93.00 13.15%
EM R0984 Individual Rides £65.30 £70.00 £4.70 7.20%
EM R0985 Bouncy Castles £65.30 £70.00 £4.70 7.20%
EM R0986 Adult Season Ticket £53.00 £54.00 £1.00 1.89%
EM R0987 Adult Day Pass £5.70 £6.00 £0.30 5.26%
EM R0988 Junior/Concession Season Ticket £29.00 £30.00 £1.00 3.45%
EM R0989 Junior/Concession Day Pass £3.50 £3.60 £0.10 2.86%

Note: on-going Bereavement Review may impact 
the proposed charges.  Further updates will be 

provided as part of consultation.
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Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

EM R1037 Bowlee Car Boot Sales - Car Park £2.50 £2.50 £0.00 0.00% Prices held to maintain patronage

EM R1038 Bowlee Car Boot Sales - Sellers (Car) £15.00 £15.00 £0.00 0.00% Prices held to maintain patronage

EM R1039 Bowlee Car Boot Sellers (Estate cars, Small Vans & 4x4) £20.00 £20.00 £0.00 0.00% Prices held to maintain patronage

EM R1040 Bowlee Car Boot Sellers (Transit Van and upward) £25.00 £25.00 £0.00 0.00% Prices held to maintain patronage

New Charges

EM
NEW 

CHARGE Non-attended cremations £425.00
New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM
NEW 

CHARGE Accompanied visits/search £100.00
New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM
NEW 

CHARGE Transfer of ownership of plot £75.00
New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM
NEW 

CHARGE Lost papers/deeds £30.00
New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM
NEW 

CHARGE Scattering of ashes £30.00
New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM
NEW 

CHARGE Sedum Matting £105.00
New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20
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2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

Public Protection R1876 New - Food Hygiene Rescore £165.00 £168.00 £3.00 1.82%

This is an GM agreed consistent fee. Any deviation from other GM authorities will 
create differential charges. All GM LAs are proposing to raise the fee by the standard 

rate of inflation.

Public Protection R1877 New - Food hygiene Advisory Visit - hourly rate £79.00 £81.00 £2.00 2.53%

This is an GM agreed consistent fee. Any deviation from other GM authorities will 
create differential charges. All GM LAs are proposing to raise the fee by the standard 

rate of inflation.
Public Protection R1107 Car Boot Sales - Fee per car £4.10 £4.20 £0.10 2.44%
Public Protection R1109 Council Car Boot Sales - fee per car £4.10 £4.20 £0.10 2.44%

Public Protection R1112 Administration Fee For Work In Default £44.90 £46.00 £1.10 2.45%
Public Protection R1113 Information Search Fee: Minimum Charge (Up To First Hour) £96.90 £99.00 £2.10 2.17%

Public Protection R1114 Information Search Fee: Each Subsequent Hour Or Part Thereof £38.80 £40.00 £1.20 3.09%
Public Protection R1115 Information Search Fee: Reclamation Of Stray Dogs £101.00 £103.00 £2.00 1.98%

Public Protection R1116
Individual Export Certificates request with less than 5 working 
days notice - first hour cost  £109.00 £111.00 £2.00 1.83%

Public Protection R1117
Individual Export Certificate request with 5 or more working days 
notice £61.20 £63.00 £1.80 2.94%

Public Protection R1118
Batch Certs Only Applicable In Strictly Limited Circumstances 
(Inc. Low Risk Product And Subject To A Audit System) £185.00 £189.00 £4.00 2.16%

Public Protection R1268
Grant, renewal, transfer fee for Sexual Establishment Venue 
(SEV) £1,547.00 £1,578.00 £31.00 2.00%

Public Protection R1269 Street Trading: - Annual Consent £925.00 £944.00 £19.00 2.05%
Public Protection R1270 Street Trading: - Annual Licence £1,337.00 £1,364.00 £27.00 2.02%

Public Protection R1271
Street Trading: - Consent To Cover Trading At Specific Event: 
Up To 5 days £216.00 £220.00 £4.00 1.85%

Public Protection R1272
Street Trading: - Consent To Cover Trading At Specific Event: 
Up To 2 days £85.70 £87.00 £1.30 1.52%

Public Protection R1273 Ear Piercing/Tattooing/Acupuncture £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%
Public Protection R1274 Animal Boarding £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%
Public Protection R1275 Dog Breeding £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%
Public Protection R1277 Riding Establishment £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%
Public Protection R1278 Dangerous Animals £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%
Public Protection R1282 Licensing Pre - Application Consultation Fee £30.60 £31.00 £0.40 1.31%
Public Protection R1283 Licensing Street Trading - Change Of Vehicle £55.10 £56.00 £0.90 1.63%
Public Protection R1825 Scrap Metal Dealers Site Licence (grant and renewal) £702.00 £716.00 £14.00 1.99%

Public Protection R1826 Scrap Metal Dealers Site Licence (multiple sites)

£702.00 plus 
£587.00 per 

additional site

£716 plus £600 
per additional 

site

Public Protection R1828
Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change from collector's licence 
to site licence £702.00 £716.00 £14.00 1.99%

Public Protection R1829
Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change from site licence to 
collector's licence £290.00 £296.00 £6.00 2.07%

Public Protection R1830 Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change of licensee's details £16.40 £17.00 £0.60 3.66%
Public Protection R1831 Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change licenced sites £21.50 £22.00 £0.50 2.33%
Public Protection R1832 Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change site managers £54.10 £55.00 £0.90 1.66%
Public Protection R1833 Scrap Metal certified copy of licence £21.50 £22.00 £0.50 2.33%

Public Protection R1890
Domestic Premises (1 Bed Flat / Studio) - Cockroaches, 
bedbugs, fleas with advanced payment £60.20 £61.00 £0.80 1.33%

Public Protection R1891
Domestic Premises (2/3 Bed) - Cockroaches, bedbugs, fleas 
with advanced payment £76.50 £78.00 £1.50 1.96%

Public Protection R1892
Domestic Premises (4/5 Bed) - Cockroaches, bedbugs, fleas 
with advanced payment £92.90 £95.00 £2.10 2.26%

Public Protection R1893
Domestic Premises (6+ Bed) - Cockroaches, bedbugs, fleas 
with advanced payment £110.00 £112.00 £2.00 1.82%

Public Protection R1894
Domestic Premises (1 Bed Flat / Studio) - Demestes , carpet 
beetles with advanced payment £76.50 £78.00 £1.50 1.96%

Public Protection R1895
Domestic Premises (2/3 Bed) -  Demestes , carpet beetles with 
advanced payment £92.90 £95.00 £2.10 2.26%

Public Protection R1896
Domestic Premises (4/5 Bed) -  Demestes , carpet beetles with 
advanced payment £110.00 £112.00 £2.00 1.82%

Public Protection R1897
Domestic Premises (6+ Bed) -  Demestes , carpet beetles with 
advanced payment £127.00 £130.00 £3.00 2.36%

Public Protection R1293
Commercial Premises - Wasp Nest - price per nest invoice 
requested £119.00 £121.00 £2.00 1.68%

Public Protection R1295
Domestic Premises - Assessment / monitoring charge, 
including call out charge if treatment inappropriate. £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%

Public Protection R1296 Domestic Premises - Advisory visit with not treatment. £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%

Public Protection R1297
Domestic Premises - re-booking fee - to rebook/ change an 
appointment time £24.50 £25.00 £0.50 2.04%

Public Protection R1298 Domestic Premises - cancellation of appointment £23.50 £25.00 £1.50 6.38%

Public Protection Pest Port Scheme - 12 months scheme with up to 3 treatments £124.00 £128.00 £4.00 3.23%
Public Protection R1417 Drivers: Initial Application (1 year licence) £108.00 £110.00 £2.00 1.85%
Public Protection Drivers: Initial Application (3 year licence) £253.00 £258.00 £5.00 1.98%
Public Protection R1418 Drivers: Renewal (1 year licence) £72.50 £74.00 £1.50 2.07%
Public Protection R1419 Drivers: Combined Initial (1 year) £165.00 £168.00 £3.00 1.82%
Public Protection Drivers: Combined initial (3 year) £412.00 £420.00 £8.00 1.94%
Public Protection R1420 Drivers: Combined Renewal (1 year) £124.00 £126.00 £2.00 1.61%
Public Protection R1422 Drivers: Replacement Badge £18.40 £19.00 £0.60 3.26%
Public Protection R1424 Drivers: Duplicate Licence £12.30 £13.00 £0.70 5.69%
Public Protection R1425 Drivers: Replacement Lanyard £3.10 £3.20 £0.10 3.23%
Public Protection R1426 Drivers: Drivers Declaration £8.20 £8.40 £0.20 2.44%
Public Protection R1428 Vehicles: Plate Fee £36.80 £38.00 £1.20 3.26%
Public Protection R1429 Change Of Vehicle £120.00 £122.00 £2.00 1.67%
Public Protection R1430 Change Of Owner £36.80 £38.00 £1.20 3.26%
Public Protection R1431 Retest Charge £61.20 £62.00 £0.80 1.31%
Public Protection R1432 Duplicate Licence £12.30 £13.00 £0.70 5.69%
Public Protection R1433 Replacement Window Stickers £6.20 £6.30 £0.10 1.61%
Public Protection R1435 Private Hire Operators: 1 Vehicle (1 year licence) £204.00 £208.00 £4.00 1.96%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 1 Vehicle (5 year licence) £1,022.00 £1,042.00 £20.00 1.96%
Public Protection R1436 Private Hire Operators: 2 - 10 Vehicles (1 year licence) £388.00 £396.00 £8.00 2.06%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 2 - 10 Vehicles (5 year licence) £1,941.00 £1,980.00 £39.00 2.01%
Public Protection R1437 Private Hire Operators: 11 - 20 Vehicles (1 year licence) £545.00 £556.00 £11.00 2.02%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 11 - 20 Vehicles (5 year licence) £2,726.00 £2,781.00 £55.00 2.02%
Public Protection R1438 Private Hire Operators: 21 - 30 Vehicles (1 year licence) £699.00 £713.00 £14.00 2.00%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 21 - 30 Vehicles (5 year licence) £3,491.00 £3,561.00 £70.00 2.01%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 31 - 40 Vehicles (1 year licence) £855.00 £872.00 £17.00 1.99%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 31 - 40 Vehicles (5 year licence) £4,271.00 £4,356.00 £85.00 1.99%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 41 - 50 Vehicles (1 year licence) £1,008.00 £1,028.00 £20.00 1.98%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 41 - 50 Vehicles (5 year licence) £5,037.00 £5,138.00 £101.00 2.01%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 51 - 60 Vehicles (1 year licence) £1,161.00 £1,184.00 £23.00 1.98%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 51 - 60 Vehicles (5 year licence) £5,803.00 £5,919.00 £116.00 2.00%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 61 - 70 Vehicles (1 year licence) £1,314.00 £1,340.00 £26.00 1.98%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 61 - 70 Vehicles (5 year licence) £6,569.00 £6,700.00 £131.00 1.99%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: above 70 Vehicles (1 year licence) £1,466.00 £1,495.00 £29.00 1.98%
Public Protection Private Hire Operators: above 70 Vehicles (5 year licence) £7,331.00 £7,478.00 £147.00 2.01%
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Public Protection R1440
Misc.: Information Letter (Cost Includes Up To 1 Hours Work 
And A Cost Of Letter) £90.80 £93.00 £2.20 2.42%

Public Protection R1441
Misc.: Information Check (Each Subsequent Hour Or Part 
Thereof) £22.50 £23.00 £0.50 2.22%

Public Protection R1442 Misc.: Insurance £47.00 £48.00 £1.00 2.13%
Public Protection Front plate carrier £21.50 £22.00 £0.50 2.33%
Public Protection Rear plate carrier £28.60 £29.00 £0.40 1.40%
Public Protection Button and key £1.10 £1.10 £0.00 0.00%
Public Protection Window pouch £6.20 £6.30 £0.10 1.61%
Public Protection Area Knowledge Re-test £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%
Public Protection Coaching session £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%
Public Protection Coaching (missed appointment) £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%
Public Protection R1443 Hourly Rate For Work Not Included Below £109.00 £111.00 £2.00 1.83%
Public Protection R1444 Hourly Rate : Weights Up To 5 kg £8.20 £8.40 £0.20 2.44%
Public Protection R1445 Hourly Rate: Weights Above 5 kg £10.20 £10.40 £0.20 1.96%
Public Protection R1446 Linear Measures - Not Exceeding 3 Meters £11.30 £12.00 £0.70 6.19%

Public Protection R1447
Linear Measures: Capacity (Without Division): Not Exceeding 1 
Litre £222.00 £226.00 £4.00 1.80%

Public Protection R1448 Linear Measures: Capacity (Without Division): Cubic Ballast £36.80 £38.00 £1.20 3.26%

Public Protection R1449
Linear Measures: Capacity (Without Division) Liquid Capacity: 
Templates £65.30 £67.00 £1.70 2.60%

Public Protection R1450 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 15 kg £38.80 £40.00 £1.20 3.09%
Public Protection R1451 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 100 kg £56.10 £57.00 £0.90 1.60%
Public Protection R1452 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 250 kg £72.50 £74.00 £1.50 2.07%

Public Protection R1453 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 1 Tonne £137.00 £140.00 £3.00 2.19%

Public Protection R1454 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 10 Tonne £218.00 £222.00 £4.00 1.83%

Public Protection R1455 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 30 Tonne £454.00 £463.00 £9.00 1.98%

Public Protection R1456 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 60 Tonne £680.00 £694.00 £14.00 2.06%
Public Protection R1457 Measuring Instruments: Intoxicating Liquors: Up To 150 ml £27.60 £28.00 £0.40 1.45%
Public Protection R1458 Measuring Instruments: Intoxicating Liquors: Other £28.60 £29.00 £0.40 1.40%
Public Protection R1459 Liquid Fuel And Lubricants £95.90 £98.00 £2.10 2.19%
Public Protection R1460 Unsubdivisional Container: Multigrade-Single Outlet £132.00 £135.00 £3.00 2.27%
Public Protection R1461 Unsubdivisional Container: Price Adjustment: Other £237.00 £242.00 £5.00 2.11%

Public Protection R1462
Unsubdivisional Container: Price Adjustment: Other-Single 
Outlet £107.00 £109.00 £2.00 1.87%

Public Protection R1463 Unsubdivisional Container: Price Adjustment: Other  £142.00 £145.00 £3.00 2.11%
Public Protection R1464 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 1 Meter £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%
Public Protection R1465 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 2 Meters £250.00 £255.00 £5.00 2.00%
Public Protection R1466 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 3 Meters £341.00 £348.00 £7.00 2.05%
Public Protection R1467 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 4 Meters £430.00 £439.00 £9.00 2.09%
Public Protection R1468 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 5 Meters £524.00 £534.00 £10.00 1.91%
Public Protection R1469 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 6 Meters £611.00 £623.00 £12.00 1.96%
Public Protection R1470 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 7 Meters £719.00 £733.00 £14.00 1.95%
Public Protection R1471 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 8 Meters £798.00 £814.00 £16.00 2.01%

Public Protection R1472 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Meter System: Wet Hose £252.00 £257.00 £5.00 1.98%

Public Protection R1473 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Meter System: Dry Hose £282.00 £288.00 £6.00 2.13%

Public Protection R1474
Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Dipstick System: To 7600 
Litres £222.00 £226.00 £4.00 1.80%

Public Protection R1475 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Dipstick System: Initial £29.60 £30.00 £0.40 1.35%
Public Protection R1476 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Dipstick System: Spare £29.60 £30.00 £0.40 1.35%

Public Protection R1477 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Dipstick System: Replace £61.20 £62.00 £0.80 1.31%
Public Protection R1481 Primary Authority Agreement Hourly rate £60.20 £61.00 £0.80 1.33%
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Public Protection R1290

Commercial Premises - Pest Control Work -  price per hour 
minimum charge of 1 hour (Based on historical data, if new data 
identifies that the full unit cost/hourly £106.00 £115.00 £9.00 8.49%

Public Protection R1291
Commercial Premises - Wasp Nest - price per nest with 
advanced payment £72.50 £75.00 £2.50 3.45%

Public Protection R1292
Domestic premises - Wasp nest - price per nest with advanced 
payment £60.20 £75.00 £14.80 24.58%

Public Protection R1889 Domestic premises - Ants with advanced payment £60.20 £75.00 £14.80 24.58%

Public Protection R1294 Domestic Premises - Squirrel Treatment £129.00 £145.00 £16.00 12.40%

Public Protection R1427 Vehicles: Annual Fee £339.00 £339.00 £0.00 0.00%

We do not intend to raise the vehicle fees as benchmarking has identified Rochdale's 
fee is significantly higher than other GM LAs and includes only one vehicle inspection 
per annum. Other LAs fees are less expensive and include 2 vehicle inspections. The 
gap in income will be funded by the increasing number of new applications both from 

drivers and vehicles.

Public Protection R1874 New - Treatment for Rats (including 2 revisits) £25.00 £25.00 £0.00 0.00%

We do not intend to raise the fee for the treatment of either rats or mice in domestic 
situations. This new fee was introduced in Jan 2018. There has been an evidenced 

drop in the number of service requests since the introduction of these fees.  Any loss 
in income generation will be offset by the higher increase in fees in commercial 

premises and non public health pests. 

Public Protection R1875 New - Treatment for Mice (including 2 revisits) £25.00 £25.00 £0.00 0.00%

We do not intend to raise the fee for the treatment of either rats or mice in domestic 
situations. This new fee was introduced in Jan 2018. There has been an evidenced 

drop in the number of service requests since the introduction of these fees.  Any loss 
in income generation will be offset by the higher increase in fees in commercial 

premises and non public health pests. 

Public Protection R1279 Grant, renewal or transfer fee for Sex Shop Establishment £1,148.00 £1,148.00 £0.00 0.00%

There is only one sex shop in the Borough. There is currently a legal challenge on the 
fee (following a successful challenge at Westminster Council). Legal advice from 

Barrister's Chambers are assisting defending the claim. We would not wish to alter the 
fees until the outstanding claim (£33K in historic overpayments) has been settled. 

Public Protection Drivers Renewal (3 year licence) £219.00 £222.00 £3.00 1.37%

This fee has been reduced slightly to ensure it is the same as 3 x yearly fees. The 
slight difference has come about due to rounding and this reduction of £1 addressed 

this.

Public Protection Drivers: Combined Renewal (3 year) £41.90 £378.00 £336.10 802.15%

This fee has been increased as the costs of renewing a 3 yearly combined licence 
(both hackney carriage and private hire) should be the same as 3 x yearly renewed 

badges because the administration, checks each year on the driver and enforcement 
are exactly the same. There appears to be an error in the figure presented last year as 

the cost for 3 years was significantly incorrect. This change addresses this. 

Public Protection R1827 Scrap Metal Collectors Licence (grant and renewal) £276.00 £296.00 £20.00 7.25%

There was an error in 2017-18 when the fee was not increased. This was compounded 
again in 2018-19. The proposed increase addresses these errors and brings the 

proposed fee to the same fee as a variation from a site to a collector. Thus the fee for a 
scrap metal collectors licence is now consistent whichever way the licence is applied 

for (i.e. new or variation) 

Public Protection R1276 Pet Shop £0.00 £158.00 £158.00 0.00%
There was an error last year and the fee for Pet Shops was set at zero. The fee should 

be consistent with other miscellaneous animal licences. 

New Charges

Public Protection
NEW 

CHARGE
Hand delivery of export certificates to trader premises within 
Rochdale borough £35.00

Some businesses request hand delivery of export certificates to their premises within 
Rochdale borough. This fee covers officers time, car allowance and any parking costs.

Public Protection
NEW 

CHARGE Pleasure Boat Licence (carrying up to 12 passengers) £339.00

This is a new fee introduced in response to Link 4 Life applying for a licence to operate 
a pleasure boat on Hollingworth Lake. The proposed fee is set the same as a private 

hire vehicle fee.

Public Protection
NEW 

CHARGE
Public Health funeral officer recharge cost - hourly rate per 
officer £81.00

This is a new fee introduced to recover the cost of officers involvement in assessing the 
circumstances, searching property, arranging the funeral, administrating the funeral 
and associated costs, identification of estate and referral of appropriate cases to the 

Duchy of Lancaster. The work requires a professionally qualified officer to make 
appropriate professional judgments and the fee is therefore set the same as the fee for 

a professional officer undertaking food hygiene rescore visits where a similar level of 
professional qualification and judgement is required.  

Public Protection
NEW 

CHARGE
Work in default / non-compliance officer recharge cost - hourly 
rate per officer £81.00

This is a new fee introduced to recover the cost of officers involvement in the 
assessment of compliance with statutory notices and the subsequent organisation of 

works in default or other enforcement actions. Officers will make site visits, assess the 
circumstances, develop schedules of work, source contractors make payments and 
arrange cost recovery from the person responsible. Alternatively officers may gather 

evidence and prepare a file for prosecution. The work requires a professionally qualified 
officer to make appropriate professional judgments. The fee is therefore set the same 
as the fee for a professional officer undertaking food hygiene rescore visits where a 

similar level of professional qualification and judgement is required.  

Increased higher than 2% to offset the loss of income from the maintenance of fees for 
the treatment of rats and mice in domestic premises. 
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Appendix 5 - Registrars

Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)
REGISTRARS R1373F Priority Fees For Certificate Issue £10.00 £10.00 £0.00 0.00% Rounded down for practicalities
REGISTRARS R1375F Ceremonies: Confetti £1.80 £1.90 £0.10 5.56%
REGISTRARS R1376F Plastic Wallets £0.70 £0.70 £0.00 0.00%
REGISTRARS R1388F Att At Partnership Ceremonies At App Ven: M-F £296.00 £302.00 £6.00 2.03%
REGISTRARS R1389F Att At Partnership Ceremonies At App Ven: Sat £317.00 £323.00 £6.00 1.89%
REGISTRARS R1390F Att At Partnership Ceremonies At App Ven: Sun/BH £363.00 £370.00 £7.00 1.93%
REGISTRARS R1382F Attendance At Weddings At Approved Venues: Sat £388.00 £396.00 £8.00 2.06%
REGISTRARS R1383F Attendance At Weddings At Approved Venues: Sun/BH £414.00 £422.00 £8.00 1.93%
REGISTRARS R1394F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - App Ven: M-F £211.00 £215.00 £4.00 1.90%
REGISTRARS R1395F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - App Ven: Sat £261.00 £266.00 £5.00 1.92%
REGISTRARS R1396F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - App Ven: Sun/BH £296.00 £302.00 £6.00 2.03%
REGISTRARS R1393F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - Roche Ste: Sun/ £255.00 £260.00 £5.00 1.96%
REGISTRARS R1391F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - Roche Suite: M- £143.00 £146.00 £3.00 2.10%
REGISTRARS R1392F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - Roche Suite: Sa £189.00 £193.00 £4.00 2.12%
REGISTRARS R1385F Marriage / Civil Ceremony Fees - Roche Ste: Sun/BH £225.00 £230.00 £5.00 2.22%
REGISTRARS R1384F Marriage / Civil Ceremony Fees: Roche Suite: Sat £169.00 £172.00 £3.00 1.78%
REGISTRARS R1397F Name Deed - Adult £56.00 £57.00 £1.00 1.79%
REGISTRARS R1398F Name Deed - Child £61.00 £62.00 £1.00 1.64%
REGISTRARS R1408F Name Deed - Family Application £182.00 £186.00 £4.00 2.20%
REGISTRARS R1399F Purchase Of Additional Name Deed £13.00 £13.00 £0.00 0.00% Rounded down for practicalities
REGISTRARS R1400F Licensing Of Venues Of Civil Ceremonies £1,255.00 £1,280.00 £25.00 1.99%
REGISTRARS R1367F Marriage / Civil Ceremony Fees: Roche Suite (M-Th) £110.00 £112.00 £2.00 1.82%
REGISTRARS R1374F Ceremonies: Provisional Ceremony Booking Fee £30.00 £31.00 £1.00 3.33%
REGISTRARS R1401F Citizenship Ceremonies - Private Ceremonies: M-F £158.00 £161.00 £3.00 1.90%
REGISTRARS R1402F Citizenship Ceremonies - Private Ceremonies: Sat £233.00 £238.00 £5.00 2.15%
REGISTRARS R1403F Citizenship Ceremonies - Private Ceremonies: Sun £317.00 £323.00 £6.00 1.89%
REGISTRARS Marriage / Civil Ceremony Fees : Roche Suite( Fri) £133.00 £136.00 £3.00 2.26%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

REGISTRARS R1812 Credit Card Fee (non-VATable Purchases) £1.00 £0.00 -£1.00 -100.00%
We no longer impose this fee following advice from Finance 

after the implementation of new legislation 13/1/2018

REGISTRARS R1381F Attendance At Weddings At Approved Venues: Mon-Fri £373.00 £373.00 £0.00 0.00%

In order to keep our fees competitive this fee needs to 
currently remain the same. The average fee for other Register 
Offices within the North West region is £319 Mon-Th and £347 

Fri. 
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Appendix 5 - Libraries

Sub-Area Ref Desc
Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)
LIBRARIES Various Item Request £3.90 £4.00 £0.10 2.56%

LIBRARIES Various
Talking Books, Playaways & Learn a 
Language £1.40 £1.45 £0.05 3.57%

LIBRARIES Various Library Fine (overdue items per day) £0.20 £0.20 £0.00 0.00%

Currently trialling not charging this with 
agreement with the portfolio holder to align 
with other areas.  If this prove successful 
there will be a report to Cabinet to delete

LIBRARIES Various
Maximum Level Of Fine For Overdue 
Books £12.00 £12.25 £0.25 2.08%

LIBRARIES Various
Meeting Room - Priv Sect / Profit Making 
Groups £18.50 £19.00 £0.50 2.70%

LIBRARIES Various Computer Printouts (A4 B and W) £0.10 £0.10 £0.00 0.00%
LIBRARIES Various Photocopying (A4 B+W) £0.10 £0.10 £0.00 0.00%
LIBRARIES Various Play Sets / Music Sets £9.50 £9.70 £0.20 2.11%
LIBRARIES Various Microfilm prints £0.90 £1.00 £0.10 11.11%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift
LIBRARIES Various Replacement Membership Cards (Adult) £2.50 £2.50 £0.00 0.00% No increase

LIBRARIES Various
Replacement Membership Cards (Under 
17 / Over 60) £1.25 £1.25 £0.00 0.00% No increase

LIBRARIES Various
Earphones - For Use With PCs Or 
Playaways £1.40 £0.00 -£1.40 -100.00% DELETE - No longer Supplying

LIBRARIES Various Magnifiers £1.80 £0.00 -£1.80 -100.00% DELETE - Not sold anymore
LIBRARIES Various Batteries £2.20 £0.00 -£2.20 -100.00% DELETE - Not sold anymore
LIBRARIES Various Article Request £3.90 £0.00 -£3.90 -100.00% DELETE - Service not provided
LIBRARIES Various Computer Printouts (A4 Colour) £0.40 £0.50 £0.10 25.00% Raise to 50p

New Charges
LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE Local History Digital Photography prints £4.00
LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE Local History Digital Photography prints £7.50
LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE Local History Digital Photography prints £15.00
LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE A4 colour £0.50
LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE Lost or damaged Books £2.10
LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE A3 colour £1.00
LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE A3 Black & White £0.20
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Appendix 5 - Resources

Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

FINANCE SERVICES R0507 Charges for Blue Badge £10.00 £10.00 £0.00 0.00%

The Department for Transport are currently considering 
increasing the maximum charge to £20 from 1 April 2019. If 

this change occurs, we will want to increase to cover 
additional costs - new software system (£6k pa)

FINANCE SERVICES R0612 Charities Support Management Charge £43.00 £44.00 £1.00 2.33% This is a charge per hour

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

FINANCE SERVICES R0410 Liability Order - Council Tax £104.00 £101.50 -£2.50 -2.40%

Ministry of Justice has reduced charge to the Council from 
£3.00 to £0.50 from 25 July 2018. We need to pass this onto 

residents. CE has approved the reduction using delegated 
powers.

We already charge more than anybody in GM and nobody is 
increasing costs, following a High Court case a few years ago 

involving Haringey Council.

FINANCE SERVICES R0411 Liability Order - NNDR £126.00 £123.50 -£2.50 -1.98%

Ministry of Justice has reduced charge to the Council from 
£3.00 to £0.50 from 25 July 2018. We need to pass this onto 
businesses. CE has approved the reduction using delegated 

powers.
We are top in GM with 3 other Councils and nobody is 

increasing costs, following a High Court case a few years ago 
involving Haringey Council.

LEGAL & HR R0090 Confirmation Letter – Elect Reg – Current Year £18.90 £19.85 £0.95 5.03% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0091 Confirmation Letter – Elect Reg - Historic £41.00 £43.05 £2.05 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0092 Conf On Official Docs – to prove on Elect Reg £18.90 £19.85 £0.95 5.03% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0093 Public Path Orders:- Within Gen Range + Adv Costs £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0094 Public Path Orders:- Additional Rates £155.00 £162.75 £7.75 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0095 Street Closure:- Within A General Range £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0096 Street Closure:- Additional Rates £155.00 £162.75 £7.75 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0097 Prosecution (Court) Costs Recovered

LEGAL & HR R0098F - a Local Land Charges Search:- Full Search CON29 £158.00 £166.00 £8.00 5.06% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0098F - b Local Land Charges Search £20.00 £21.00 £1.00 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0099F Local Land Charges Search:- Part 2 Enquiries numbered 4 to 21 £36.00 £38.00 £2.00 5.56% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR
Local Land Charges Search:- Part 2 Enquiries number 22 
common land £24.00 £25.00 £1.00 4.17% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0100F Local Land Charges Search:- Additional Enquiries £36.00 £38.00 £2.00 5.56% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0101F Local Land Charges Search:- Extra Parcels Of Land £24.00 £25.00 £1.00 4.17% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0103F Local Land Charges Search:- Copy Searches £25.00 £26.00 £1.00 4.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0113 Sales Of Land And Property: Under £5,000 £873.00 £916.65 £43.65 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0114
Sales Of Land And Property:
£5,001 - £10,000 £873.00 £916.65 £43.65 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0115
Sales Of Land And Property:
£10,001 - £15,000 £873.00 £916.65 £43.65 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0116
Sales Of Land And Property:
£15,001 - £20,000 £1,294.00 £1,358.70 £64.70 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0117
Sales Of Land And Property:
£20,001 - £25,000 £1,294.00 £1,358.70 £64.70 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0118
Sales Of Land And Property:
£25,001 - £30,000 £1,294.00 £1,358.70 £64.70 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0119
Sales Of Land And Property:
£30,001 - £60,000 £1,604.00 £1,684.20 £80.20 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0120
Sales Of Land And Property:
£60,001 - £100,000 £1,998.00 £2,097.90 £99.90 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0121
Sales Of Land And Property:
£100,001 - £250,000 £2,616.00 £2,746.80 £130.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0122 Sales Of Land And Property: Over £250,000 £3,179.00 £3,337.95 £158.95 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0123 Auctions
4% or £2000 

min In line with other GM authorities
LEGAL & HR R0124 Redemptions (One Per Charge) £209.00 £219.45 £10.45 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0125 Redemptions (Two Charges) £407.00 £427.35 £20.35 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0126 Mortgage Questionnaires £204.00 £214.20 £10.20 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0127 Deeds Of Postponement £249.00 £755.00 £506.00 203.21% In line with other deed costs
LEGAL & HR R0128 Title Questionnaires:- Up To 20 Questions £114.00 £145.00 £31.00 27.19%

LEGAL & HR R0129 Title Questionnaires:- Above 20 Questions £114.00 £145.00 £31.00 27.19%

LEGAL & HR R0130 Title Questionnaires:- Per Additional Question (>20) £9.50 £9.97 £0.47 4.95% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0131 RTB Sales - Engrossments £108.00 £113.40 £5.40 5.00% DELETE - no longer charge
LEGAL & HR R0132 Registration Fees:- Commercial £204.00 £214.20 £10.20 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0133 Registration Fees:- Private £108.00 £113.40 £5.40 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0134 Registration Fees:- Sealing Fee £73.50 £77.17 £3.67 4.99% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0135 Registration Fees:- Copies For Solicitors £73.50 £77.17 £3.67 4.99% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0136 Shop Leases £603.00 £2,000.00 £1,397.00 231.67% Align with commercial leases
LEGAL & HR R0137 Licenses:- Community and Residential Commercial £699.00 £733.95 £34.95 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0138 Licenses:- License To Assign £997.00 £1,046.85 £49.85 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0139 Licenses:- License To Sublet (Multiple Licenses) £997.00 £1,046.85 £49.85 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0140 Deeds Of Variation, Rectification etc. £755.00 £755.00 £0.00 0.00%

LEGAL & HR R0141 Surrender £755.00 £755.00 £0.00 0.00%

LEGAL & HR R0142 Deeds Of Easement:- Residential £755.00 £755.00 £0.00 0.00%

LEGAL & HR R0143 Deeds Of Easement:- Commercial £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0144 Agreements To Adopt Highways £1,436.00 £1,750.00 £314.00 21.87% Negotiable if aligned with s278 agreement
LEGAL & HR R0145 Section 106 Agreements (Planning Agreements) £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0146 Section 278 Agreements (Highway Works) £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0147 Building Agreements £1,436.00 £2,000.00 £564.00 39.28%

LEGAL & HR R0148 Leases/Premiums – Residential £726.00 £2,000.00 £1,274.00 175.48% 5% increase + roundings
LEGAL & HR R0149 Industrial Leases - £1,436.00 £2,000.00 £564.00 39.28% Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses

COMMERCIAL R0110 Copies Of Documents £1.10 £1.15 (min £25)

COMMERCIAL R0111 Charities Admin – Committee Services Meeting £33.60 £35.28 £1.68 5.00%

COMMERCIAL R1882 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) £15.80 £15.00 -£0.80 -5.06% Correction of prior years charges

New Charges

LEGAL & HR
NEW 

CHARGE Loan/Facilitty Agreements £2,000.00 Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses

LEGAL & HR
NEW 

CHARGE Temporary Public Path Orders £800.00
Linked to 19/20 savings proposal

Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses

LEGAL & HR
NEW 

CHARGE Commercial Leases £2,000.00 Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses

LEGAL & HR
NEW 

CHARGE Community Leases £1,000.00 Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses
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Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)
HIGHWAYS R0838 Parking Dispensations £40.50 £41.00 £0.50 1.23%
HIGHWAYS R0839 Parking Suspensions: Pay & Display Bays £30.00 £31.00 £1.00 3.33%

HIGHWAYS R0840
Parking Suspensions: Limited Waiting Bays/Disabled Bays/Loading 
Bays/Taxi Ranks £30.00 £31.00 £1.00 3.33%

HIGHWAYS R0841 Use Of Free Parks
HIGHWAYS R0842 Use Of Pay & Display Car Parks
HIGHWAYS R0618 Extension Of S.38 Agreement £981.00 £1,001.00 £20.00 2.04%

HIGHWAYS R0619 S.278/S.106 Agreement Where Built By RMBC £1,743.00 £1,778.00 £35.00 2.01%

HIGHWAYS R0626
Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 
Up To £45,000 £4,421.00 £4,509.00 £88.00 1.99%

HIGHWAYS R0627
Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 
Up To £20,000 £3,280.00 £3,346.00 £66.00 2.01%

HIGHWAYS R0628
Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 
Up To £10,000 £2,067.00 £2,108.00 £41.00 1.98%

HIGHWAYS R0629
Re-Submission Of Plans To Check Compliance With Specification 
And Design £124.00 £126.00 £2.00 1.61%

HIGHWAYS R0630 Highway Records Information £88.80 £91.00 £2.20 2.48%

HIGHWAYS R0634
Placement Of Skips On The Highway: Registration Of Firm & 
Vetting £413.00 £421.00 £8.00 1.94%

HIGHWAYS R0635
Placement Of Skips On The Highway: One-Off Permit For Non-
Registered Firm £113.00 £115.00 £2.00 1.77%

HIGHWAYS R0636 Placement Of Skips On The Highway: Removal Of Skip £332.00 £339.00 £7.00 2.11%
HIGHWAYS R0637 Licence For Placement Of Scaffold Over Highway £130.00 £133.00 £3.00 2.31%

HIGHWAYS R0638
Licence For Placement Of Hoardings, Cranes & MEWP's On The 
Highway £130.00 £133.00 £3.00 2.31%

HIGHWAYS R0639 Vehicular Crossings: Domestic £110.00 £112.00 £2.00 1.82%

HIGHWAYS R0640 Vehicular Crossings: Industrial £167.00 £170.00 £3.00 1.80%

HIGHWAYS R0641 Accident Debris Removal £181.00 £185.00 £4.00 2.21%

HIGHWAYS R0642 Recoverable Works: Admin Fees £117.00 £119.00 £2.00 1.71%

HIGHWAYS Street Café License’s: Annual License – permanent fittings £510.00 £520.00 £10.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS Erection of tourist signs on the highway £255.00 £260.00 £5.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS Erection of new housing site signs in the highway £255.00 £260.00 £5.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS
Road closures for commercial events on the highway using RTRA 
section 16A. £536.00 £547.00 £11.00 2.05%

HIGHWAYS Supply of copies of Traffic Orders (excludes requests from GMP) £161.00 £164.00 £3.00 1.86%

HIGHWAYS R0650 Street Café License’s: Annual License £468.00 £477.00 £9.00 1.92%

HIGHWAYS R0652 Street Café License’s: Annual Renewal Of License £147.00 £150.00 £3.00 2.04%

HIGHWAYS R0853
Home Watch Sign Consents (approval to place sign on the highway 
only) £47.00 £48.00 £1.00 2.13%

HIGHWAYS R0854
Application For Privately Funded Temporary Direction Signs 
(Housing Dev't Signs) £134.00 £137.00 £3.00 2.24%

HIGHWAYS R0855 Advance Direction Signs: Non Commercial (per sign face) £289.00 £295.00 £6.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0856 Advance Direction Signs: Commercial (per sign face) £481.00 £491.00 £10.00 2.08%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

HIGHWAYS R0614 Sponsored Boundary Signs n/a n/a

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 
requirements - unable to apply as each sign is 

under at least a 12 month contract which is 
negotiated at renewal stage

HIGHWAYS R0615 Sponsored Roundabout Signs n/a n/a

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 
requirements - unable to apply as each sign is 

under at least a 12 month contract which is 
negotiated at renewal stage

HIGHWAYS R0616
S.38 Agreements (Highways) Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 
Over £1.5M 5% 5%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot 
uplift the 5% figure

HIGHWAYS R0617
S.38 Agreements (Highways) Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 
Over £100,000 6% 6%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot 
uplift the 6% figure

HIGHWAYS R0620 Design And Supervision For Works Up To: £100,000 18% 18%
Charge depends on value of the works - cannot 

uplift the 18% figure

HIGHWAYS R0621 Design And Supervision For Works Up To: £150,000 15% 15%
Charge depends on value of the works - cannot 

uplift the 15% figure

HIGHWAYS R0624
Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 
Over £100,000 5% 5%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot 
uplift the 5% figure

HIGHWAYS R0625
Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 
Over £45,000 6% 6%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot 
uplift the 6% figure

HIGHWAYS R0632 Use Of Planning-Provide And Layout
Fees are based on the cost of the supervising 

officer

HIGHWAYS R0633 Bollards To Prevent Access (Non-Highway)
Fees are based on the cost of the supervising 

officer

HIGHWAYS R0643
S.38 Agreements (Highways) Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 
Up To £100,000

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 
requirements

HIGHWAYS R0645 Traffic Regulation Orders: Permanent/Experimental
Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements

HIGHWAYS R0648 Traffic Regulation Orders: Permanent Road Closures
Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements

HIGHWAYS R0649 Road Marking Requests
Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements

HIGHWAYS Production of Traffic management Plan for events or roadworks
At cost (min 

£500)
At cost (min 

£500)

HIGHWAYS
Design and provision of road signage, barriers, etc. to facilitate an 
event or roadworks.

At cost (min 
£500)

At cost (min 
£500)
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Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

HIGHWAYS R0653 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 1 £37.00 £38.00 £1.00 2.70%

HIGHWAYS R0654 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 2 £74.00 £75.00 £1.00 1.35%

HIGHWAYS R0655 Five Day Car Park Pass- Month 3 £111.00 £113.00 £2.00 1.80%

HIGHWAYS R0656 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 4 £148.00 £151.00 £3.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0657 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 5 £185.00 £189.00 £4.00 2.16%

HIGHWAYS R0658 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 6 £222.00 £226.00 £4.00 1.80%

HIGHWAYS R0659 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 7 £259.00 £264.00 £5.00 1.93%

HIGHWAYS R0660 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 8 £296.00 £302.00 £6.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0661 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 9 £333.00 £340.00 £7.00 2.10%

HIGHWAYS R0662 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 10 £370.00 £377.00 £7.00 1.89%

HIGHWAYS R0663 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 11 £407.00 £415.00 £8.00 1.97%

HIGHWAYS R0664 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 12 £444.00 £453.00 £9.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0665 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 1 £44.00 £45.00 £1.00 2.27%

HIGHWAYS R0666 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 2 £88.00 £90.00 £2.00 2.27%

HIGHWAYS R0667 Five Day Car Park Pass- Month 3 £132.00 £135.00 £3.00 2.27%

HIGHWAYS R0668 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 4 £176.00 £180.00 £4.00 2.27%

HIGHWAYS R0669 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 5 £220.00 £224.00 £4.00 1.82%

HIGHWAYS R0670 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 6 £264.00 £269.00 £5.00 1.89%

HIGHWAYS R0671 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 7 £308.00 £314.00 £6.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0672 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 8 £352.00 £359.00 £7.00 1.99%

HIGHWAYS R0673 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 9 £396.00 £404.00 £8.00 2.02%

HIGHWAYS R0674 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 10 £440.00 £449.00 £9.00 2.05%

HIGHWAYS R0675 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 11 £484.00 £494.00 £10.00 2.07%

HIGHWAYS R0676 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 12 £528.00 £539.00 £11.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0677 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 1 £41.00 £42.00 £1.00 2.44%

HIGHWAYS R0678 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 2 £82.00 £84.00 £2.00 2.44%

HIGHWAYS R0679 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 3 £123.00 £125.00 £2.00 1.63%

HIGHWAYS R0680 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 4 £164.00 £167.00 £3.00 1.83%

HIGHWAYS R0681 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 5 £205.00 £209.00 £4.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0682 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 6 £246.00 £251.00 £5.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0683 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 7 £287.00 £293.00 £6.00 2.09%

HIGHWAYS R0684 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 8 £328.00 £335.00 £7.00 2.13%

HIGHWAYS R0685 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 9 £369.00 £376.00 £7.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0686 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 10 £410.00 £418.00 £8.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0687 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 11 £451.00 £460.00 £9.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0688 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 12 £492.00 £502.00 £10.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0689 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 1 £48.00 £49.00 £1.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0690 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 2 £96.00 £98.00 £2.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0691 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 3 £144.00 £147.00 £3.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0692 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 4 £192.00 £196.00 £4.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0693 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 5 £240.00 £245.00 £5.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0694 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 6 £288.00 £294.00 £6.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0695 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 7 £336.00 £343.00 £7.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0696 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 8 £384.00 £392.00 £8.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0697 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 9 £432.00 £441.00 £9.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0698 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 10 £480.00 £490.00 £10.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0699 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 11 £528.00 £539.00 £11.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0700 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 12 £576.00 £588.00 £12.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0701 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 1 £25.00 £26.00 £1.00 4.00%

HIGHWAYS R0702 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 2 £50.00 £51.00 £1.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0703 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 3 £75.00 £77.00 £2.00 2.67%

HIGHWAYS R0704 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 4 £100.00 £102.00 £2.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0705 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 5 £125.00 £128.00 £3.00 2.40%

HIGHWAYS R0706 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 6 £150.00 £153.00 £3.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0707 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 7 £175.00 £179.00 £4.00 2.29%

HIGHWAYS R0708 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 8 £200.00 £204.00 £4.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0709 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 9 £225.00 £230.00 £5.00 2.22%

HIGHWAYS R0710 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 10 £250.00 £255.00 £5.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0711 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 11 £275.00 £281.00 £6.00 2.18%

HIGHWAYS R0712 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 12 £300.00 £306.00 £6.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0713 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 1 £32.00 £33.00 £1.00 3.13%

HIGHWAYS R0714 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 2 £64.00 £65.00 £1.00 1.56%

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 
which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these 
are taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 
equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 
cheaper package and it is feared that an increase 
for the council car parks would results in loss of 
permit renewals. Therefore propose to maintain 

current levels 

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 
which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these 
are taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 
equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 
cheaper package and it is feared that an increase 
for the council car parks would results in loss of 
permit renewals. Therefore propose to maintain 

current levels 
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Current 
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2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

HIGHWAYS R0715 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 3 £96.00 £98.00 £2.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0716 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 4 £128.00 £131.00 £3.00 2.34%

HIGHWAYS R0717 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 5 £160.00 £163.00 £3.00 1.88%

HIGHWAYS R0718 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 6 £192.00 £196.00 £4.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0719 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 7 £224.00 £228.00 £4.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0720 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 8 £256.00 £261.00 £5.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0721 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 9 £288.00 £294.00 £6.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0722 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 10 £320.00 £326.00 £6.00 1.88%

HIGHWAYS R0723 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 11 £352.00 £359.00 £7.00 1.99%

HIGHWAYS R0724 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 12 £384.00 £392.00 £8.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0725 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 1 £28.00 £29.00 £1.00 3.57%

HIGHWAYS R0726 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 2 £56.00 £57.00 £1.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0727 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 3 £84.00 £86.00 £2.00 2.38%

HIGHWAYS R0728 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 4 £112.00 £114.00 £2.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0729 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 5 £140.00 £143.00 £3.00 2.14%

HIGHWAYS R0730 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 6 £168.00 £171.00 £3.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0731 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 7 £196.00 £200.00 £4.00 2.04%

HIGHWAYS R0732 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 – Month 8 £224.00 £228.00 £4.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0733 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 – Month 9 £252.00 £257.00 £5.00 1.98%

HIGHWAYS R0734 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 – Month 10 £280.00 £286.00 £6.00 2.14%

HIGHWAYS R0735 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 11 £308.00 £314.00 £6.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0736 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 12 £336.00 £343.00 £7.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0737 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 1 £35.00 £36.00 £1.00 2.86%

HIGHWAYS R0738 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 2 £70.00 £71.00 £1.00 1.43%

HIGHWAYS R0739 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 3 £105.00 £107.00 £2.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0740 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 4 £140.00 £143.00 £3.00 2.14%

HIGHWAYS R0741 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 5 £175.00 £179.00 £4.00 2.29%

HIGHWAYS R0742 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 6 £210.00 £214.00 £4.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0743 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 7 £245.00 £250.00 £5.00 2.04%

HIGHWAYS R0744 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 8 £280.00 £286.00 £6.00 2.14%

HIGHWAYS R0745 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 9 £315.00 £321.00 £6.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0746 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 10 £350.00 £357.00 £7.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0747 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 11 £385.00 £393.00 £8.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0748 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 12 £420.00 £428.00 £8.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0749 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 1 £30.00 £31.00 £1.00 3.33%

HIGHWAYS R0750 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 2 £60.00 £61.00 £1.00 1.67%

HIGHWAYS R0751 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 3 £90.00 £92.00 £2.00 2.22%

HIGHWAYS R0752 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 4 £120.00 £122.00 £2.00 1.67%

HIGHWAYS R0753 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 5 £150.00 £153.00 £3.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0754 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 6 £180.00 £184.00 £4.00 2.22%

HIGHWAYS R0755 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 7 £210.00 £214.00 £4.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0756 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 8 £240.00 £245.00 £5.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0757 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 9 £270.00 £275.00 £5.00 1.85%

HIGHWAYS R0758 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 10 £300.00 £306.00 £6.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0759 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 11 £330.00 £337.00 £7.00 2.12%

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 
which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these 
are taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 
equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 
cheaper package and it is feared that an increase 
for the council car parks would results in loss of 
permit renewals. Therefore propose to maintain 

current levels 
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2018/19 (£)
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Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

HIGHWAYS R0760 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 12 £360.00 £367.00 £7.00 1.94%

HIGHWAYS R0761 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 1 £37.00 £38.00 £1.00 2.70%

HIGHWAYS R0762 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 2 £74.00 £75.00 £1.00 1.35%

HIGHWAYS R0763 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 3 £111.00 £113.00 £2.00 1.80%

HIGHWAYS R0764 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 4 £148.00 £151.00 £3.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0765 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 5 £185.00 £189.00 £4.00 2.16%

HIGHWAYS R0766 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 6 £222.00 £226.00 £4.00 1.80%

HIGHWAYS R0767 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 7 £259.00 £264.00 £5.00 1.93%

HIGHWAYS R0768 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 8 £296.00 £302.00 £6.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0769 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 9 £333.00 £340.00 £7.00 2.10%

HIGHWAYS R0770 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 10 £370.00 £377.00 £7.00 1.89%

HIGHWAYS R0771 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 11 £407.00 £415.00 £8.00 1.97%

HIGHWAYS R0772 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 12 £444.00 £453.00 £9.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0773 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 1 £34.00 £35.00 £1.00 2.94%

HIGHWAYS R0774 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 2 £68.00 £69.00 £1.00 1.47%

HIGHWAYS R0775 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 3 £102.00 £104.00 £2.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS R0776 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 4 £136.00 £139.00 £3.00 2.21%

HIGHWAYS R0777 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 5 £170.00 £173.00 £3.00 1.76%

HIGHWAYS R0778 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 6 £204.00 £208.00 £4.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS R0779 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 7 £238.00 £243.00 £5.00 2.10%

HIGHWAYS R0780 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 8 £272.00 £277.00 £5.00 1.84%

HIGHWAYS R0781 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 9 £306.00 £312.00 £6.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS R0782 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 10 £340.00 £347.00 £7.00 2.06%

HIGHWAYS R0783 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 11 £374.00 £381.00 £7.00 1.87%

HIGHWAYS R0784 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 12 £408.00 £416.00 £8.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS R0785 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 1 £41.00 £42.00 £1.00 2.44%

HIGHWAYS R0786 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 2 £82.00 £84.00 £2.00 2.44%

HIGHWAYS R0787 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 3 £123.00 £125.00 £2.00 1.63%

HIGHWAYS R0788 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 4 £164.00 £167.00 £3.00 1.83%

HIGHWAYS R0789 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 5 £205.00 £209.00 £4.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0790 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 6 £246.00 £251.00 £5.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0791 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 7 £287.00 £293.00 £6.00 2.09%

HIGHWAYS R0792 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 8 £328.00 £335.00 £7.00 2.13%

HIGHWAYS R0793 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 9 £369.00 £376.00 £7.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0794 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 10 £410.00 £418.00 £8.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0795 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 11 £451.00 £460.00 £9.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0796 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 12 £492.00 £502.00 £10.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0797 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 1 £71.00 £72.00 £1.00 1.41%

HIGHWAYS R0798 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 2 £142.00 £145.00 £3.00 2.11%

HIGHWAYS R0799 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 3 £213.00 £217.00 £4.00 1.88%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 4 £284.00 £290.00 £6.00 2.11%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 5 £355.00 £362.00 £7.00 1.97%

HIGHWAYS R0800 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 6 £426.00 £435.00 £9.00 2.11%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 7 £497.00 £507.00 £10.00 2.01%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 8 £568.00 £579.00 £11.00 1.94%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 9 £639.00 £652.00 £13.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 10 £710.00 £724.00 £14.00 1.97%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 11 £781.00 £797.00 £16.00 2.05%

HIGHWAYS R0801 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 12 £852.00 £869.00 £17.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0805 On Street Long Stay Rochdale: 3 - 4 hr £1.00 £1.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0806 On Street Long Stay Rochdale: 4 - 5 hr £1.30 £1.30 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0807 On Street Long Stay Rochdale: 5 - 6 hr £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00%

HIGHWAYS R0808 On Street Long Stay Rochdale: Over 6 hrs £5.00 £5.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0809 Off Street long Stay Rochdale: 3 - 4 hr £1.00 £1.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0810 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: 4 - 5 hr £1.30 £1.30 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0811 Off Street long Stay Rochdale: 5 - 6 hr £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00%

HIGHWAYS R0817 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: Over 6 hr £5.00 £5.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0818 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: –3-4 hr £1.00 £1.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0819 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: –4-5 hr £1.30 £1.30 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0820 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: –5-6 hr £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00%

HIGHWAYS R0824 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: Over 6 hrs £5.00 £5.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0830 Middleton Short Stay 3 -4 hr £0.60 £0.70 £0.10 16.67%

HIGHWAYS R0831 Middleton Short Stay 4 -5 hr £0.90 £1.00 £0.10 11.11%

HIGHWAYS R0832 Middleton Short Stay 5 -6 hr £1.10 £1.10 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0828 Middleton Long Stay (Over 6hrs) £2.20 £2.20 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0833 Hollingworth Lake 0 - 2 hr £1.00 £1.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0834 Hollingworth Lake 2 - 4 hr £1.30 £1.30 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0835 Hollingworth Lake Over 4 hr £4.50 £4.60 £0.10 2.22%
HIGHWAYS R0836 Parking Permits: Residents £50.00 £51.00 £1.00 2.00%
HIGHWAYS R0837 Parking Permits: Visitors
HIGHWAYS New charges Parking Permits: Replacement for lost permit £25.00 £26.00 £1.00 4.00%

HIGHWAYS R0646 Traffic Regulation Orders: Temporary/Emergency £911.00 £929.00 £18.00 1.98%
Increase above 2 due to hike in advertisement 

costs (5%)

HIGHWAYS R0647
Traffic Regulation Orders: Temporary Carnivals, Fetes & Similar 
Events I.E. Charity Or Non-Commercial/Non-Profit Making £130.00 £133.00 £3.00 2.31% Increase to £200 to cover expenses

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 
which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these 
are taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 
equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 
cheaper package and it is feared that an increase 
for the council car parks would results in loss of 
permit renewals. Therefore propose to maintain 

current levels 

All Car Parking charges proposed to be removed 
from Discretionary Charges - Any increase 

requires formal consultation and then a 
corresponding change to the TRO - therefore the 

proposed 2% increased cost far outweighed by the 
TRO. 

Proposed Parking Permits are not discretionary 
charges
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Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase

Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

ESTATES

Annual licence fees for garden tenancies - 
current income receivable £80,000 per 
annum

Variable 
depending upon 
the size of the 

plot

Variable 
depending 

upon the size 
of the plot 3.00%

Total licence fee increase = £2,400

ESTATES

Average annual licence fees for garage 
plots current income receivable £64,000 
per annum

Variable 
depending upon 
the size of the 

plot

Variable 
depending 

upon the size 
of the plot 3.00%

Total licence fee increase = £2,000

ESTATES

Annual licence fees for grazing licences - 
total income expected in 2017/18 = 
£29,000 per annum

Variable 
depending upon 
the size of the 

plot

Variable 
depending 

upon the size 
of the plot 20.00%

Linked to 19/20 savings proposal to generate 
additional income

Total licence fee increase = £5,800

ESTATES

Minimum fee for granting landlord consent 
to the Council's tenants - increase to 
£250. £250.00 £255.00 £5.00 2.00%

Total increase in income = £2,000

ESTATES
Increase non-returnable reservation fee for 
off-market disposals from £100 to £200 £200.00 £204.00 £4.00 2.00%

The fee is designed to meet the Council's costs of 
investigating requests to purchase land, especially to 

cover those costs in the event that the enquirer 
subsequently withdraws interest. The fee is deducted 

from final costs and purchase price

ESTATES
Introduction of a minimum surveyor's fee 
of £500 charged on any disposal £500.00 £510.00 £10.00 2.00%

Total increase in income = £2,000

PLANNING
Pre application consultancy charge - 
Assistant Director (hourly rate) £74.89 £76.00 £1.11 1.48%

PLANNING
Pre application Consultancy charge - 
Chief Planning Officer (hourly rate) £50.40 £51.00 £0.60 1.19%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 
Development Manager (Grade 10) (hourly 
rate) £45.18 £46.00 £0.82 1.81%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 
Assistant Development Manager (Grade 
9) (hourly rate) £40.39 £41.00 £0.61 1.51%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 
Senior Planning Officer (Grade 8) (hourly 
rate) £38.49 £39.00 £0.51 1.33%

PLANNING
Pre application consultancy charge - 
Planning Officer (Grade 7) (hourly rate) £31.04 £32.00 £0.96 3.09%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 
Assistant Planning Officer (Grade 5) 
(hourly rate) £21.44 £22.00 £0.56 2.61%

PLANNING R1357 Tree Preservation Order Notice (Copy) £34.20 £35.00 £0.80 2.34%

PLANNING R1358

Printed Copy Of Scanned Planning 
Application (Up To 10 Documents) - 
Excluding Large Format Plans (Over A4 
Size) £32.20 £33.00 £0.80 2.48%

PLANNING R1359
Copy Of Large Application Plans (Over A4 
Size) £8.20 £8.40 £0.20 2.44%

PLANNING R1360

Photocopies Of Correspondence And 
Other Papers On Planning Application 
Files, Up To A4 Size £0.30 £0.30 £0.00 0.00%

PLANNING R1361 Township Green Infrastructure Plans £25.50 £26.00 £0.50 1.96%

PLANNING R1362 Public Art Strategy £12.30 £13.00 £0.70 5.69%

PLANNING R1363
Strategic Housing Land Availability 
Assessment Site Plans >10 £28.60 £29.00 £0.40 1.40%

The service already charges for the provision of pre 
application advice in the form of an hour meeting with 
the Case Officer and follow up response letter. These 
charges will apply where the request is made for an 

additional officer to attend the initial meeting or attend 
any subsequent meetings
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Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase

Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

PLANNING R1364 Employment Land Study £138.00 £141.00 £3.00 2.17%

PLANNING R1284 LDF Core Strategy - Publication 2016 £18.40 £19.00 £0.60 3.26%

PLANNING R1285 LDF Background Paper 2010 £23.50 £24.00 £0.50 2.13%

PLANNING R1286
LDF Report On Consultation On Preferred 
Options £36.30 £37.00 £0.70 1.93%

PLANNING R1287
LDF Statement Of Community 
Involvement £13.30 £14.00 £0.70 5.26%

PLANNING R1288
LDF Core Strategy Preferred Options 
Report £18.90 £19.00 £0.10 0.53%

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1094

Building Regulation Decision Notice 
Enquiry (Including Copy Of Any Notice) £32.20 £45.00 £12.80 39.75%

Often, this documentation is requested by third parties 
(solicitors etc) and is required as part of an urgent 

sale/conveyance of a property which means that the 
service has to prioritise the request to assist the 

conveyancing process at the expense of other critical 
building regulation related activities.

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1095

Building Completion Notice/Certificate 
Enquiry (Including Copy Of Any Notice) £48.00 £60.00 £12.00 25.00%

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1096

Site History Search: Minimum Charge (Up 
To First Hour) £53.60 £77.00 £23.40 43.66%

Rate based on market research & CIPFA calculation for 
hourly charge

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1097

Site History Search: Each Subsequent 
Hour Or Part Thereof £38.80 £77.00 £38.20 98.45%

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1098

Dangerous Building Call Out For The 1 st 
Hour £204.00 -£204.00 -100.00%

DELETE - replaced by new charges

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1099

Dangerous Building Call Out Charge Each 
Hour Thereafter £91.80 -£91.80 -100.00%

DELETE - replaced by new charges

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1102

Provision Of Late Completion Inspections 
& Issue Of Completion Certificates £179.00 £185.00 £6.00 3.35%

The council has no obligation to return to a completed 
or occupied project where notice of such 

completion/occupation was never submitted. Often, the 
late completion is required as part of an urgent 

sale/conveyance of a property which means that the 
service has to prioritise the request to assist the 

conveyancing process at the expense of other critical 
building regulation related activities.

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1103

Administration Fee For Building Control 
Fee Refunds £37.30 £65 min

The process of accepting, validating and processing 
and application can be complicated and take up 

valuable administrative resources, which should, at 
least in part, be recouped upon a clients decision to 
withdraw an application (often in favour of using an 

alternative provider)

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1104

Administration Charges To Building 
Owners For Inspection/Specification For 
Securing Buildings Open To 
Access/Dilapidated £118.00 £150.00 £32.00 27.12%

In accordance with S107 of the Building Act 11984 and 
Section 36 of the Local Government Act 1973, the 

service is entitled to recover its reasonable 
establishment charges when carrying out any works 

relating to land or buildings. This fee allows the service 
to recoup its expenses from property owners who have 

failed to maintain or secure their own properties.

BUILDING 
CONTROL R1105 Section 80/81 Notices £176.00 £180.00 £4.00 2.27%

In accordance with S107 of the Building Act 11984 and 
Section 36 of the Local Government Act 1973, the 

service is entitled to recover its reasonable 
establishment charges when carrying out any works 
relating to land or buildings. This fee will enable the 

service to recoup its expenses incurred in administering 
such applications
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Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase

Notes

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

PLANNING

Planning Performance Agreements (to 
cover large scale, complex or strategic 
proposals where a bespoke fee is 
necessary to cover the work of the 
service)

Fee to be negotiated with landowner/developer, 
typically 20-40% of planning application fee. Linked to 

19/20 savings proposal to generate additional 
£100k income from discretionary planning services

PLANNING

Pre application advice - Large Scale Major 
Development - 10,000m2 of commercial 
floorspace / 50 plus homes / major 
infrastructure projects (roads and utilities) 
/ sites biggeer than 1.5 hectares / energy 
projects (Case Officer Meeting and written 
advice) £1,500.00 £2,000.00 £500.00 33.33%

PLANNING

Pre application advice - Major 
Development - 10 - 49 homes / 1,000m2 - 
9,999m2 commercial floorpsace / 100m2 - 
999m2 retail floorspace / 1.0 - 1.5 hectare 
site (Case Officer Meeting and Written 
Advice) £835.00 £1,500.00 £665.00 79.64%

PLANNING

Pre application advice - Minor 
Development - 100m2 - 999m2 
commercial floorspace / up to 100m2 
retail floorspace / 2 - 9 homes / 
telecommunications development / 
Section 73 variation of conditions relevant 
to this category / change of use 
(excluding retail) / public realm and 
engineering work / minerals, waste and 
energy projects / wind turbine / telecoms  
(Case Officer Meeting and written advice £420.00 £550.00 £130.00 30.95%

PLANNING

Pre application advice - 1 Dwelling / small 
commercial changes of use or alterations 
eg up to 99m2   (Case Officer Meeting 
and Written Advice) £158.00 £350.00 £192.00 121.52%

PLANNING
Pre application advice - Site visit 
householder £101.00 £125.00 £24.00 23.76%

PLANNING

Charge to cover Officer time to visit 
property and provide written advice on 
works to fell/prune protected or dangerous 
trees £100.00 £120.00 £20.00 20.00%

The service receives an increasing number of requests 
to advice property owners on works to protected 

trees/requests to fell potentially dangerous trees etc 
which can otherwise be obtained from private sector.  

Charge to cover site visit and written advice

PLANNING

Fee to cover works incurred in processing 
requests to modify terms of an existing 
S106 agreement following a grant of 
planning permission £1,000.00 £1,200.00 £200.00 20.00%

The proposal is to apply a 20% uplift in line with the 
proposed increases for pre application enquiries.  The 
charge will cover Officer time in validating and reporting 
on such requests to Committee. A separate charge will 
apply to cover specialist advice on the likes of viability 

appraisals

Proposal is to increase all existing pre app charges by 
a minimum 20% in line with national planning 

applicatioon fee increases and to introduce new 
charges for certain types of pre application enquiry as 
part of a savings proposal to realise an additional 

£100k income from discretionary planning services 
during 2019/20.   
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Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase

Notes

New Charges

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Requests for a more bespoke pre 
application service, including meetings 
with more senior officers or officers from 
other services (e.g. the Local Highway 
Authority), or where a quicker response is 
required, for example, to meet a bid or 
funding deadline, will be subject to a 
bespoke charge to cover the work of the 
service.

Fee to be negotiated with landowner/developer, to 
reflect senior officer attendance and for premuim eg 

quicker/comprehensive service. Linked to 19/20 
savings proposal to generate additional £100k 
income from discretionary planning services

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Large Scale Major 
Development - 10,000m2 of commercial 
floorspace / 50 plus homes / major 
infrastructure projects (roads and utilities) 
/ sites bigger than 1.5 hectares / energy 
projects  (Written advice only) £1,500.00

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Large Scale Major 
Development - 10,000m2 of commercial 
floorspace / 50 plus homes / major 
infrastructure projects (roads and utilities) 
/ sites bigger than 1.5 hectares / energy 
projects  (Charge for follow up meeting 
with Case Officer) £750.00

PLANNING 
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Major 
Development - 10 - 49 homes / 1,000m2 - 
9,999m2 commercial floorpsace / 100m2 - 
999m2 retail floorspace / 1.0 - 1.5 hectare 
site. (Written advice only) £1,000.00

PLANNING 
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Major 
Development - 10 - 49 homes / 1,000m2 - 
9,999m2 commercial floorpsace / 100m2 - 
999m2 retail floorspace / 1.0 - 1.5 hectare 
site. (Charge for follow - up meeting with 
Case Officer) £600.00

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Minor 
Development - 100m2 - 999m2 
commercial floorspace / up to 100m2 
retail floorspace / 2 - 9 homes / 
telecommunications development / 
Section 73 variation of conditions relevant 
to this category / change of use 
(excluding retail) / public realm and 
engineering work / minerals, waste and 
energy projects / wind turbine / telecoms 
(Written Advice only) £400.00

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Minor 
Development - 100m2 - 999m2 
commercial floorspace / up to 100m2 
retail floorspace / 2 - 9 homes / 
telecommunications development / 
Section 73 variation of conditions relevant 
to category / change of use (excluding 
retail) / public realm and engineering work 
/ minerals, waste and energy projects / 
wind turbine / telecoms(Charge for follow 
up meeting with Case Officer) £300.00

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - 1 dwelling /small 
commercial changes of use or alterations 
eg up to 99m2 (Written advice only) £250.00

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - 1 dwelling / small 
commerciall changes of use or alterations 
eg up to 99m2 (Charge for Follow up 
meeting with Case Officer) £200.00

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application enquiry to vary / modify / 
discharge legal agreement for residential / 
commercial development (Meeting with 
Case Officer and written advice) £500.00

PLANNING
NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application enquiry to vary / modify/ 
discharge legal agreement for residential 
development (single plot) Meeting with 
Case Officer and written advice £300.00

Proposal is to increase all existing pre app charges by 
a minimum 20% in line with national planning 

applicatioon fee increases and to introduce new 
charges for certain types of pre application enquiry as 
part of a savings proposal to realise an additional 

£100k income from discretionary planning services 
during 2019/20.   

Proposal is to increase all existing pre app charges by 
a minimum 20% in line with national planning 

applicatioon fee increases and to introduce new 
charges for certain types of pre application enquiry as 
part of a savings proposal to realise an additional 

£100k income from discretionary planning services 
during 2019/20.   
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Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase

Notes

New Charges

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Copies of correspondence (excluding 
Decision Notice/Completion Certificates)

£12.00 up to 10 
A4 sides if over 
10 then 40p per 

A4 side

Frequent requests from professionals 
(architects/engineers etc.) for historical technical  

information which is held on our manual and digital 
databases 

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Provision of certificate/written confirmation 
of exemption from the provisions of 
Building Regulations(PER HOUR) £77.00

The council provides free electronic information on its 
webpages relating to exempt structures. Where this is 
not sufficient and written confirmation is requested for 

specific buildings/properties, then this charge is 
proposed. Rate based on CIPFA calculation for hourly 

charge

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Site inspection and written report relating 
to structures exempt from the building 
regulations (PER HOUR) £77.00

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Registering a change of 
agent/applicant/change of main contractor 
when work has commenced on site £77.00

Additional administrative resource required due to non-
fault of the council. Rate based on CIPFA calculation 

for hourly charge

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Provision of pre-submission consultancy 
advice and research for technical 
information relating to an existing building 
e.g. foundation detail(PER HOUR) £77.00

Pre-submission consultancy is not an obligatory duty 
and is often misused by customers who utilise the 
service's free expertise and guidance without any 

serious intention of undertaking the building work or 
using the service. This fee will help to cover the costs of 

such time expended and will reduce the amount of 
timewasters abusing the goodwill of officers. Rate 

based on CIPFA calculation for hourly charge

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Pre-submission site visits (COST PER 
VISIT) £77.00

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

To provide a letter relating to the building 
regulations for work which is not covered 
by a valid building regulation application 
(PER HOUR) £77.00

The service often deals with unauthorised building work 
which is of an age which prohibits any enforcement 

action and reports are often requested on the present 
condition of the building in terms of compliance. Rate 

based on CIPFA calculation for hourly charge

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 
cost <£300)

40% of cost (min 
£75.00) + 

£230.00 out of 
hours charge)

VAT exempt unless owners have authorised work to be 
undertaken by the council) In accordance with S107 of 

the Building Act 11984 and Section 36 of the Local 
Government Act 1973, the service is entitled to recover 

its reasonable establishment charges when carrying 
out any works relating to land or buildings. In the 

majority of cases, these costs can be recovered by 
owners through their insurance claim.

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 
cost Between £301 - £1500)

20% of cost (min 
£120.00) + 

£230.00 out of 
hours charge)

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 
cost Between £1501 - £5000)

15% of cost (min 
£300.00) + 

£230.00 out of 
hours charge)

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 
cost Between £5001 - £10000)

10% of cost (min 
£700.00) + 

£230.00 out of 
hours charge)

BUILDING 
CONTROL

NEW 
CHARGE

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 
cost over £10000)

5% of cost (min 
£1500.00) + 

£230.00 out of 
hours charge)
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Sub-Area Ref Desc
Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

FM Ogden Room Hire - Evening £57.00 £58.00 £1.00 1.75%

FM Ogden Room Hire - Saturday £72.00 £73.00 £1.00 1.39%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Day £52.00 £52.50 £0.50 0.96%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Evening £62.00 £63.00 £1.00 1.61%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Saturday £77.00 £79.00 £2.00 2.60%

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Saturday £115.00 £126.40 £11.40 9.91%

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Sunday £135.00 £139.20 £4.20 3.11%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Day £105.00 £110.25 £5.25 5.00%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Evening £125.00 £132.30 £7.30 5.84%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Saturday £157.00 £165.90 £8.90 5.67%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Sunday £178.00 £182.70 £4.70 2.64%

FM Greenbooth A - Day £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Greenbooth A - Evening £47.00 £47.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Greenbooth B - Day £52.50 £53.00 £0.50 0.95%

FM Greenbooth B - Evening £63.00 £63.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Roch - Day £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Roch - Evening £47.00 £47.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Watergrove - Day £26.00 £27.00 £1.00 3.85%

FM Watergrove - Evening £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Piethorne - Day £26.00 £27.00 £1.00 3.85%

FM Piethorne - Evening £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Beal - Day £21.00 £21.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Beal - Evening £31.50 £32.00 £0.50 1.59%

FM Irk - Day £21.00 £21.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Irk - Evening £31.50 £32.00 £0.50 1.59%
FM Working Lunch Buffet £5.10 £5.20 £0.10 1.96%
FM 6-item Buffet £6.60 £6.70 £0.10 1.52%
FM 7-item Buffet £9.20 £9.40 £0.20 2.17%
FM 9-item Buffet £11.70 £12.00 £0.30 2.56%
FM R0972F and R0973F Flipchart Paper and Pens £7.70 £8.00 £0.30 3.90%
FM A4 Pad of paper and pen £2.60 £3.00 £0.40 15.38% Roundings
FM Bronze BYOB Items £1.80 £1.90 £0.10 5.56%
FM Silver BYOB Items £2.10 £2.20 £0.10 4.76%
FM Gold BYOB Items £2.60 £2.70 £0.10 3.85%
FM Standard Hot Supper £7.70 £8.00 £0.30 3.90%
FM Premium Hot Supper £9.20 £9.50 £0.30 3.26% Roundings
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Sub-Area Ref Desc
Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

FM Ogden Room Hire - Evening £57.00 £58.00 £1.00 1.75%

FM Ogden Room Hire - Saturday £72.00 £73.00 £1.00 1.39%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Day £52.00 £52.50 £0.50 0.96%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Evening £62.00 £63.00 £1.00 1.61%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Saturday £77.00 £79.00 £2.00 2.60%

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Saturday £115.00 £126.40 £11.40 9.91%

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Sunday £135.00 £139.20 £4.20 3.11%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Day £105.00 £110.25 £5.25 5.00%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Evening £125.00 £132.30 £7.30 5.84%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Saturday £157.00 £165.90 £8.90 5.67%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Sunday £178.00 £182.70 £4.70 2.64%

FM Greenbooth A - Day £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Greenbooth A - Evening £47.00 £47.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Greenbooth B - Day £52.50 £53.00 £0.50 0.95%

FM Greenbooth B - Evening £63.00 £63.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Roch - Day £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Roch - Evening £47.00 £47.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Watergrove - Day £26.00 £27.00 £1.00 3.85%

FM Watergrove - Evening £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Piethorne - Day £26.00 £27.00 £1.00 3.85%

FM Piethorne - Evening £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Beal - Day £21.00 £21.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Beal - Evening £31.50 £32.00 £0.50 1.59%

FM Irk - Day £21.00 £21.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Irk - Evening £31.50 £32.00 £0.50 1.59%
FM Working Lunch Buffet £5.10 £5.20 £0.10 1.96%
FM 6-item Buffet £6.60 £6.70 £0.10 1.52%
FM 7-item Buffet £9.20 £9.40 £0.20 2.17%
FM 9-item Buffet £11.70 £12.00 £0.30 2.56%
FM R0972F and R0973F Flipchart Paper and Pens £7.70 £8.00 £0.30 3.90%
FM A4 Pad of paper and pen £2.60 £3.00 £0.40 15.38% Roundings
FM Bronze BYOB Items £1.80 £1.90 £0.10 5.56%
FM Silver BYOB Items £2.10 £2.20 £0.10 4.76%
FM Gold BYOB Items £2.60 £2.70 £0.10 3.85%
FM Standard Hot Supper £7.70 £8.00 £0.30 3.90%
FM Premium Hot Supper £9.20 £9.50 £0.30 3.26% Roundings

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift
FM Platinum Wedding Package 2019 £5,999.00 £6,499.00 £500.00 8.33%
FM Gold Wedding Package 2019 £4,499.00 £5,249.00 £750.00 16.67%
FM Silver Wedding Package 2019 £3,499.00 £3,999.00 £500.00 14.29%
FM Bronze Wedding Package 2019 £999.00 £1,149.00 £150.00 15.02%
FM R0979F Organ Practise £7.50 £10.00 £2.50 33.33% This is per hour
FM R1018F Tea Dance £2.50 £3.00 £0.50 20.00% £3 in 1819 - keep same for 1920
FM Public Full Tour (Adults) £5.10 £7.50 £2.40 47.06% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM Public Full Tour (Children) £2.60 £3.80 £1.20 46.15% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM Public Short Tour (Adults) £2.60 £4.50 £1.90 73.08% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM Public Short Tour (Children) £2.60 £2.30 -£0.30 -11.54% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM Private Full Tour (Adults) £7.70 £11.00 £3.30 42.86% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM Private Full Tour (Children) £3.90 £7.00 £3.10 79.49% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM Private Short Tour (Adults) £4.60 £7.00 £2.40 52.17% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM Private Short Tour (Children) £2.30 £3.50 £1.20 52.17% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM R1074F School Tours £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC
FM R1796 School Tours (RMBC Schools) £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Ogden Room Hire - Day £47.00 £47.00 £0.00 0.00% As 1819 to maintain usage

FM Ogden Room Hire - Sunday £82.00 £82.00 £0.00 0.00% As 1819 to maintain usage

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Sunday £87.00 £87.00 £0.00 0.00% As 1819 to maintain usage

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Day £73.00 £84.00 £11.00 15.07%

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Evening £84.00 £100.80 £16.80 20.00%
FM Committee Room 1 or 2 - per hour £96.90 £52.50 -£44.40 -45.82% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Committee Room 1 or 2 - full day £658.00 £336.00 -£322.00 -48.94% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Committee Room 1 and 2 - per hour £148.00 £84.00 -£64.00 -43.24% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Committee Room 1 and 2 - full day £1,005.00 £538.00 -£467.00 -46.47% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Committee Room 3 - per hour £81.60 £75.00 -£6.60 -8.09% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Committee Room 3 - full day £556.00 £480.00 -£76.00 -13.67% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Committee Room 4 - per hour £71.40 £60.00 -£11.40 -15.97% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Committee Room 4 - full day £485.00 £384.00 -£101.00 -20.82% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Council Chamber - per hour £102.00 £100.00 -£2.00 -1.96% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Council Chamber - full day £694.00 £640.00 -£54.00 -7.78% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Reception Room - per hour £102.00 £90.00 -£12.00 -11.76% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Reception Room - full day £694.00 £576.00 -£118.00 -17.00% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing
FM Great Hall - per hour £153.00 £175.00 £22.00 14.38%
FM Great Hall - full day £1,041.00 £1,120.00 £79.00 7.59%

R1071F

R1076F
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Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 5 - Facilities Management

Sub-Area Ref Desc
Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)
FM Zodiac Bar (Room Only) £81.60 -£81.60 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED
FM Zodiac Bar (Room Only) £556.00 -£556.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED
FM R1791 Zodiac Bar (Bar Open) £40.80 -£40.80 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED
FM Zodiac Bar (Bar Open) £281.00 -£281.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED
FM Ground Floor (Mon-Fri) £1,224.00 -£1,224.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED
FM R1053 Ground Floor (Saturday) £1,750.00 -£1,750.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED
FM R1054 Ground Floor (Sunday) £2,601.00 -£2,601.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED
FM All Accommodation (Mon-Fri) £1,377.00 £2,500.00 £1,123.00 81.55%
FM R0152 All Accommodation (Saturday) £2,918.00 £3,000.00 £82.00 2.81%
FM R1056 All Accommodation (Sunday) £3,642.00 £3,500.00 -£142.00 -3.90%
FM R1055F Non-refundable Deposit £510.00 £500.00 -£10.00 -1.96%
FM R1795 Refundable Deposit (Bond) £510.00 £500.00 -£10.00 -1.96%
FM R0901 Bar Licence Extension (Until Midnight) £204.00 £250.00 £46.00 22.55%

DELEFM R0981F Blue Dividing Screen £5.80 -£5.80 -100.00% DELETE - Charge not required.
FM R0978F Grand Piano £30.60 -£30.60 -100.00% DELETE - Charge not required.
FM R1072F Afternoon Tea (with tour) £8.10 £9.90 £1.80 22.22%
FM Champagne Afternoon Tea (with tour) £14.70 £19.90 £5.20 35.37%
FM R1073F 2-Course Lunch (with tour) £10.20 £11.90 £1.70 16.67%
FM Danish Pastry Selection £1.70 £1.90 £0.20 11.76% DELETE - now with bronze BYOB

New Charges
FM NEW CHARGE Platinum Wedding Package 2020 £6,999.00 £500 increase on 2019 prices
FM NEW CHARGE Gold Wedding Package 2020 £5,749.00 £500 increase on 2019 prices
FM NEW CHARGE Silver Wedding Package 2020 £4,499.00 £500 increase on 2019 prices
FM NEW CHARGE Bronze Wedding Package 2020 £1,249.00 £100 increase on 2019 prices
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 or 2 - Weekend rate per hour £105.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 or 2 - Weekday evening rate per hour £63.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 and 2 -  Weekday evening per hour £100.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 and 2 -  Weekend rate per hour £168.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 3 - weekend rate per hour £150.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 3 - weekday evening rate per hour £90.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 4 - weekend rate per hour £120.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 4 - weekday evening rate per hour £72.00
FM NEW CHARGE Council Chamber - weekend rate per hour £200.00
FM NEW CHARGE Council Chamber - weekday evening rate per hour £120.00
FM NEW CHARGE Reception Room - weekend rate per hour £180.00
FM NEW CHARGE Reception Room - weekday evening rate per hour £108.00
FM NEW CHARGE Great Hall - weekend rate per hour £350.00
FM NEW CHARGE Great Hall - weekday evening rate per hour £210.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 or 2 - Half Day £189.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 or 2 - Full Week £1,470.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 and 2 - Half Day £302.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 and 2 - Full Week £2,352.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 3 - Half Day £270.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 3 - Full Week £2,100.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 4 - Half Day £216.00
FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 4 - Full Week £1,680.00
FM NEW CHARGE Council Chamber - Half Day £360.00
FM NEW CHARGE Council Chamber - Full Week £2,800.00
FM NEW CHARGE Reception room - Half Day £324.00
FM NEW CHARGE Reception room - Full Week £2,520.00
FM NEW CHARGE Great Hall - Half Day £630.00
FM NEW CHARGE Great Hall - Full Week £4,900.00
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Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 5 - Adult Care

Sub-Area Ref Desc
Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)
ADULT CARE Appointeeship fee – non-residential care (annual fee) £576.00 £588.00 £12.00 2.08%

ADULT CARE Careline £3.00 £3.10 £0.10 3.33%

ADULT CARE Support@Home £5.00 £5.10 £0.10 2.00%
ADULT CARE Appointeeship fee – residential care £300.00 £306.00 £6.00 2.00%

ADULT CARE Community re-start utility charge £17.50 £18.00 £0.50 2.86% Reflecting inflation rates for domestic energey
ADULT CARE Deputyship - annual management fee - first year £840.00 £857.00 £17.00 2.02%
ADULT CARE Deputyship - annual property management Fee £270.00 £275.00 £5.00 1.85%

ADULT CARE
Deputyship - preparation and lodgement of annual report or 
account £195.00 £199.00 £4.00 2.05%

ADULT CARE Deputyship - annual management fee - subsequent years £585.00 £597.00 £12.00 2.05%

ADULT CARE
Deputyship - work up to the court order appointing a deputy for 
property and affairs £714.00 £728.00 £14.00 1.96%

Court of Protection directions state that the charge should not 
exceed £745

ADULT CARE Deferred Payment Admin Fee (new scheme) £551.00 £562.00 £11.00 2.00%

ADULT CARE Transport (per journey) £4.10 £4.20 £0.10 2.44%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

ADULT CARE
Short term and assessment care (weekly charge) - Pensionable 
age. £130.40 TBC TBC TBC

ADULT CARE
Short term and assessment care (weekly charge) - Working 
age. £85.32 TBC TBC TBC

ADULT CARE
Short term and assessment care (weekly charge) - Aged less 
than 25 years. £73.16 TBC TBC TBC

ADULT CARE Deferred Payment Interest Rate (old scheme)

3.06% to 6.12% 
depending on age of 

debt. £0.00 0.00%

No Proposed increase to these interest rates as they are in 
excess of the maximum rate for the new deferred payment 

agreements

ADULT CARE Deferred Payment Interest Rate (new scheme) TBC TBC TBC TBC

This charge is the maximum we can levy and is linked to the 
cost of Government Borrowing - 15 year average gilt yeild. 

Next to be reviewed in January 2019

ADULT CARE Shared lives TBC TBC TBC TBC

Charges are based on the rate of DLA/PIP the service user 
receives. Charges will increase in line with any cahnge to 

rates announced by Government,

These charges are set at 80% of the basic weekly income for 
each age bracket. Benefit rates for 2019-20 have not yet been 

announced, so actual rates cannot be determined at this 
point
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Appendix 5 - Children's Services

Sub-Area Ref Desc

Current 
Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed
Charge

2019/20 (£)
(Rounded)

Increase
(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

YOUTH SERVICE R0075
Duke of Edinburgh Award – Bronze or Silver – Other 
organisations £22.00 £22.50 £0.50 2.27%

YOUTH SERVICE R0076 Duke of Edinburgh Award – Bronze or Silver – Schools £22.00 £22.40 £0.40 1.82%

YOUTH SERVICE R0077 Duke of Edinburgh Award – Gold – Other organisations £29.00 £30.00 £1.00 3.45%

YOUTH SERVICE R0078 Duke of Edinburgh Award – Gold – Schools £29.00 £30.00 £1.00 3.45%
ROCH & OLD SUPPLY 

AGENCY R0054 Supply Teacher DBS £51.00 £52.00 £1.00 1.96%
ROCH & OLD SUPPLY 

AGENCY R0055 Supply Teacher ID £3.60 £3.70 £0.10 2.78%

CHILDRENS CENTRES R1807 Room Hire £25.20 £26.00 £0.80 3.17%

SURESTART R0064 CPD/Welfare Training Autumn £17.70 £18.00 £0.30 1.69%
SURESTART R0065 CPD/Welfare Training non attendance £17.70 £18.00 £0.30 1.69%
SURESTART R0066 CPD/Welfare Training Spring £17.70 £18.00 £0.30 1.69%
SURESTART R0067 CPD/Welfare Training Summer £17.70 £18.00 £0.30 1.69%
SURESTART R1674 Childminder pre-registration Training £13.10 £13.40 £0.30 2.29%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

MUSIC SERVICE R0045 Music Service Termly membership – Individual £30.60 £30.60 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0046 Music Service Termly membership – Family £51.00 £51.00 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0047 15 minute lesson £8.20 £8.20 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0048 20 minute lesson £11.30 £11.30 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0049 30 minute lesson £16.40 £16.40 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0043 60 minute lesson £32.70 £32.70 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE Music Festival entry – Individual £5.10 £5.10 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE Music Festival entry – duets/trios £6.20 £6.20 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE Music Festival entry – large ensemble £11.30 £11.30 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE Exam accompaniment £32.70 £32.70 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 
we will cover the proposed additional budget 
required  by reducing costs within the music 

service
MUSIC SERVICE R0037 Ticket sales variable variable
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